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Editor's Stctement
Samuel Zell, the fast-stepping chairman and CEO of
Equity Financial and ManaSernent Company, opens this
number of REI with a timely announcement of the Crave
Dance/s return. Heralded by a concatenation of circumstances not s€en since l97l-'1975, lhis arrival coincides with proiects of tax Ieform and deficit reduction
that will surely make Reagan's second term an exciting
one for the real estate industry. Zell's grave dancing,
while "not for the faint of heart,' may be the best available solution to the problem of what to do while the new
record plays itrlf out.
From a slightly different persp€ctive, lohn C. Weicher
examines the implications of disinflation {or the housing
market in the'1980s. As Weicher points out, real house
prices, while still hi8h, are continuinS to decline while
real morlSage rates remain high. lf he is right, that news
is not all bad,

Background on the risks and rewards associated with
real estate syndication-a major factor in today's investrnent picture-is provided by David B. Blenko, who
offers a useful review of recent history in the field and
sorne cautions to lhe prosp€ctive investor. From a different perspective, Austin l. laffe and J. Randall Woolridge

derribe the new competitive environment in housing
finance resulting from Sreater involvement oi both de-

pository and nondepository financial institutions. Robert
B. Hulley, CRE, offers a new and challenging analytical
tool-'dissipative real 6tate analysis"- for the ur of
practicinS real eslate counselors, and David Haddow
reminds us of lhe many perils confronting practitioners
in that field. The measurement of real estate returns is

examined in the light of current conditions by lohn
McMahan, CRE.
We conclude with two articles that may seem relatively
narow in scope but that raise issues of real interest. ln
the first, Mary Alice Hines examines the growing overseas investment in Chinese hotel ioint ventures; in the
second, Linda L. lohnson and Robert Cherry analyze the
responsibility of shopping centers for security force
maintenance, a subiect of BrowinS concern for shopping
center owners, managers and counselors.
The next number of REI will feature a special presentation by Dr. lames A. Graaskamp, CR[, of the state of the
arl in real estate market research, along with other

choice items- Be sure lo stay tuned-

courl offered virtually no authority or reasoning other
than the foregoing.
The second Florida case, Drake v. Sun Bank and Trusl
'1979
Company of St. Petersburg," was first decided in
and reversed in 1981. ln the Drake case, a widow
brought an action against a bank to recover for the death
of her husband. He was kidnapped from the bank's parking lot after transactinS business with the bank, driven to
a remote location and then robbed and murdered. The
plaintiff alleged that the bank knew its customers often
carried cash and other valuable items while using the
parking lot, yet failed to have adequate security protection. Moreover, the complaint alleged that the bank was
in a high crime area but provided less security than other
area banks; the bank's security Buards were negliSent in

allowing a dangerous condition to develop; similar
crimes had occurred on or near the bank's facilities and
thus the bank should know there was the chance of an
assaull against a customer on their property. The court,
in a one sentence decision, held that the allegations
were sufficient to state a cause of action against the
defendant.

Conclusion
Before the early 1970s, the generally acceptd common
law was that an owner of a business establishment was
not an insurer of his business Buests and therefore not

liable to these invited customers for iniuries they received in parking lots from third party criminal attacks.
As merchandising has undergone a change towards larger malls rather than smaller community shopping centers, so has this area of the common law. Ten states have
decided this particular question of liability in the last
decade, and all but one provided for possible liabilily lo
the customer by lhe defendant retailer.

After kxrking at the ten jurisdictions which have determined the legal question of a business prop€rty owner'r duty and liability for (rimrnal a( 15 lo ( ustomers in d
parking lot, many unanswered questions and problems
remain as to future applications of the trend lo hold
business owners liable by allowing the plaintiff a chance
at trial and possible recovery. The decisions from the
various jurisdictions lead to no absolute conclusion as to
the exact number of prior criminal acts which create a
duty and possible liability for the business owner. The
main issue in all of the cases is the foreseeability of
customer harm, but the factual situations run from two
prior assaults in the vicinity in Texas to 27 car thefts in
Pennsylvania. As a Beneralization, it looks as if the plaintiff would have the strongest case if he were the lhird,
fourth or fifth parking lot assault victim within a year's
peri<.d, and the business property owner failed to provide adequate security-

LookinS at this {rom a mall owner's persp€ctive, how
can he protect himself from liabilitya ln the foregoing
cases, security measures employed by the owner were
one of the factors considered. But how much of a security force is necessaryl The cases indicate that if there has

been prior criminal activity of any typ€ in the parking
lot, especially assaults, the owner should increase his
security force and parking lot patrols. lronically, however, increasing security may not be enough as sympathelic iuries could convert possible liability to absolute
liability in cases where there has been a history of heavy
criminal activity in the area.
These typ€s of legal actions will continue to arase with
the high crime rate in the United States, the large number of businesses with their own private parking lots and

the increase o{ regional and super regional shopping
malls, Hopefully, further decisions will give better
guidelines and answers for business owners to prevent
this perplexing problem. Mall owners, as well as other
business property owners, are well advised to increase
spending in the area of security and customer protection

as documented in The Dollars & Cents o/ Shopping
Centers. The old common law precedent of the business
property owner not being an insurer of customer safety
definitely appears to be crumbling.
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IoHNSON and CHERRy: SHOpptNC CENTER RESP()NStBTUTY FOR SECURITY FORCE

MAINTENANCE sl

ln South Carolina's Shipes v. Piggly Wiggly 5t. Andrews,

lnc.,"'a man in his mid-sixties was assulted by

several

persons in a supermarket parking lot in Charleston. No
violent crimes had been committed in the neighborhood
and the only crimes known to the manager of the store

were shoplifting and theft of a tap€ deck in an employee's car. The South Carolina Supreme Court
adopted the rule that a business prop€rty owner is not
liable for criminal attacks unless he knows of or has
reason lo know of criminal attacks similar to the one
which the plaintiff su{fered. ln other words, in South
Carolina knowledge of general f,etty crime in the area or
on the premises is insufficient to make a plaintiff's attack
fo reseea b le

.

The Tennessee Supreme Court in Cornpropst v. Sloan"
was faced with the factual situation of a female shopper
attacked and beaten by a third party in the parking lot of
EastBate ShoppinB Center, a 37-store complex in Memph is. The plaintiff filed the aclion against the owners and
manag,ers of the shopping center alleging negligence on
their part for failure k) exercise reasonable care to protect her from harm. The finding was in favor of the defendant. The court ruled more narrowly and held that
there is no duty upon shopping cenler owners, whose
manner of operation does not attract t riminal elements
to guard against third party assaults, unless prior knowledge exists that such harmful acts have occurred, are
occurring or are ah)ut to occur.

Thus, in the lllinois, South Carolina and Tennessee
cases, the business property owner was not held liable
for third party criminal activity aSainst patrons in the
parking lot. Each case, however, contained supporting
statements indicating lhat liability was possible given the
correct circumstances.

Liability
North Carolina, New lersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, Florida, and California all imposed liability on the business
property owner from criminal assaults on customers under the factual situation of each case. While these iu-

risdiclions each used a somewhat dilferent reasoning for
imposing the liability, there are many similarities in the

couns'decisions.
f oster v. Winston Saltm loint Venture'r

isa l98l Norlh

Carolina case where two unidentified males beat the
plaintiff, violently pushed her onto the seat of her car
and then threw her to the parking lot pavement conlinuinB to beat and kick her. The plaintiff filed her action
against the mall owners claiming they were negliBent in
failing to provide adequate securily in lhe parking lol for
the protection o{ patrons. Evidence presented showed
that in the year preceding the pl.:intiff's incident, there
were .] I incidents of criminal activity, including as many
as {ive assaults on the mall premises. Further evidence
showed that only one guard was assigned to patrol the

lot on the day the plaintiff was assaulted.

Using

foreseeability as the test to determine the extent of a
prop€rty owner's liability in such a case, the court held
that the defendants had reason to know of the propensity

50

for customer harm to occur in the premises and that the
defendants breached their duty to exercise reasonable
care to maintain the mall in a secure and safe manner for
customers.
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals in Walkoviak v. Hilton

Hotel Corp.dl'l was faced with the factual situation
where the male plaintiff was accostd by two unknown
assailants, beaten, stabbed and robbed in the parking lot
of a Hilton Hotel where he had been attending a convention. He filed an action against the Hilton Hotel
Corporation based upon negligence of the hotel for failing to supply adequate security measures, failing to warn
him of any danger and failing to protect him. ln this case,
there were only two criminal assaults within the preceding twelve months, both of which were in the area rather
than on the premises. ln overturninS the lower court's
ruling for the defendant, the court stated that the evidence was sufficient to raise issues of facl as to whether
the hotel conducted its security in accordance with reasonable and prudent innkeeper standards, Biven similar
circumstances. This Texas case is a departure from the
other cases since the two prior occurrences were only in
the vicinity and not on the business premises. As compared to rulings by other courts which found liability,

the Texas court definitely broadened lhe area of
foreseeability of customer harm.

of Iaylor v. Centennial Bowl, lnc.,"
involved a female plaintiff who was attacked in the defendant's parking lot after the plaintiff had been warned
by employees of the defendant not to Bo outside unescorted. The attacker was a patron of the defendants
and had made advances toward the plaintiff inside the
bowling alley business premises. The court held that a
businessman has the duty to take affirmative action to
control the wrongful acts of persons that threaten invitees if the owner has reasonable cause lo anticipate
such acts and the probability of injury resulting therefrom. ln lhis case, foreseeability and duty arise not {rom
prior criminal activity but just prior acts on the premises.
The California case

Florida has had two cases within the last decade on the
queslion of business liability for customer harm in park,
-1974
inB lots. A
case, Rotbart v. Jor<lan Marsh Company,'' involved a male customer of a Jordan Marsh department store who had parked his car on the second
floor of a store owned parking garage. After discovering
the Barage elevator was not functioning, he searched for
an exit bul was attacked by two armed men who robbed
him, beat him and left him unconscious. The plaintiff
filed his action charging lordan Marsh with negligence
in failing to maintain the elevator in working order, failing to have the exit marked and failing to provide adequate security to prevent criminal assaults. Despite the facl
that there were no references to any prior criminal
assaults eilher in the area or on the premises, the court
ruled that the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of
keeping its premises in a reasonably safe condition.
Moreover, il stated that the store musl guard against subjectinS customers to dangers of which it is cognizanl or
reasonably miBht h.ive foreseen. Unfortunately, the
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lhe Return ol the Crave Dancet
Sarn.re, Zerr, Page I
The Crave Dancer is an actave investor who assumes Sreat risk by
acquirin8 property in distress and anticipates a return o[ great
potentaal reward if the investment is a success. He is awakenint

lenders and investo.s to s€e a Sreatly diffused pidure by usinS what
if logic when analyzing a p(operty. Ihe anicle inlroducH a
theoretacal structure of information as it a@lies lo real 6tale, and

Ditinflduon rnd lhe Housinq Matket n the lg80s
lohn C. weiclrcr, PaBe 6
Disinflalion has been the dominant factor in the housing market
durinS the l98Os, jusl as inflation was durin8 the 1960s and 1970s.
Houses are no lonSer in demand as a hedge against inflation, and
their prices are declininS in real terms, althouSh they are still hi8her
than be{ore inflation slaned. li the process of disrntlation continues,
the worst part of the adiuslment may be over, and in retrospect the
problems of the housing market dr.rring the early I980s will be seen

O.vkl

uses the valuation

The Perils

as lransitional.
Rea/ fsl.ite 5yndication invertmenlr: Risls and Rewards

D.vkl B. BlenLo, PaEe 15
Attracted by lhe prospect of hiSh afrer-tax returns, investors annually
spend billions of dollars on ,eal ertate syndicalions. These
investmenls have become popular due to the well publicized
success of earlier syndications, ds well as recenl favorable changes
in lax and 5ecurities laws. Nonelheless, due to increased
compelition lor property acquisitions, syndications today cannot
necessarily Suaranlee superior returns.
Expandjn9 the PrcducE and Sewtces
Case

ot lhnd Patty

of financtal lnetitutions: Ihe

Rea/ fstate Brolerages

Austin t. lafle aod l. Randall WoohidEe, PaBe 19
The dereBulated environment of the financial syslem during the
early 1980s has changed the nature of fanancial rnslitutions. Once
regarded as completely independent agency lirms, real eslate
brokerage offices are one of lhe latest available activities for savjnSs
and loan associations in thi5 new environment. This paper examine5
lhe controversies over so c.ll(d lhard party brokerages and discusses

lhe economic molivations of deB)sitory institutions to expand into
this area.

Dillusinq the ln{otmation t\plosrcn
8. Hulley, PaBe 25
The closed or lineal approach to solving problems has its

RM

limitations. Computerizalion has permitted appraisers, counselors,

ol

Reat

of an income property lo illustrale iIs use.

tttate Counseline

fus Hfu,Page

30

Real estale counseling is difficuh w<rk that beconres funtrer
complicaled as bosiness volume grows. This anicle di<u5ses
potential problem areas and suggests sorne renedies.

Measuring Rea/ [s{a(e ReturnJ

loln M.M.h.n,

CRt, Page 3)
This anicle is n stale o{ the a( look al the problem ol measuring real
eslale relurns. The analytical rnodel utilizes a sophilrcated spread
sheel computer program, with step by-step discussion of how each
variable is ke.rted. Sensitivrty analysis is us€d to rneasure the degree
lo which chan8e in variablel (e.g., construction c(xl; renlal levels;
expense; etc.) will impact tol.l retum. Retums are cal(ulated in
both real and nominal lerms, for br{h the developer and the

Overseai ,ryeslment in Chinese Hotel loint Ventures

Mary

Nk!

Hirp.,

Page 45

The People's Republic of China (PRC) needs transient housang for
ttusinEs and tourist purposes. Ittey need hotels managed and
equipped lo international standards as $ey continue (o expand thear
do.nestic and inlernalional txrsiness and their lourist lrade frorn both
abroad and wrthin the country. To accomplish this now requires
overseas managerial and conslruclion expedise in the form of ioint
venture aSreemenls with foaeign developeB and inv€.ilors.
Shopping Cent{,, Responsibility fot

Li.td. L. lolrntoo

.rd R&d

S{utity force Maintenance

L. Ct,F ty, h-, PaW 48

Prior lo 1978, expenses ancurred by shopping center owneG for
security kx(e prolectaon of cuslomeE were either minimal or
lumped togelher wilh other miscellaneous operating expen56_ Since
1978, a trend towards increased security force cosl! for shopping
center and mrll p.rrking lots has b€en experieaced. Within lhe last
decade, couns in at least ten states have ruled on the qut5tion of
slore liabilily lor custorner harm in parling lots- The rulinBs indicate
that cuslomers have a.ighl to be prolecled frorn anack by third
panies, pani(ul,rrly where fDtential harm is fores€eable.

iii

Purpose And A,tethodobgy
This paper will analyze the reasons behind the increase
in shopping center expenses for security. The methodology to be followed is an analysis of various courl cases
litigated over the last decade on the issue of liability for
shopper injury from third party assaults. Because the
question o{ in-store responsibility for shopper safety has
been overwhelmingly ruled on as a shopping center
liability, only recent cases will be examined with decisions favoring the liability of customer safety in business parking lots.
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EXHIBIT 1
Security Expenses by Type of Shopping Center (1978)
(Dollars per square foot of Cross Leasable Area)
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Security Expenses by Type of Sh<.rpping Cenler (1981)
(Dollars per square foot of Cross Leasable Area)
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care for customer safety.
Synopsis

Of The

Cases

During the last decade, only ten of the fifty state appellate courts have been asked to decide the liability of
business property owners in these cases. However, of
these iurisdictions, nine have modified the prior common law doctrines previously discussed. The courts indicated that parkinS lot protection is parl of the reasonable care owed by a business owner to customers in
certain situations. ln thes€ states, the courts said protection against criminal acts is warranted by a business
owner whenever he has knowledge of prior criminal

activity on the premises. Of the nine states to imply a
change in common law, three did not find liability on
the part of the business owner but made supporting
statements which indicated that under different factual
circumstances liability was possible. Only one court
completely barred the property owner from liability.

ltonoger

hesidenl

Laa.yy oI

57
80
46
34

lower
Decile

attacks was not considered part of exercising reasonable

ment to transact business (such as the purchase of goods)
is determined by common law in the different states. The
gengrally acr epted principle is lhat a person entering a
storb for the purpose of trade oc( upies the status of dn
"invitee." lt is not even necessary that the person has the
intent lo make a parlicular purchase in order to acquire
the status.a Moreover, the maiority of states recognize
the business parking lots as part of the total business
premises to which "invitee" stalus is extended.s Under

common law, the owner or operator owes to all "invitees" in trade parking lols, as well as in the store, a
duty to keep the premises reaso-ably safe and exercise
reasonable care for the invitee's safety.{' This duty,
however, does not make business property owners an
insurer against personal injury caused by the wrongful
acts of third lrrsons nol under their control which cannot be anticipated or guarded against.T In other words,
business owners were not considered responsible lor
such criminal acls since such conduct is beyond their
control and cannot be anticipdted. Protection against

No l-iability Under Any Circumstances
Oklahoma is the only state to completely bar a criminally assaulted customer from bringing a neBliSence
action aSainst a prop€rty owner. ln Davis v. Allied Supermarkets, lnc.,8 the plaintiff was physically iniured
and robbed of her pocketbook in a supermarket parking
lot. The alleged negligence by the defendants was failing
to provide adequate lighting and security personnel in a

high crime area.

Oklahoma's Supreme Court's reasoning was brief. The
court concdes that the criminal problem was serious

but to hold a store owner liable for criminal attacks
would put the business owner in lhe position of an insurer. Therefore, the court says the plaintiff's damages
were caused by the independent, intervenin8 criminal
acl of a third party and the business owner is not liable.
A point of significance is that there was no mention of
specific prior criminal incidents but merely an allegation
of the store being in a high crime area. Knowledge of
prior criminal incidents is an imporlant factor in most of
the other jurisdictions deciding in favor of liability.

liability Possible Urde] Different facts
lllinois, South Carolina and Tennessee denied a business
property owner to be liable for criminal assaults on
customers under each of the fact situations presentd,
but did not completely close the door on potential liability. ln the lllinois case of O'Brien v. Colonial Village,
lnc.,e the female plaintiff was assaulted by an unknown
male assailant in the parking lot of a 27-store shopping
center with a ten-acre parking lot. The court dismissed
the case against the shopping center after stating there
may be circumstances which extend the duty of a prop-

erty owner on prollerty where the public is invited. A
primary reason for dismissal was lhat the plaintiff did not
allege any previous criminal incidents had occurred or
that defendants had any knowledge of prior attacks
which would have made the plaintiff's anack foreseeable.
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THE RETURN OF THE CRAVE DANCER

SHOPPING CENTER RRESPONSIBITITY FOR
SECURITY FORCE MAINTENANCE

by Samuel Zell

by Linda L. lohnson and Roberl L. Cherry, lr.

Like Rip van Winkle, the Crave D.rncer hibernates from
one real estate cycle k.r lhe next. He emerges [ron] his
long sleep when the real e5tate r ommunily violates
Ceorge Santyana's l9O6 admonitil)n, "Those who do
not learn from the pa5t are condemned to relive it."

Mediln levels of operating exlrnses reported for

all
types of shopping c(,nters ran8e from 26 to 4oulo of total
oper,rting receipts ac<:r>rding to data published lry the

Urban L.rnd lnstitute in its 1981 printing of Do//ars

&

ot Shopping C(,Dte.s. I Bec,ruse oi the trend toward
increasetl operation.rl expenses, in l978 the Urban Land
lnslitute's shopping ( enter study incorporated a specific
breakrkrwn on contrrllable cosl components which includes ser:urity, snow removal .rnd heating, ventilation,
and .rir conditionin,j (HVAC) expenses. Most notable
amonll lhese.lre th(' recurity cost figures repnrled by
Cen15

mall type in Exhibit

L

I

As sc('n rn I

4'
,/_.
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Howtver, the mere fact that security costs h.rve now
been accepted as a line item in standard financial reporting [r.rr shopping centers deserves some comment. What
has caused shopping center managers and developers lo
neetl security for(e protection ior their prt,nrises?
Although long ternr st.rtistical daLr for this line item expenst'is generally unavailable, nrore recent sludies

published by the Urban Land lnstitute indicale that
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investor see[ing Sre.tler rtrk bv atrluiring propcrly tn

distress, and even Bre,rter reward by earning the economic henefit from surcessful resurreclion. The Crave
Dancer's nteasure of reward is refle< teri by improving
the value of real estale, which if sut cessful far outpaces
the performance of the economy.

l.

xhihil I, shoppingtenlt.rexpen:er [or rer urity do not appear large in relation t() other more {.]miliar
operaling expenses such as pr(Derty t.rxes and.rtlministr.rtive salaries. Those median costs nray range as high as
.57 and .28 per f<xll of gross leasable area, res;x'< live'ly.

h

The cmergence oi thc Crave Dancer reflects an .rlteration in lhe risk reward ralio of real elt.rle investmenl. The
cld\\i( mulivation for re.rl e\ldle inve:lment ts p,rr.iive
reflecting a desire for slability, security, inflation protection and growth. However the Crave D.lncer is an .tctive

least shorl term increases lrom l97B to i98l have occurrt'd in securily force expenses as seen in Exhibit 2.
Why are these increases occurrinB? Are operaling expenses of shopping centers entering a trend of continued
increases in security costsa Do security force expenses

really represenl an area of controllable operational
costsi
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The current state oi the U.5. real est.rte markel reflt'< ts an
orgy o[ development that has follt>wed the high inilatir-rn
era of the early 19ti0s. Supply o{ space has been fueled

by excess availability of funds, misrt'.rding of demand,
hedging .rgainst inflation and geogr.rphic concentration
of supply. The deg,ree to which supply exceeds dem.rnd
rivals, rnd in some r'.rses, surpasses lhe conditions thrl
existed from 197 \ to 1975. DurinS thal era, oversupply
caused widespread linancial distress for banks, insuran(e companies .rnd equity owners of real t'stale.
This:ilualion was rggravated by the creation o[ 5hort
term nrortg.rge real e5t.rte investnrent lrusts. Thete lrusls
in{used ;pproxim.rtely $20 billion dollars of new [unds
inlo the re.rl estrte m.rrket. This infusir.rn of capit.rl, ,rkrng
Sznuel Zell
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with convention.rl sources, led kl excess s;>tculation
and an oversupply o{ space. The current situ.rlion and
anticip.rted resulls .rre reminis(enl of that ern.

Availability Of funds
Funds;rvailable ft)r re.tl estate exp.rnded dram.rtically as
a resull of finant ial deregulation, the growth 0f:yndication, pension [un(l particip"rtion, .rnd institutional in-

volvement in the development .rnd ownership of real
estate equities.

Expansion of the powers of:avings and loans and the
encouraBement of their conversion lrom mutual lo stock
ass(x iations intreased the funds available for reJl estate
inveslments. ln the p.rst, as interest r.rtes rose, Rt gulalion
Q ceilings crealetl disintermedialion .rnd the withdrawal

oi

[unds seeking higher yields. Disinterme(lidtion reduted [unds av.rilable for lending, thereby lhrotlling excess developnrent. Deregulalion allowed <ontinued
access ln funds, but al a higher < ost. The advenl o[ broker insured degrsits also elinrin.rtt'd previous geographi< b.rrriers to thr. ilow of fun<ls.

As rates rose beyond historical precedent, the savings
and loans with fixed rate pordolios saw their net worth
eroded at an alarming pace. Federal policy encouraged
conversion of mutual savings and loans to stock corporations. This replenished their capital, but also infused
massive liquidity because each dollar of new capital
could be leveraged into $33 of assets.

Additional liquidity emanated from the creation of mortgage backed securities. These mortgage backed securities provided the savings and loans with a secondary

market in which to unload their existing portfolio of

single family mortgages. The combination of new equity
and liquiditv within existing portfolios pressured the

institutions inlo nalional expansion in commercial real
estate.

This set of circumstances is fraught with danger and reminiscent of the REIT experience of l0 years ago. As the
ability to raise funds out-stripped the ability to make

local, profitable investments, it sought national opportunities. The results have been predictable-too much
money chasing too few deals.
Loan underwriting has suffered from pressure to invest
funds. Higher levels of risk have been necessary to
Benerate a positive spread over the cost of money. The
accrual of significanl portions of interest obligations defers those obligations into the future, the assumption being that inflation will increase cash flow to cover the
shortfall. However since these are floating rate loans,

future inflation will only increase the spread between
the inleresl owed and the cash flow earned.
Syndications

The public syndication of real estate, from a base of
$200 million in 1970, will Brow to $6 billion in 1984.

This exponential growth and the pressure to invest lhis
tremendous flow of funds emanated from the acceptance by lhe general public of real estate as the best form
of inflation hedging. Today's real estate market is driven

more by the ability b sell the product than the user's
demand for occupancy.

This growth has also encouraged a growing number of
sponsors whose real estate expertise is second to their
marketing capabilities. AlthouBh public syndication of
real eslate has proven to be a viable and intelligent investment ,lternative within a trroader spectrum of financial and estate planning, excesses by sponsors have
been and continue to be prevalent and have encouraged
the escalation of prices and the creation of product for
which there is insuflicient demand. The creation of these
organizations has been rapid and resulted in overhead
burdens which require the conslanl creation of new
funds in order to support the structure. Failure o{ the
market to distinguish quality sponsors will continue to
encourage over-investmenl.
Pension Funds

The pension funds, having been burned significantly in
the 70's with heavy emphasis on bonds and common
stock, have looked to real estate as an obvious area for

)

diversification. This pool of funds, which represents the
largest and fastest growing source of new capital, is
slowly altering its objectives to reflect a specified proportion of total assets in real estate. These funds have
been invested in commingled pools run by sophisticated
real estate sponsors as well as through advisors with
extensive real estate background. Although pension
funds have adopted very conservative criteria for investment, the sheer size of the pool applies pressure to the
market especially on "brochure" buildings where competition has driven yields down.
Economic Viability
The economic viability of the development process is
dramatically different when the developer has the role of
being a creator of the product to be sold as opposed to
the creation of the product for long term ownership and
mana8ement. When a real estate product is pre-sold

prior to construction, with relatively minor lease-up
responsibility, the supply-demand scenario within the

market place is less of a consideration and leads to oversupply. This is particularly true in post-inflationary p€riods where rents have risen dramatically and the high
point on the rental scale became the point of reference
for new projects. Rents rise in res@ns€ to scarcity of
supply. New supply tempers or reduces rates, making
viability assumptions suspect. Owner concessions,
which materially reduce cost of occupancy, must be
factored into achievable rates. Capitalization of income
without such a discount distorts the rate of return and
encourages oversupply. The conversion of real estate
analysis, from capitalized rates on existing cash flow to
internal rate of return, distorts the value of the property.
lnternal rates of return include inflationary assumptions
which justify new development without adiusting them
to the supply-demand situation in the marketplace.
The creation of new real estate pro,ects and the financ-

ing thereof do nol include any presupposition of need.
Developers are creating a product that meets the developer's test of profitability, not necessarily the marketplace's test of economic viability. lf the developer believes the creation and presale of the product assure him

a profit, then the discipline of the marketplace disappears and oversupply follows.

The other element of economic feasibility reflects the
type of product constructed. The type of producl to b€
constructed has hislorically been economic rather than
markel driven. For example, unlimited markets exist for
low-cost housing because develop€rs are unable to economically build units that can be rented or sold at the
low end of the scale. Consequently, the oversupply in
the market not only reflects more square footage than
can be absorbed, but is targeted toward the luxury or

first-class end of the economic spectrum. This bias
occurs because the rental rate differential between premier real estate and secondary real estate is grealer than

the costs related to such upgrading. Therefore, economic viability is further endangered by the greatest
supply being in the smallest segment of the user market.
REAL ISIATE ISSUES, FALLAVINTER I984

the Hong Kong and Shanghai Eank of Hong Kong. This
foreign loan was paid off after one year and refinanced
by the Bank of China. At pres€nt little foreign investment
remains in the hotel's p€rmanent financing. When the
management contract ends, the Chinese government
will take over the project's ownership and management.

unencumbered hostelry built

to international quality

standards. As cash flows are Senerated, Citibank's prin-

cipal and interest are paid b€fore the Chinese partner
receives any portion of the cash flow. After the Chinese
parlner receives a specified amount, the residual cash
flow is shared by the ioint venture partners until China

When the hotel was constructed, separate and in-

takes over the entire ownership and mana8ement.

dependent water and electrical systems were installed so
the hotel does not rely on the city of Naniing for treated

The Fulure Of Overseas roint Ventures For Chinese
Hotel Development And lnveslmenl

water or electricity. Supplying good drinking water

is

still a problem for most Chinese cities. Electrical supplies
adequate for a building's normal and peak op€rations
are not always reliable al any location in the People's
Republic of China.

Stillto b€ constructed are a swimming pool, health club
with sauna and massage facilities and a classic Suzhou
formal garden. A retailbuilding is scheduled to contain a
department store, supermarket and small boutiques.
Several government owned and operated department
stores are located in the near vicinity. After nearly l8
months of operation, the hotel almost has a 55 p€rcent
occupancy rate. lt caters to both the business and tourist
trade. Nanjing, like many prominenl cities of China, is
an industrial, Bovernment, educational, and cultural
center of the Jiangsu Province.

Property developers and lenders from

a number of

countries including Hong Kong, Japan, and the United
States are considering mutually profitable holel investment in China along lhe lines of the Chinese-sanctioned
joint venture. As the Chinese economy develops, more
transient hotel accommodations will be needed to handle the expanding tourist and business trade.
EXHIEIT

Maior Tourist Cities and Sites of China
Maior Tourist Cities and Sites
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Guangzhou's White Swan And China Hotels

o

Cuangzhou-often called "Canton" as an abbreviation-has approximately 57 hotels and guest houses
that contain approximately 12,500 Buest rooms. Overseas ioint ventures involve two of the newest hotelsthe White Swan and the China Hotels. The White Swan
Hotel, staffed by 2,000 people, was opened in February
1983. The 28-story international five-star hotel is a ioint
venture o[ the CuanBdong Tourism Bureau and

Coodyear lnvestments Co. Ltd. of Hong Kong. The
Chinese government permitted this luxury hotel to be
built on a picturesque point alon8 the Pearl River on
Shamian lsland in dn drea previously inhabited by the
British and French government ani company representatives. This business/tourist hotel is located approximately 20 to 25 minutes driving time across town from
the Cuangzhou lnternational Trade Exhibition Hall.
Products and services of mainland China and the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in Cuangzhou are
displayed and promoted at the hall by company representatives al two international trade fairs per year in the
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spring and fall. Visitors from all over the world attend the
fairs. This grand hotel, with its shoppinB arcade, coffee

o

shop and informal lounge on the ground level, monopolized the luxury hotel market in the city until the
China Hotel opened in Spring '1984 across the street
from the lnternational Exhibition Hall-

0
9o o
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This overseas joint venture hotel represents debt financ-

ing from Citibank of Hong Kong and ownership by an
entity of the Chinese government. When the Citibank
loan is fully repaid (including capital repayment and
interest on the loan) and the manaSement contract terminates, the Chinese Bovernment will own the
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Famous Mouniarns

Sou.ce: THt CHINA CUIDIEOOK by Fredric M. Kaplan and
Arne l. de Keiizer. New York: Eurasia Press, 1984.
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complex of the ruling families from former centuries.
Today the Beijing Hotel consists of three distinct parls
that together use the entire block of land on which the
hotel is located. A central ground-level conidor links the
three buildings toSether. The additions to the original
hotel to the west have been made at different intervals

by the Chinese government. The newest high-rise and
mosl architecturally modern section lies to the east. The
main driveway up to the door of the hotel is located now
in this newer addition. The occupancy rate for the entire
hotel is said to be unusually high. Part of the high occupancy status is due to the long visits of various foreign
goverment and company organizations who do business
in Beijing. Suites of rooms reportedly are being rented
on a long-term basis by such organizations because
appropriate office space is not available for purchase or

rent in close proximity to the government and political
headquarters. ln some measure the Beijing Hotel, owned and managed by the People's Republic of China government, provides residential and office space for many
of its clients.

still too early to analyze the total investment returns of
this well-known BeijinS joint venture hotel. The Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank appears satisfied with the investment results through its Peninsula subsidiary. The
company's representative banking office is housed in the
premises of the hotel complex. The bank seeks more
joint venture and direct income prop€rty investments in

the adiustment.

Beiiing and other Chinese areas.

of its re-ignition continues. DurinB the inflationary period, the consumer most visually recognized this phenomenon on his daily life by the escalation in single

The Great Wall Hotel, opened in December 1983, is
located in the northwest quadrant of Bei,inB along the
main thoroughfare, North Donghuan Road. This busi'1,007
ness and tourist hotel- 2 'l -stories with
Suest
principal
the
the
road
from
rooms-is located across

section of Beijing devoted to foreign embassies. lt is a
natural location for a hotel serving visitors from most
countries of the world with advanced industrialized
economies. For example, the French Embassy lies within
two to three blocks of the hotel's main entrance. This
international-styled hotel housed U.5. President Ronald
Reagan and his large staff during his 1984 SprinS visit to
Beiiing.

ln the eastern portion of the city, where the Beijing Hotel
is located, lies the diplomatic section. Much of the cen-

The joint venture agreement was drawn up by a Califor-

tral and northern sections of the east side of Beiiing

Chinese representative and the China lnternational
Travel Service, an aSency of the Chinese Sovernment.

house the various diplomatic and military missions from
all over the world. Some embassies have been located in
Beijing for a number of years. One of the largest diplomatic complexes, that of the Soviet Union, is located in
the central east side of lhe city. The transient and permanent members of the various diplomatic missions are
housed according to their respective lengths of stay. Permanent members of the various diplomatic corps inhabit

some of the luxury residential buildings. Their income
levels normally far exceed that of the normal Chinese
worker, and they may be the only prospective tenants or
owners for many of the new and costly luxury apartment
buildings in the area.
The Jianguo Hotel, Beiiing's first joint venture hotel, was

opened in '1982. lt was designed by Clement Chen and
Associates, a San Francisco-based firm for the joint ven-

ture group comprised of the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Bank's subsidiary, lhe Overseas Eritish Peninsula Croup
and a Chinese Bovernment entity. Some investment,
made by the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank through
their subsidiary, complemented the investment in land
and cash by the Chinese Bovernment. A mangement
contract for 10 years was reportedly extended lo the
Overseas British Peninsula Croup in order to train
appropriate hotel management and staff to manage the
hotel until the Chinese government would take full title
and operation of the hostelry at the end of the 1O-year

period. The hotel operation utilizes the worldwide
Peninsula Croup reservations system. This mid-rise, fivestory hotel facility strings out along the main easlwest
thoroughfare, Jianguomen Avenue. lt features an assortment of cuisine ranging from Chinese and Japanese to
Western so as to satisfy the palates of foreign travelers.
Since the management contract and the overseas investment runs approximately seven to eight more years, it is
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lnflation
The political and economic decisions of the 1960s and
1970s generated a period of very high inflation in the
1970s and early 1980s. The United States was facing
double-digit inflation in an economy not prepared for

nia construction company headed by an overseas
The man8emenl contract for the hotel calls for the overseas traininS of the hotel mana8ement and staff. At the
end of the management contract the hotel and its complete operation will revert to the Chinese Sovernment.
So far the management personnel have been acquired
from foreign international hotel operations, and the
training for this particular hotel's operations has involved the United States, HonB Kong and other worldwide training locations.

The linling Hotel Complex Of Naniing
ln the central business district of Naniing lies the Jinling
Hotel, 37-stories high and currently the tallest building

in China. NanjinS, with a population of over three million people (a relatively short distance to the northwest
of Shanghai), is the capital of Jiangsu Province (see Exhibi0. The 760-room hotel has the first Chinese revolving restaurant and lounge, the Sky Lounge, on its 37th
floor. The hotel is one part of a total income-producing
complex embracing an apartmenl building, a multi-story
parking facility and shopping center. This internationalquality hotel, opened in the Spring of 1983, is another
example of an overseas joint venture. The current chairman of the board of the Singapore Land Company
headed an investor group whose other members were
located in Hong Kong. Thechief equity partner was born

and raised in NanjinB. A management contract for
approximately l0 years was signed by a hotel managemenl Broup from Hong Kong affiliated with the investor

group. The hotel management and staff is sent abroad for
three- to four-week training periods. Some of the chefs
are sent to lhe United States to learn the preparation of
Western cuisine. Japanese and Chinese dishes are also
offered in the hotel dining rooms. Financing came from
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Despite the severe reduction of inflation, the expectation

family costs and lhe monthly announcement of the Consumer Price lndex. Just as those involved in the oil industry predicted the continued escalation in the price of

oil, so too did the investor-consumer

presume that
double-diBit inflation was only temporarily impeded and
lrund to return. The investor-consumer presumes thal if
everyone's pordolio includes real estate ownership, the
benetits will continue from inflationary pressures as in

the past. The natural outSrowth of this alteration in
thinking has been the dedication of more funds to the

ownership of real estate. This has contributed markedly
to the seller's market in real estate and inevitably will
lead to economic loss and market oversupply.

Herd lnstincl
The current status of the real estate market is different
than previous periods of oversupply. Along with the inflationary pressures of the late 1970s came a new perception that the future groMh of the country was in the
sunbelt. Consequently, a massive disproportion of new
developments and construction occurred in a series of
limited Beographic areas. lnvestors in real estate directed
their efforts toward these limited geographic areas, as
did lenders and developers. Therefore, some of these
cities are facing five to eight years of oversupply in housing and office space, whereas the rest of the country has
a much smaller inventory.

Office Market
It is within this framework that one must

assess

and eval-

uate a standard approach to taking advanlage of opportunities from those less fonunate. Real estate is unique,
and despite significant weakness and oversupply in any
Siven market, it does not preclude the possibility of existinB opportunity. Perhaps at no lime in any previous
period of oversupply has the statement "no generaliza-

tions are relevant" been more applicable. The post
197)-1975 recovery made almost dny acquisition in
the prior period economically viable. Escalation of demand in a period of minimal construction rapidly filled
the oversupplied markets. The absorption rate this time
is likely to be the mosl critical element in any Crave
Dancing scenario. Reliance on historic perspeclives
must be tempered by individual market analysis. For
example, the energy boom impacted on office absorption in cities like Dallas, Houston, Denver and Oklahoma City. lf one looked at those markets and presumed
an absorption rate predicated on the past {ive years, he
would see a distorted view of the needs for future space.
ZELL: THE RETURN OF THE CRAVE DANCER

Even after making adjustments for economic ab€rration.
one would be prudent to study the markets looking for
other lelltale signs that could impact on future needs.
As a broker recently commented, a maior consideration
must be the "sublet curse". Many firms committed themselves to significantly more space than was immediately
required. The logic for such moves was to protect
againsl further rate increases and guarantee availability

of expansion space. These tenants now find a diminished need and are adding this extra space back to
the inventory.

The 1982 recession forced corporate management to
evaluate and reduce overhead, with particular focus on
reduction in middle mana8ement personnel. Althou8h
this reduction is most glaringly exemplified by the automobile manufacturers, it is a situation that is prevalent
through<.rut corporate America, resulting in a reevaluation of space requirements and the creation of
sublet requirements. The rise in cost of services .rnd

occupancy to service firms has also lead to a reevaluali<ln of personnel requarenrents and space needs.
The business communily has made a permanent shift
toward less strdld of mdn,rBement.
Any review of the markel must also include an assess-

ment of the developable sites. ln many parts of the country, land assemblages are currently being canied at high
cost awaiting the next opportunity to develop. ldentifying these land holdings is a critical element in assess'
ment of the absorption rate. High cost assemblages will
be developed at the first sign of recovery in those markets, usually before the strength of such recovery is confirmed. Thus, these assemblages should be included in
any evalualion of future supply.

The Crave Dancer's Breatest ally is time. Aggressive
ne8otiation with existinB tenants for lease extensions,
even at concessionary rates, is preferable to seeking new
occupancy. The leasing focus should be current income
to bridge lhe trough in the current market of oversupply.

Any market assessment must include the nature of competing ownership. The office market loday primarily reflects institutional ownership. Market timing and quick
decisions nre not the hallmark of ownership by committee. Nimble movement and creative pricing give the
Crave Dancer a definite market advantage which is
necessary in order to overcome the deep pockets of
institutionrl capital. lnstitutional deals have been sold
using internal rate of return calculations. These calculations presume a sale in '10-15 years. Thus a rent-up
philosophy reflects short term give-ups for long term
"market rJtes". ln competing, the Crave Dancer must
tailor his approach to the market by seeking altern;rtives
to the institutional competition.

The Crave Dancer also has the opportunity to lower
op€rating costs. Properties acquired at a sharp discount
or with extensive below market financing can achieve
reductions in real estate taxes based on the purchase
price as opposed to original cost. Further expense reductions can be achieved by controlling where space in the

l

building is rented, or in multiple family projects, which
building may be occupied. Concentration of partial
tenancy can materially reduce the cost of operations
during periods of extensive vacancy.

upon the discounting of name-brand merchandise. The
viability of these malls is dependent on price maintenance by the majors, a dubious assumption at best. lt is
unlikely that maior retailers will be willing to merchan-

ln assessinB the advisability of any project, its comp€titive position is as important as the condition of the market. The number one criterion must be replacement cost.
It is now possible for new buildings to be created at a
total cost that is less than identical structures built two or
three years ago. This phenomenon exists because land
prices and interest rates were inflated during the development phase. Thus, competitive position evaluation
must be based on currenl experience rather than historical costs. Potential tenant mix impacts competitive position. New jobs and therefore, new demands for space
are more likely to be created in areas of entrepreneurial
activity than those dominated by mdior corporate users.
Buildings with large square footage pler floor are less
suitable to multiple small users than small floor buildings which have more window space and lend themselves to executive rather than clerical use.

dise goods that establish a base for the off-price retailer.
Casualties among these retailers will be high, suggesting
surplus retail space in off-price malls.

Residential Market
Many of the same considerations that apply to the office

market are also applicable to the residential market.
[valuation of the turrenl stale of occupancy must not
only include multiple family statistics but also condominium and single family construction. Although the
disparity in afterlax cost of occupancy between the
multiJamily rental and home and condominium ownership continues to be great, the urge to own bridges that
gap and makes both forms of ownership very competitive to the rental market. The residential market is the
most cosl sensitive and thereby the best able to attract
additional tenants using price as the inducement. Residential real estate marketing sells square footage and
atmosphere. This provides the opportunity for superior
marketing to create a competitive edge. Amenities and
ambiance can often keep a rental project filled against a
very weak market. Tenant satisfaction often overcomes
price competition. Residential absorption analysis must
include sources of potential growth in tenants. ln the
post 1973 75 era, cities like Atlanta and Orlando recovered slower than the rest of the country because a high
proportion of rental tenants were directly related to the
construction boom. Consequently, the cessation of new
development, which should have accelerated the pace
of fill-up, accelerated the vacancy rate.
Retail Opportunities
The retail aspects of the Crave Dancer's opponunities
are much more limited. Large regional shopping centers

do not commence construction until major anchor
tenants have signed long term leases. Thus the anchors
instill discipline on the market creating few examples of

oversupply- The neighborhood, off-price or community
centers present a very different picture.
There has been tremendous groMh in off-price retailing
in the last four years. This retailing concept is predicated

.1

The number of strip centers has grown exponentially in
the last three years. This growth has been fueled by
investor demand rather than tenant demand. Current
construction is in anticipation of growth rather than in
meeting existing demand. lnadequate consideration is
being given to competition already established.

Traffic is the only consideration relevant to a retailer.
Whereas office and residential are, to varying degrees,
price elastic, this is not true in the retail area. Concessions in the cost of occupancy can not overcome a
lack of traffic. Pioneering attempts or off locations, provide little hope for justifying the Crave Dancer's efforts.
Reliance on site selection by majors, rather than by demand, is not prudent policy. Majors often designate sites
for future development with the expectation that the rest
of the chain will carry the new stores until they mature.
The Time trame

Crave Dancing is not for the faint of heart. Opporlunities
arise from the distress of others, but such distress does
not assure success for the Crave Dancer. Careful assessment of the risk/reward ratio will increase probability of

success. The institutiona lization of real estate has
brought many investors to real estate. The short term
perspective of today's lenders materially reduces the
size of any potential reward which may be achieved by
a successful effort. ln past periods, lenders were willing
to alter the terms of their loans and leave them for l520 years. Now concessions are achievable, but only in a
short term perspective of five to seven years.

lnstitutional lnvestor
Many distressed properties are owned by well funded
investors. Pension funds and insurance companies are
more willing to take a longer perspective on the real
estate. Rather than accepting a short term loss, they are

willing to hold for recovery. Faith in the future is

as

much motivated by confidence as it is a reflection of fear
in acknowled6ing a mistake. The institutional influence
should make distressed markets more stable and able to
avoid panics and severe price cutting. Quick reaction to
market opportunities and creative approaches should
give the entrepreneur Crave Dancer a distinct advantage. Staying power is often substituted by the discipline
of a present value analysis. Previous experience by institutions of selling too early and seeing the Crave Dancer's profit is likely to encourage over-holding of property.

Despite the "deeper pockets" of institutional owners,
opportunities will abound. The Crave Dancer will trade
expertise and some capital for ownership and control.
These arrangements, mostly in the form of joint ventures,
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OVERSEAS INVESTMENT IN
CHINESE HOTEL IOINT VENTURES
by Dr. M. A. Hines

Several high-quality hotels built according to in,
ternational standards have been financtd and constructed under overse.ls ioint ventures with the Chinese
Bovernment and its organizational entities. Among the
newly constructe(l hotels are the Gre.tl Wall Hotel oi
Beijing, the linling Hotel of Nanjing, and rhe White
Swan and the China tlotels of Cuangzhou.
Beiiing Hotels lncluding The New Creat Wall Hotel
Since Beijing is the Chinese government ancl political
cenler, it attracts nrany visitors who conduct government

and political business with China and ils various

?

ministeries and dep.rrtments. Beiiing is also.t tourist center b€cause il oflLers .r number o{ tourist anractions within
its city, county and regional boundaries. For example,

many tourists lo China feel they must see the Panda
bears of the Beijing Zoo, the Creat Wall of China located

two to three hours driving time to the northwest o[ Beijing, the Forbidden Cily, Mao's tomb, the numerous
Ming tombs northwest of lhe city and the various shrines
and temples located in various spols around Beijing.
Therefore, vi,,itors-hu,,iness, government, politir al
ne€d transient and perhaps long{erm housing while
they take care of their business in the cily.
Historically, the Bt,ijing Hotel accomnrrxlrted visilors to
Beijing. lt p.rrtitularly (.rlered lo those visiting the gov,
ernment and politit.rl leaders whose ofiices were within
three to four blocks of the hotel. Since the Forbiden City
is across the street, thc hoslelry attracted individu.rls and
groups of touri5ts who wished to view the immense
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l.

Traditional measure5 of return and their shortcomint are reviewed
in lames R- Cooper, Rer/ fet,rte lnvesunerl Analyr,r (LexinSton, Massachusens: LexinSton Books, 1974), Chapter I and Stephen [. Roulac,
Modem Real E tate lnveitmenti An /nstilutional Approach (San Francasro, California: Propeny Press, 1976, Chapter 19).
My personalbe|ef i5lhat most ofthe problems associaled with the
use of DCF analysis are .r resull of (l ) poor modelsj (2) {aulty assump
tions; and/or (l) misunderslandinS of resuhs. No doubt there also have
been cases of lhe purg)seful misuse of the le(hnique to prove one
Fx)inl or anolher.
2. Unless, of course, lhe l€ases are subject b an annual inflation
adiustmenl.
Note that it is the "market" cap .ate thal is important, not the
purchase price cap rate, which could vary considerably from market.
4. See Paul E.Wendl & Alan R. Cerf, Rea, t stale ,rvestment Anaiyli!

l.

will also transfer tax benefits.

and Taxalion, Second €dition, (New York, Mccraw-Hill, lnc-, 1979)
Chapter 3.
5. See lames H. Lorie and Leonard I. SavaSe, "Three Problems in
RationinB Capital", /ournal ol Suriness (Oclober 1955).
6. see Donald l. Valachi, "More on the Arithmetic of Multiple and
lmaSinary Rales of Relurn", Rea, Estale Appaiset and Analy\t

lseptemb€r-Oclober I 98O).

7. See Stephen D. Messner & M. Chapman Findlay, lll "Real tslate
lnvestment Analysis: IRR versus FMRR, Ihe Reai tstate Appraiser,
Volume XXXXI, No.4, luly-Au8usl, 1976.
8. See Caylon E. Creer and Michael D. Farrell, rnveirner,t Anarysis
For Reai fstate De.isrons (Chicago, lllinois: The Dryden Press, 1981,
Chapler 15).
9. 5€e C. Conrad DoenSes, 'The Reinv6lment Problem, Praclical
Perspeclive," financial Manaqefienl, Sprin8 1972.

Since the IRS no longer

allows an allocation of profits and losses, the arrangements will require conversion of institutional equity into
debt. This conversion will make available tax benefits to
subsidize the economics of Crave DancinB.

Syndications
Syndications represent an opportunity different from institutions. Real estate syndications raise a finite amount
of money for investmenl. Even though most funds provide reserves, these reserves are not sufficient for major
market weakness. The staying power of institutions allows them to ride-out periods of difficulty by commining
additional funds. Public syndications do not have the
ability to go "back to the well". Crave Dancing opportunities in the syndication area are commensurate with
the amount of leverage. The more leverage, the more
likelihood of cash flow deficits and Crave Dancing
opportunities. The Crave Dancer's role is the funding of
operatinS deficis and market and management skill in
return for an ownership position in the project. Dilution
in ownership is much more appealing to a syndicator
than the prospect of selling the property at a loss.
Real estate knowledge and experlise cannot overcome
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poor financial structure. The success or failure of the
Crave Dancer is dependent upon the financial structure
of the transaction. Crave Dancers taking on distressed
properties with short bullet loans, high accruals and inadequate capital for rehabilitation or marketinB, are unlikely to reap the rewards of their efforts.
One musl not forget that all debt must ultimately be
repaid, prior to realization of any profits. Accruing of
interest without adequate regard for the consequence of
compound accruals on debt is not a sound premise.
Proiections with built-in rate escalations must reflect individual market conditions, not anticipated escalation in
the Consumer Price lndex. ln an over-built market there
is a minor correlation between existinB rates and national inflation rates. lnflation's impact on rental rates will be

more affected by supply and demand than the Consumer
Price lndex. The impact of inflation tends to be a lagging
faclor on the rental scale. lt raises rates when new supply, built with escalated cost, sets new thresholds in the
market.

Crave Dancing is not limited to individual properties.

4.

Number all tables consecutively and type doublespacd on separate pages. All tables are to have titles.

5.

Every effort will be made to notify the author of the
acceptance or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest possible date. Upon publication, copyriBht is held
by the American Society of Real Estate Counselors.
The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request
by the author for permission to reproduce any of his
or her contributions to the journal.
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will occur in savings and
loans, home builders and commercial real estate companies. Oversupply can distress companies as well as
individual properties. Real estate companies have replaced long term fixed rate debt with floating rates and
shorl maturities. The most rewarding opportunities are
Some of the best opportunities

ZELL: THE RETURN OF THE CRAVE DANCER

likely to emanate from Grave Dancing with distressed
owners. This requires being atlle to undertake multiple
assets and locations simultaneously.
Conclusion
The above admonitions reflect the most sagnificant risk
in the Crave Dancer's role at this time. ln many respects,
the complex conditions have made the potential risks to
the Crave Dancer far greater than in previous oversupply cycles. The huge federal deficit has made the

monetization of the currency much more difficult to
achieve, thereby making an inflation bail-out highly unlikely. Without the engine of inflation absorbing supply
and raising rates, the recovery will be much slower and
not as uniform as in the past.
This set of conditions

will

require a higher level of

sophistication than was previously necessary. ln a period o{ low inflation, appreciation in real estate will come
much more {rom intense mana8ement and intelligent
acquisition than from the benefit of time.
The silver lining, namely the reward for the risk, is likely
to be further in the future but none the less worth the
effort. The current distressed situation is not likely to be

repeated in the near future. The institutionization of the
real estate business will reduce the volatility of the real
estate market. lnstitutions are more likely to hold prop
erty longer. The lack of a supply of available acquisitions
will ultimately raise prices.The future will see fewer participants in the business due to the damage wrought by
this cycle of oversupply. The general level of activity is
likely to slow down as the expectation for quick return
disappears. Real estate has historically been a safe and
secure harbor for long term funds. As the current excesses in the market eliminate the short term players and
recent entrants, lhe remaining participants will be fewer,
larger and more sophisticated. This will lead to a more
orderly market with bener information flows among the
participants. Better information and perception of risk
will stabilize the supply-demand scenario and avoid the

current excesses.
The lack of discipline that creates the Grave Dancer's
opportunity is contagious. The undisciplined Crave
Dancer can easily become a victim rather than the
savior. Taking risks today for tomorrow's reward is both

the most challenging and difficult of tasks. Unbridled
optimism must be tempered with reality. The Crave
Dancer's motto must always be, "l suffer from knowing
the numbers". His success will emanate from an understanding of supply and demand, the basic premise of
Economics 101

.
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DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSING MARKET
lN THE 1980s
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The rate of inflalion has been the dominant factor in the
housing market since the late 1960s. For l5 years, the

economy suffered from erratic but persistent and
accelerating inflation. This brought about many un-
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alysts were beginning to recognize the significance of
inflation, the country entered a period of disinflation at
the beginning of the Bos. During that time prices rose at
a much slower rate, and the inflation rate gradually but
steadily decelerated.
This paper describes the changes in the housing market
that have resulted from disinflation, and focuses on
homeownership where the effects have been less quickly recognized. lt also describes events that occurred during inflation, as well as more recent trends. The changes
represent a slowing or reversal of the previous effects of
inflation, and can therefore best be understood when
placed in a longer perspective.
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consumption and an investment good. ln the case of
rental housing lhe distinction is clear: the tenant pays
rent while he or she lives in the apanmenU the landlord
consuming and investing simultaneously
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Several approaches have been suggested
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resolve

year and positive cash flows forward to the termination
year.5 The adiusted rate of return approach offsets neSative and positive flows, discounting the net resuh.6 The
financial management rcte of return discounts cash
flows at a weighted average of the IRR consisting of a
"safe" rate and a "reinvestment" rate.7

of return discounts all negative cash flows back to the investment

Unfortunalely, each of these approaches has its own set
of technical problems, I which, when combined with
the added complexity of the calculations, raises a
serious question as to their usefulness. There is also
some evidence that the impact of reinvestment assumptions has much less significance in reality than in

utilizing the Lotus I -2-3

internal program. The Lotus formula for IRR is based on
an iterative scheme, starting with an initial Buess as to
the answer. lf convergence to within .0000000'l does
not occur within 20 iterations, the pro8ram disqualifies
the result.
There has been considerable discussion about the problems of utilizing IRR in discounted cash flow analysis.a
One problem is that the IRR process assumes that profit
not recovered as cash before maturity is reinvested in the
same proiect and earns at the lRR. Another problem is
that alternating neSative and pnsitive flows after the investment year can result in multiple IRR returns.

The relationship between in{lation and the housing market is complicated and unique because housing is both a

22l,47',1

7t

situation of the investor who acquires the property at the
end of the second year, based on a 9'l. capitalization
rate of Net Operatin8 lncome (less 370 vacancy) in the
third year. All other assumptions through the holding
p€riod are the same as in the developer case.

IRR for all cases was calculated
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lnvestor Analysis
Thus far we have been analyzing the position of the
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developer who retains ownership of the property
throughout the holding period. Exhibit 8 looks at the

expected changes that culminated in a speculative housing boom from 1977-1979. rust as most housing an-

owns the unit and receives the capital gains (or absorbs
the losses). The homeowner is both landlord and tenanl.

,m7,6851

t.m

theory.e
Rather than attempt to modify the IRR analysis, I believe
that the most practical answer is to simply substitute the
Net Present Value approach in those situations where
the reinvestment rates are unrealistic or where there are
significant shifts in cash flow from positive to ne8ative.
Fortunately, most institutional grade investments do not

have these characteristics and therefore the IRR
approach will handle the vast majority of situations that
the analyst will face.

house.
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in Washington, D.C- Ihe papet was lacililaled by lhe aulhor'i ternr ar r
fellow of the Homet Hoyt School ol Posl Do<to:dl and AdvrncL\l
Studies in 1983.
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for housing as an asset increased substantially, particularly among homeowners who tried and were able to

EXHIBIT 8
lnvestor Analysis

use their homes as a hedge against inflation. When infla-

tion abated in the early B0s, this investment demand
declined sharply. Meanwhile, the consumption
demand-the demand for a house as a place to live-
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changed little.

We know that houses are investments, but housing analysts have been slow to recognize the effect of inflation
on housing investment. As inflation accelerated, most
discussions concerning homeownership focused on the
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Sale Proceeds

Having accounted for operating flows over the holding

period, it is now necessary to establish a termination
value for the asset. The most common approach is to
utilize some capitalization of Net Operating lncome,
reflecting the fact that this is the way in which investment properties are sold. While this approach mixes the
more traditional capitalization approach with DCF analysis, it seems to make sense in light of the universal use
of the technique. Conceptually, the alternative would be
to calculate the present value of the succeedinB l0 years
of holding, but, as the reader will quickly grasp, this is a
circular process that would be unending.

ln utilizing the capitalization approach, it is necessary to
determine: (1) the year of NOI lo capitalize; (2) the determinants of NOI; and (3) the appropriate capitalization
rate.

ln most markets, properties are sold on a capitalization
of lhe next year's pro forma earnings (l 3th year in the
base case), and this is the approach utilized.
Traditional determination of Net Operatin8 lncome includes deductions from gross revenue for operating expense, vacancy and replacement reserves. Operatin8
expense and replacement reserves are appropriately
calculated in the model, but it is necessary to make an
adiustment for vacancy since the model targets vacancy
to the turning year rather than the more traditional an-

nual allowance. The simple vacancy allowance (V)
should be the same as that Benerated by the turning year
approach, which in the case of the model, is approximately 3%.
There is considerable controversy as to what capitalization rate to use. One body of thought maintains that the
disposition capitalization rate (DCAP) should be lower
than the stabilized capitalization rate (SCAP) in order to
reflect the market appreciation of a mature property.
Another school suggests raising the capitalization rate to
ref lect functional obsolescence.

Clearly, lowering the capitalization rate builds in a distortion of investment return and would not be appropriate. ln utilizing a higher cap rale, however, the analyst is
faced with the maBnitude of the adiustment to what
extent would the market discount a property for technical obsolescence?

ln light of this dilemma, I believe the preferable

The formula to establish termination value therefore becomeS:

l(Nolr; (cR x v)) / DCAPI x tl .00 - ScoMl = sP
lt$2,999,271- ($3,9r7,116 x .01) /.091 x II.OO .0ll =

ll$2,999,271 $117,513)/.091 x
l$2.881.2s9I .ogl

,

I.971 =

.gz =

$l I ,058,947
Nominal Cash Flow
The various flows in Exhibit 6 are then summed by year
to arrive at nominal cash flow.
Real Cash Flow

Nominal cash flows are deflated at this point in order to
eliminate any distortion brought about by the inflation
assumption. lt also allows comparison of results between inflationary periods.
The reader might ask "Why use an inflation assumption

at all?-simply work with real numbers throughout."
The problem is that this does not reflect the dif{erent
ways in which inflation impacts independent variables
in the manaSement of a real property. The most extreme

example is the leveraged case in which debt service
payments continue in fixed terms while rental income,
adjusted for inflation, is reported in nominal terms.
But there are also varying impacts in the non-leveraged
case. Rents may increase at a different rate than operating costs. Tenant refurbishment costs may increase (decrease) at a different rate than rents (and leasing commissions based on rents). Tenant reimbursement is based
on comparison with a base year in which costs could be

relationship between current costs (prices or monthly

lnflatkm And Hous€ Prices

payments) and current incomes, concepts more appropriate to the analysis of rental housing or consumption.
Only afler more than a decade did analysts start to think
systematically about home purchase as an investment

The most publicized effect of inflation was its impact on
housing prices; the reported increases were unprecedented. As shown in Table '1, the median prices for new

decision. The shift in thinking can be dated to about
1978. At the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's annual
forecasting conference in December 1977, most participants stressed the affordability problems caused by high
prices and high interest rates (nine p€rcent) and predicted a downturn in construction. lnstead, the record
production levels of 1977 were exceeded in '1978. At

These prices, however, are somewhat misleading as they

cash flow lo real terms.
Leveraged Analysis

Exhibit 7 explores the impact o{ leveraging on the base
ca:e based on current market conditions, lnterest on the
construction loan (lC) is determined by multiplying the
amount of interest (i) times the average loan balance for

the.rppropridle year. ln the conslruclion year, it is
assumed that one-half of the loan is outstanding on
averaSe:

(MTC x.5 x i) =lc
($9,500,000 x .5 x .15) =

are simply medians for the homes actually sold each
month. with no adjustment for quality changes. Since
size and amenities have gradually increased, the change
in the median price usually is larger than the change for
the same quality house; comparing medians overstates

the 1978 conference, discussion centered on housing as
an investment in an inflationary environment, and most
forecasters exp€cted price appreciation and a strong demand for houses to continue. Soon the process of disinflation began and this new line of reasoning became
outdated.

the af{ordability problem. To put the problem in proper
p€rsp€ctive, it is necessary to keep quality constant and
to measure the change in price for the same house over a

period of time. The best measure is the U.S. Census
Bureau's, "New One-Family Home Price lndex," which
adjusts for size and for several of the most imporlant
attributes of the house.'

HousinB analysts were slow to understand what happened, but the press was even slower. During both the
speculative boom of the late 70s and the steep recession
of the early 80s, articles in the maior newspapers and
magazines consistently failed to mention inflation as a
factor affecting the housing market.'

Table I also shows the census price index, and its yearto-year changes. Comparison of these changes with the
movements in the median prices shows some interesting

TABTE

1

House Prices, 1967 -1983
Actual Values
M€dian
Year

substantially different (i.e. long lease). The solution,

therefore, is to utilize an inflation assumption in developing the cash flow, but then to deflate the nominal

and existing homes nearly tripled from 1967 -'1979. At
that time increases were the source of much public concern about affordability.'

Median New
Horne Price'

txistinB
Honr€ Price

Change

Median

Census New
Home Price

Median New

Existint

lndex

Ho.n€ Price

Horn€ Price

l96s

$r B,oo0
r

8,900

NA
NA

ln&x
(1967 = 100)

(1967 = 100)
1963
1964

Cersus New
Horne Price

90.2

9l

5.0

1.0

93.1
96.6

5.0

2.J

7.O

100.0

6.1

3.6
3.5

105.1

8.8

3.1

I

6.9

9.0

.1

1966
1967

20,000
21 ,400
22,700

l968

24,700

1969

26,400
26,500

NA
$r 9,400
20,000
2 r ,800
2 3,000

I16.4

0.4

5.5

5.1
7.6
2.7

24,800
26,700
28,900

122.7

9.4

I10.7

4,8

1971

29,000
10,400
34,400

142.1

13.2

7.8
7.7
8.2

6.5
a.7

1974
1975
1976

15,900
39,300
44,200

I2,000

r

55.4

4.4

10.7

I s,100

17 2.O

10.3

t8,100

86.7

9.5
12.4

12.6
13.5
14.4

1970
1971
197 2

.t

l3.l

7.9

5.4

9.4
10.7
8.5
12.7

1977

4B,BOO

42,900

210.5

10.4

ln the leasing year, it assumed that the entire balance of
the loan is outstandinB.

1978
1979

5

5,700
62,900

48,7N

241.1

14.1

55,700

275.4

12.9

Points are determined by multiplying the percentage fee
(PTF) times the total amount of the mortgage (MTC) for

1980

62,200

305.7

8.4
2.5

l98l

7

5,100

70,300

347 .6

0.6
8.4

2.1

There is also the matter of sales costs such as sales com-

both the construction and permanent loans.

67 ,AOO

31t.4
I39.8

2.7
6.7

11 .7

66,400

1982

64,600
68,900
69,300

3.7

2,J

mission, promotional brochure, advertising, seller's
closing costs, etc. (SCOM). ln the base case, I have
assumed that these are 37o of the sales price.

Debt Service is calculated by use of an annual constant
(l1.28X) taken from standard payment tables which is
multiplied times the total amount of the mortgage.

approach is to utilize the market capitalization rate prevailing in the stabilized year and assume that similar
market conditions will prevail in the year of termination.r This approach, at least, neutralizes the impact of the sale cap rate assumption.
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l98r

6.8

I

4.5

14.2

lt.o

homes between I969 and 1971, as explained in text.
N.A.
Nol Available
- U.S. Bureau of lhe Census, Stalistical Abslracl of lhe United stales, 1982-1981, p.749; Ptice ,ndex oI New One-Famly tlouset Sold,
Source:
Conslruclion Repon!, Series C'27, tebruary 1981, Table l; ,ohn C. Weicher, "The Afiordability of New Homes," Ameflca, Real fttate and
lJtban tconomics Asso<iation lounal, Vol. 5 (Sumrner, 19771, p. 214; U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Developmen|. 196/ Slatisli(al
Yea/bool. CS Table 89.

'New Home prices adjusled for subsidized Seclion 215
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and Senerally unrecognized patterns. DurinB the in-

flationary years (at least to 1976), amidst the public concern over prices, the median prices of the homes sold
were rising more rapidly than the price index. Despite
the price rises, people were able to buy homes that were
a little bigger and a little bener. The I 976 home was four
percent better than the 1967 house.

Between 1976 and 1979, however, the typical new
home declined in quality. This is somewhat surprising
because these were the peak years for housing produc-

tion, but there are some explanations. Young families
made up a very large share of the home buyers in these
years, and they were buying less expensive homes. Also,
there was a Breater demand for the most expensive,
highest quality homes, as shown by a rapid increase in
the average sales price (as opposed to the median). Bolh
of these were reactions to the accelerating inflation of
the period.
The 80s have been different. During the recessions of
1980-82 prices continued to rise, but at a reduced rate,
and slower than the census price index. The typical new
home was smaller and of lesser quality than those purchased during the 70s. ln 1983, however, as the economy recovered, buyers were again interested in bener
quality homes, and there was a quality improvement of
six percenl for the year.
Real Prices
These price changes in the housing market reflecled the

general inflation exp€rienced throughout the economy.
They attracted more anention because the dollar magnitudes were :o mu<h larger: d $J,000 increase in lhe
price of a $50,000 house is more noticeable lhan a three
cent increase in the price of a fifty cents loaf of bread,
even thou8h the percentage changes are the same.

But inflation had a further more important impact on
housing. As inflation accelerated, house prices increased more significantly than the cost of other 6;oods
and services. Table 2 compares the census house price
index with the cost of living. The latter is measured by a
variant of the Consumer Price lndex in which the homeownership component has b€en replaced by an estimate
of the rental value for owner occupied housing. This
approach is now generally recognized as more reliable
especially during periods of inflation, and has been used
in the official CPI since the b€ginninB of I 983.'

frcm 1967-1979, except for two recession years, the
price of a new home increased more than the cost of
living. Moreover, the difference itself increased over
time. Thus in 1977 and 1978, house prices rose al double the rate of the CPI; by '1980, real house prices were
35 percent higher than in 1967.
Then the pattern changed. lnflation continued, but the

Federal Reserve and the Carter administration began
serious efforts lo bring it under control. By 1981, as the
change in policy and the recession began to drive down
the rate of inflation, house prices rose at a much slower
rate, and this has continued during the recovery period.

B

Net op€ratinS expense would be calculated as in nonturning years.

TABTE 2

Real House Prices, 1967- 1983

(i 967

Year

Nominal
Hous€ Price

loo

1967

't968

'to5

l0o)
Consumer P ce

lndex (CPl-U-X'l

Rep/acemcnt Rescrvc

t08

.04
.o2
.04
.o7
.09
.08

The replacement reserve is utilized to provide a reservoir
of capital to handle the replacement of items too large to
exp€nse (e.9. elevators, roofs, HVAC systems, etc.).

123

lt8

I 3',t

122

1973
1974
1975
1976

142
t 55
172
147
211
241

130

|4

l4l
r

55

.14

174

.21

.30
.35
.35

l98l

tl

1982

140

l9B3

)44

274

1979
r 980

275
106
I

.29
.27

by aulhor.

((CR4

of 1 981, the relalive price of a home declined
by eight percentage points bringing it back to its'1977-

The amount of space turning is multiplied by the market
refurbishment cost for the prevailing year. (Example:
Three year lease, staying tenants, eighth year turn):

(S(3)sxTSsxMFSs)=Rs
(55,200 s.f.

(NoE4 +RRo))

=

+

.5 x $2.94) =

Leasing commissions (LCOM) are calculated on leaving
space only. As is the custom in most markets, the percentage commission (LCOMF) is applied against the
market building rent (MBR) in the turning year for space
occupied (s(3)) by leavinS lenants (TL), multiplied by the
lease term (Y). For example, space occupied by three
year lenants, turning in the eighth year, would require
leasing commissions as follows:

1191o

($460,000

x

$81 ,l 07

$20,454)) =

(S(3)" X 11" X MBRs XY X LCOMF) : LCOM
(55,200s.f. x .5 x $10.86 x 3 x .05) :

Cash Flow

There are two ways to view these real price changes.
The standard approach for most of the inflationary period was to focus on the problem of the first time buyer.
The rise in the real price of housing meant that it was
harder for him or her to buy: down payments were higher, and the carrying cost of the home was onerous. This
was especially true since prices were rising faster than
incomes during the late 70s, and this situation had not
been true earlier.

Exhibit 6 transforms Net Operating lncome into Cash
Flow projections over the holding period of the asset by
considering those expenses associated wilh lease turns
and the proceeds from the sale of the asset at the end of

$127

,7

43

Total turninS costs are the sum of tenant refurbishment
costs and leasing commissions for each year.

EXHIBIT 6
Cash Flow
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cent annually during the 70s on the money originally
invested as a down payment on their homes.
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makinB a distinction between staying (MFS) and leaving
(MFL) tenants. These estimates should then be inflated at
the assumed inflation rate.

$1,554,946

1978 level.

windfall capital gains on their own homes and were
realizing them in order to buy larger and better homes.
This fact helps to explain the rise in the averaSe home
price (relative to the median) mentioned earlier. At the

-

($2,045,400

By the end

than 75 percent of American families-already owned a
home before inflation began. By the later 70s, many
owners had already experienced extraordinarily large

The first step in calculating refurbishment costs is to es-

timate market costs of undertakinS the required work,

Net Operating lncome (NOl) is then determined in Exhibit 5 by deducting net operatinB expense (NOE) and
replacemenl reserves (RR) from gross revenue in the
appropriate year: ([xample: year 4)

Source: Nominal house pnce, U.S. Bureau oflhe Census, Price lndex
oF New One tamtly Houses sold, Construction Repons,
Series C 27i Consumer Price lndex, Economic Recrtl of the
Preridert, February 1983, Table B-56; l98l data calcularei

More than 60 percent of American households-more

coming tenant needs.

ln the pre-acquisition mode, however, lbelieve it is sufficient to use a surro8ate, such as a percentage of assets,
or gross revenue. For the purpose of this discussion, I
have utilized a factor of I o/o of annual gross revenue.

.t3

But from the slandpoint of the current owner, the real
price rise meant something very different. The value of
his or her asset was increasing faster than the rate of
inflation, and the house was therefore a hedge against
inflation. The homeowner was more than hedged, because the entire increase in value accrued to him or her
as a return on the equity in the home; none of it went to
the morl8a8e lender. Crude calculations indicate that
homeowners were earning tax free returns of '15-20 per-

The first turninB cosl to consider is the cost of refurbishing the space. For slaying tenants, this generally involves, at a minimum, cleaning the carpet and drapes,
and may include painting. For space that is turning, il
may be necessary lo also redrrdnge partilions to suit in-

There are many thoughts on how to handle replacement
reserves. Perhaps the most rigorous approach is lo calculate the anticipated life of each component and reserve
sufficient annual funds to meet these obligations, assuming interesl income on the reserved funds. Clearly, once
a property has been acquired, this is the preferred
approach.

.

164

r85
204
226
244
263

197 B

Hous€ Price
.0r

197 2

'1977

)

.oo

1971

l6

Real

:

r04

ll3
I

)2't ,926 $22,963)
$298,961
($

100

969
1970
r

Turning Costs
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=

the holding period.
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lIRl)
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I
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9990
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(decreases) as leases lurn.2 The analylical challenge is to
account for these flows in the year in which they occur.
Fortunately, with new software programs such as Lotus
I -2-3, thls is enlirely lxrssible, eliminating the need for
the traditional "vacancy fack)r" approrch in which an
allowance is made against each ye.rr's gross revenue.

ln all ye;rs except thc, k'a:e-up ye.rr and turning years,
the formula is: (Exanrple: Year.|)

l-ease
CR(.}),
(55.200 s.f. x $21) =
$r,159,200

Three-Year

(s(l), x MBRI) =

five-Year Leasc
(5(5), x MBR,) = CR(5),
(]6,800 s.f. x $21) =

$77 ).AA)
Again, for the le.lse-up year, lhe formula is factored by
an occupancy rate of .5.

ln turninB years. the model should reflect the facl that
building space will turn in a manner consistent with the
original lease-up pattern (base year). This is accomplished in the case of stayinS tenants by assuming that
one-half of the revenue in the turning year will be at the
base year markel rate and one-half will b€ at lhe prevail-

ing rate for the turning year. For leavinS tenants, it is
necessary to further account for the months the space

will be vacant (V) before it is released. ln the base case, it
is assumed that this period is three months (.5).
As an example, the formula for space occupied by three-

year tenants, turning for the second time in the eighth
year, is:
Staying Tenants

(s(3)5 x TS., x MBRs x.5) +
(s(3)8 x TS8 x MBR s x .5) = CRTS(J)r
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $24.49 x .5) +
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $30.86 x .5) =
$763,834-

(5(l)5 x TL., x MBR 5 x .5) +
(5(3)8 x TLB x MBRd x .5 x V) = GRTL(3)']
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $24.49 x .5) +
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $]0.86 x .5 x .5) =

8'

Note again thal the rent for leaving tenants is adjusted
for a three months'vacancy period (.5).
Cross revenue for five-year leases is determined in a
similar fashion, utilizing lhe appropriale tenant mix and
staYing../leaving assumPlions.

Parking revenue is ..r product of lhe number of stalls (PA)
times the monlhly charge per stall (MPR), converted into
an annual numtrr. Ft>r example, in the third year:

(PAr x MPR] x 12) :
(150
$

'

r

x

$25 x

t'Rr

12) =

05,000

NLrnrbeh m.1y drtky \lrghtly [ronr m.rnual r.rlr ul.rtron* due to the fact

lhal lhe Lotus

.lo

I2

1

it is generally negligible.
Operating Expense
Operating expenses flow in a somewhat different fashion than revenue because expenses are subiect to
change each year and tenant reimbursement may vary,
depending upon the terms of each lease. There also may
be a lag etfect due to the billing o{ actual expense in the
year succeeding the one in which they were incurred.

pft)grnm ft,un(l\ k,

lhr lslh

de(rnral

same time, first time homebuyers also became more im-

portanl in the market. They could not af{ord to buy a
house, but also they could not afford not to buy. They
found the money for down payments and bought wh.rtever they could afford-usually smaller, less expensive
existing homes, but also the les: expensive new homes.
Their participation in the new home market helped to
hold down the median new home price and qualily during the lxxrm o[ the late 7Os.

Total operating exp€nse (TC)E) is the product of the

TABTE 3

amount of space leased (S(3) and S(5)) times the market
expense (MOE) in the year in which il is incurred. For
example, expenses for the fourth year in space occupied
by three year tenants would be calculated as follows:

Capital Cains in Owner Occupied Housing,

r96',t-r983
980 billions dollars)
Capital Cains

('l

(s(l)1 x MoE4): ToE4
(55,200 s.f. x $5.40) :

Year

Hous€s

Land

Total

$298,080

l96l

-6.4
- 4.5

10.0
'I0.2

22.O

1.6
5.7
16.9

Operating expenses for the lease-up period are assumed
to be 85% of the expenses in the stabilized year. No
adiustment is made for vacant space at least turn due to
the relatively fixed nature of op€rating expenses.

1962
t96.1

-

-

over five percent of their tota/ wealth. lt is not surprising
that more and more households tried to buy homes in
the laler 7Or, driving up real house prit es.
The disinflation of lhe 80s has lr.rnslaled directly into
capit.rl losses for homeowners. By lhe end of 1982,
homeowners h;rd lost atxrut half the gains of the 1976
1979 boom period. in l9tl3, even though the economy
recovered, re.rl lrouse prices did nol rise, and the capital
losses continued, although the change was very small
(per owner occupiql unil, les5 th,rn $100).
Homeownership Costs
lnflation and disinilation have a{fected the costs of owning a honre.rs well as the price. These costs include the
monlhly mort8d8e l),rvnrent, pr')perly ld\e\. mdintenance and also implicit (osts such as depreciation and
the foregone return on lhe owner's equity.

lnflation brought some oi lhese costs down and made
ownership less expensive. At the same time it drove up
house prices lhrough its interaction wilh the federal income tax laws and the housing finance system. This
section describes these interactions. lt b€8ins with the
relationshit) belween inflation and the tax system under
the assumption that the inflation is forecast, correctly, by
both borrowers and lenders. ln re.rlity, of course, this
was not the case.

1964

15.9

5.1
'16.4

t965

2.1

rLo

966

I1.5

Next, we must calculate the effect of tenant reimbursement. Today, many property managers bill tenants on
the basis of proiected expenses, with an adjustmenl
made when actual expenses are known. This permits a
simplifying assumption that exp€nses are reimbursed in
the year in which they are incurred, with no lag effect.

1967

11 .7

14.2

5.9
5.7
1.0
5.5
- 1.9
- 0.2
10.7
31.5

This leaves the problem of the amount of tenant
reimbursement (TR) and the year in which it flows. ln
non{urning years, this amount is determined by subtracting the base year expense from the current year

1974

66.9

4.9

1975
1976

17 .B

91.9

r

1977

122.7

t 5.2
40.4
22.5

1971\

t

B0.l

40.0

220.1

2.4
1.9

- 1t.8

of a home, if another home of equal value is purchased;

-37.2

(4) since 1978, the one time exclusion of capital Bains
of up lo $125,000 for households whose head is over 55
years old.

expense. Again, space occupied by three year tenants in
the fourth year:
(TOE.r

LeavinB Tenants

$5 50,92

No assumption was made regarding parking vacancy as

-

(298,080

TOEI) =

-

$276,000) =

$22.080
penses

968
1969
t

out against total ex-

lo arrive at Net Operating Expense (NOE):

(TOEq-TR.r):NOEr
($298,080 $22,080) =

37 .2

1970
1971

20.5

1972

69.9

45.2

197l

1

1979

t

982

21.5
15.7
4.5
83.2

r

98l

-4r)

l9tt0

l98l

TRo

Reimbursements are then nened

|

Sour(e:

-

37 .6

26.)
t

5.l

39.4
17 .4

66.4
31.7
r 6.6

45.0

I00.6
'145.7

71 .B
3 3.0
12.3

145.2
2.3.9

120.8

ln turninB years, the formula is factored by.5 reflecting
the fact lhat reimbursements would only flow from the
last six months of expiring leases. The firsl six monlhs of
operatinS expenses for new leases would not be
reimburseable as the base increases to the prevailing
market rate. As an example, in the fi{th ye.rr, tenant

reimbursement from space occupied by three year
leases would be:

(TOE5 TOEr x .5) = TR5
($321,926 $276,000 x .5)
$22,963
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occupied housing .rre:
(l ) the deductibility of mort8a8e interest and property
taxes;

(2) the exclusion of the imputed rent on the home;
(3) the exclusion of capil.rl gains arising from the sale

for hou\e!:

When prir e., are rlable. lhere provisionr encourage

(;()vernor\ oi the federal Reserve Syslem, "Balance sht{|ls k)r
lhe U.S [conomy, 1945 198]," issued in Oclober I982,
Table 70O and 702. Capital Sains (al(ulated in the \ame

homeowner:hip by krwering the net .rfter-tax cost of the
capital invesled in the home and exempting virtually all
lhe returns lrom lax.rli()n. ln .rddition, the progressivity of
the tax system provides a greater incentive for ownership
to higher bracket households.

U.S. Department o[ Commerce, Bureau oi
[(onomic Analysis, frxe<l Reproducible IanEible Weahh tn
thl U 5., lq5-1979. Tables A-11 and A 12; laler dara
provrded by lohn C. Mus8rave ol BtA. For tand: Board of

manner a5 Philip Ca8an, Roten [. Lipsey, Ihe F,nan.ial
tiie<ts oi lnilauon. Iable 2 I l, p. 4l .

9276,000

Iaxes, ln{lation and Rer/ /ntere-!t Rates
The main federal income tax provisions affecting owner

Some idea of the magn itude of the capita I gains in owner

occupied housing may be seen in Table 3. This reports
accrued (nol realized) capital gains bolh for the land and
the house which.rre calculated differently. These are
real capital gains expressed in 1980 dollars. Very l;rpie
capital Bains, by historical standards, accrued in all of
the cyclical upturns after inflation began in the mid-60s.
The gains were larger in each cycle than in the one
before. During the last half of the 70s, capital gains on
owner occupied houses accounted for almost a quarler
of lhe increase in lhe wealth of all Americans, and ior

WEICHER: DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSINC MARKET

lnflation accentunles lxrth effects. Table 4 shows how
inflation lowers lhe re.rl after-hx interest r.rte, even if the
before tax interest rate is unchanged. Essentially, the
nomin,rl interest rate is assumed k) be the inflation rate
plus thret, p€rcent, a normal piltern in the past. When
the inflation r.1le rises. lenders are able to raise the rate
they charge by the sanre.rmounl so they are fully compensaled for lhe decline in the value of the dollars in
which they will be repaid.

However, the renl ,lfter-t.rx rale paid by lhe borrower
will bt're{uced by inflation because the mortgage interest is deductible, and it is equally deductible whether it
is the

"real" p.rymenl or the inflation premium. The real

9

TABI.E 4

lnflation and the Real After-Tax
Nominal

lnflation

Rale

Rate

R.rte

Marginal Tax Bracket:

30% 40% 50%

60%

3%

0

2.1%

r

.8%

t.5%

| .2%

4%

l%

I .8%

1

.4%

I .0%

0.6%

5%

2%

t.5%

I .O%

0.5%

0.0

6%

3%

1

.2%

0.6%

4%

o.9%

o.2%

8%

5%

0.6%

neSalive

9%

6%

o.l%

l0%
1.1%

0.0

neBalive

negatrve

ThrceYea.

lnflation makes ownership more advantageous in all tax
brackets, but more so in the higher ones. For those in the
highest bracket in Table 4, real after{ax mortgaBe rates
were negative for over 1 5 years; for those in the lowest
bracket, they were negative only in the late 70s. (At
present, with the hiBhest tax rate being 50 p€rcent and
inflation about five percent, the real after-tax mortga8e
rate is positive for all households.)

to Five Year Tenants) :
to Three Year Tenants) =
Space ()ccupied by Three Space Occupied by Five

Tenants
lNtR x T(l)) = S(3)
(92,OOO s.f. x .6) =
55,200 s.f.

negative

Note: Assumes real morttate rate of 3%. After-tax rate calculated
Nominal Rate (l
MarSinal Tax Brackel) - lnflalion Rate.

as

rate becomes lower as inflation rises. Consider. for example, the family in the 50 percent marginal lax bracket.
lf there is no inflation, the after-tax mort8a8e rate is L5
percent, and the remainder of the mortgage is in effect
"paid" by the taxpayers in general. lf the inflation rate is
two percent, the after-tax mortSage rate is 2.5 percenl or
0.5 percent after subtracting inflation. At rates above

Net Operatint lncome
Physical space and leasing relationships are translated
into Net Operating lncome (NOl) pr()iections in Exhibit

(NRA x T(5)) = S(s)
(92,000 x .4) =
16,800 s.f.

5.

Market Rent
Market building rent (MBR) is forecast for the stabilized
year at $2 t .00 per s.f. lt is assumed that this rent level is
the same in the leasing year. From the statrilized year
forward, it is assumed that market rent increases at the
8% inflation rate Biven in lhe base case.
(MBR X I .08)

ln the lease-up year, these formulas are factored by an
occupancy rate of .57o (50o/o).
For the years involving lease turns, the total amount of
rentable space is multiplied by lease mix and the percentage of tenants staying (TS) or leaving (TL).

lnflation also affects the real after{ax rate paid by a particular household over time. lf it continues for a few
bracket increasing the value of the deduction. Thus a
hourhold in the 30 percent bracket initially could expect to be in the 40 p€rcent bracket afler a few years of
inflation at five percent, and the real mortga8e rate
would be cut in half. Despite higher home prices, inflation clearly encouraged homeownership, especially for
higher income households.
Un

lf actual leases are in place at the time of the analysis,
the terms of the leases should be substituted with appropriate staying and leaving assumplions.

Year Tenants

Year

years, it pushes lhe household inio a higher marginal tax

0.0
8%

FiveYear Leas6
L€as€s
(Net Rentable Area x
(Net Rentable Area x
PercentaSe of Space Leased Percenta8e of Space Leased

three percent, the borrower's real rate is neSative and
the taxpayer pays more than three percent.

Five-Year Leas€

Thrce.Year Lease
Tenants Staying:

(NRAxT(3)xTS)=S(l)
(92,000 s.f.
27 ,600 s.f.

x

.6

x

(NRAxT(5)xTS) =
(92,OOO

.5) =

27

s.i. x

.4 x

Parking rent (MPR) was developed in a similar fashion.

S(s)

(MPR

.75) =

,6(n s.l.

antici pated I nf I ation

The reality of the last 20 years has been quite different
from the assumption in the preceding section. lnflation
was generally not expected, particularly by mortgage
lenders. As a result, borrowers have received windfall
gains as they were able to make their mortgage payments in cheaper dollars than originally expected, and
lenders correspondingly suffered windfal I losses.

27

,6(n

s.l.

(NRAxT(s)xTL) =
(92.000 s.f.
9,200 s.f.

x

.4

x

I .08)

Cross Revenue
The gross revenue (GR) of most mixed tenanc) office
buildings tends to move in a "stepped" fashion--steady
flows for two or lhree years followed by rncreases

Tenants Leaving:

(NRAxT(3)xTL)=5(l)
(92,00o s.f. x .6 x .5) :

x

S(s)

.25) =

EXHIBIT 5

Net Operating lncome
I

2

{

3

5

5

7

ll

t0

9

E

t3

t2

LeasinS

Mrld ld{
80rldi68 (M8Rl

TABLE 5
Grs.

MortSa8e Rates, Current and Expected lnflation,
and the Real Cost of Capital to HousinS, '1968-1983

l.!.'rt

,21 00

12r.00

,:15 00

125.00

']2
t2l

6E

tr4

49

126.45

l18 tz

0o

,29

16

,r

ll4

Morttate
Rate

Consumer Price

lndex (CPl-U-X'l

)

Difference (Current Real Rate)

5/9.6m 1,159,2m

Expected

Difference (Ex-

Real Cost

lnflation

pected Real Rate)

of C.pital

3.7%

l.l%

2.9%

4.4
4.9
4.3

3.6

4.1%
4.2

4.1

4.1

1.5
1.3

l.l

3.4
3.5
3.4

4.4
4.0

3.3

o.l

4.5

0.5

6.2

4_2

l0.t

t.8
-1.2

6.8

2.1

0.9

8.3

o.7

8.2

0.8

-2.4

5.7

1.3

7.O

2.O

1.6

6.4
6.8
9.6

2.6
2.4

6.2

2.8

- 0.9

5.9

1979

8.0
8.9
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.6
r 0.8

1.6
3.8

0.1
o.2

1980

12.7

t1.2

L5

8.9

-0.2
2.1

7

.t969
1970
1971
't97 2
197

)

1974
1975
.197

6

1977

.O%

98l

't

4.7

9.5

5.2

1982

l

5.l

6.1

9.0

9.3
7.9

3.7
3.5
1.8
5.4
7.2

1983.

1t.l

2.9

10.4

6.6

6.7

197I

t

1.2

1

.4%

1.0

't

.4

1.9

458,8r

t86.400 71),W)

10

'lt
,t9

t2

lIt

67

14.t.85

99
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712,80'l

r

/1l,8rn

|,70t,215

l, t5?,091

1]E 87
14617

,4r

96

145.14

tr!

98

15l97

r,0 ,lE6

77.t.8U)

2.1{5,198

t,701,215

1,lt

76r,811
t50,928

9iv

694.0

1,051.186 1,50!,166

r05,m0

l.0tB.5m

2.017.0m

l B.4m
2,0,{5,.tm

122,472

t.9Er,906

1t2,270
2,257,r6r

r42,85t
2.141,)24

I

t,05 t,186

5.{4,8}l

971,581

l6t,I2
52,5m

2,145,598

t

564,070

1\4,279
.t,120,4.26

r66,621

t79,952

!9{, },lE

)17,975
2m,895

t.92r.251

2.9ta,581

t.90t.9t5

1,557,050

226,47
l.9t 7.t 16

Of.r"lii ttFr.

&FE lllot)

tsm

t5@

t510

tsSr

t5

]0

16

60

t7.ls

l/91

la\7

1925 itom

t10.79

Td3l Ogtralint

trFr*

t]Oo

Tolal

2]4,6{m
156.4m

t76,m]
t8{,(m

t9t.m0

460,(m

29E.oEO

121.916

\47,6al

]7t,:l9t

40t.5lt

r9E./20
496,8m

2r 4.618

2t0.1]0

l/0.tt6

516.5{r

1\1.747
579.{56

625.E?t

67t.891

22.080

22. ]

25,/t,l

t4,720

t0,618

tt,76/

',t69
Lt65

16.8m

.t8t

7],5,r I

w.1J4

]t1.926
84.fl10

t2t.926
2t7,6t5

505,926

i ]9,091

5rrr,060

Lr.{ r.inltt iGr m)
Ioril
N.r Op.rair!

4\7.977
29 t.935
7.19.%l

l7].0r5
ll5,l4rl

5r0.857
]40.571

\51,/25
t67,6t7

7Ea.lt9

85t.128

9t9,542

\97,2t2
99t.t05

l.m,1

t2,111

(r/,aE!

85,m7

4l,6tt

6t,0la

52.65!
90.21!

,10.869

20.0.)6

5E.74ll

29,125

6r.8'0

7a.098

Ut.irgl

l42.ql2

99.612

ll4,4]2

l('1,7l0

,105,115

{05, t

a5E,l96

510,8t7

250,t ]0

250.1r0

250,I0

.1t0.110

109,0/l

5!0,857
\67,817

655.865

6t5165

708.526

8t9.910

878.671

a

tsrE lrioo

Lrlxtitnl

First half

Source: MonSage rate, fedeal Home Loan Bank Board lournal, [ffeclive inlerest rale on all conventional home mongage loans made, all malor
types of lenders; Consumer Price lnder, [('onomic Report of the Prcsidert, February 198], Table 8-56; expected inflalion rrle and real (osl
of capital to housrnS, provided by Roberl Van Order, calculated as explained in Anne DouSherty and Roben Van Order, "lnflalion, l{()using
Cosls, and lhe Consumer Price lndex," Ametican fconomic Review, March 1982, pp. 154 164.

1.t52.09t

1,159,2m
627,821

Tolal

'

,m.66
,16.7]

surldiol

7.4
8.4
7.7
7.6

l968

0r

(CI)

slry

Year

19

la.rrt (ll)

li.l Ot rait!
licll {MI)

214.6{0

275.fiI
184,0m

276.qm
t 84,grc

290.%l

r56,40

l9l.m0

{60,m0

460.0I

462.961

r

64.0m

r

t0,tE5 20,170 20,151 t9,8t9 22,512 2l,1tt
6l7,ll5 l.t56,6]0

1,56,1,946 1.479,124 1,726,661 1.778,819
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595.851

25.2U 29,,21] 29,lla6 .29,020 \5,571
l.Ml.ll,l

.1,2]6,176 ),119.171 1.111,1\O 2,701,550

l9,l7l

2,999,271

l9

BuildinB (B):
(Cross BuildinB Area x BuildinS Cosl/s.f.) +
(Net Rentable Area x Tenant lmprovementts.f .) =
Total Building Cost
(CBA X 8C) + (NRA X TI) =B

Proiect Cost Estimate
The first step in developing the model is to estimate the
amount o{ initial capital required. This is accomplished
by extending the various space/cost assumptions and
applying lump-sum amounts where an extension is difficult or superfluous. All of the costs are first-year except
for leasing commissions which occur in the second year.

(IOO,00O s.f.

(PAxPC)=P
Gso x $r,20o) =

3

Pro ect Cost Estimate

Construclion

Leasing

tiftat.

Land (l-)

$1,742,000

Conslruclion
BuildinS (B)
ParkinS (P)
LandscapinB (LS)
Archilecture & EnSineerinS

$420,0oo

296,382

lnterim
50,000
25,000

lnsutance
Permit(

45,ofi)

$296-3A2

200,000

Leasing
Legal

30,000
25,000
r 75,000

Misc.
Tolal

10,.)50,782

A&E Fee) =

9237,m0

8,4.]],.)82

Texes

x

Developer Overhead (OH):
((Land + BuildinS + Parking + Landscapin8 + A&E)
x Developer Overhead Fee) = Total Developer
Overhead
((L + B + P + LS + At) x OHF) = OH
ll$1,742,4C,O + $7,380,0OO + $420,000 +
$|0O,0OO + $2J7,0O0) x.03) =

2)7,Uto

{AE)

Total

the difference, the real rate, was 4-2 percent. But as
inflation took hold, mortgage rates did not respond
quickly. Real rates were usually over three percent until
the sudden acceleration of inflation in 1973-75.
Nominal mortgage rates did not respond to that episode
at all; the avera8e real mortgage rate for all o{ 1974 was
negative. This behavior was sensible only if lenders were
assuming thal the high current rate of inflation was a
temporary aberration. The rale did drop in 1975 and
1976 confirming that view. Thus in the late 70s, lenders
once more did not react quickly to the renewal of inflation. The nominal rate began to rise in early 1979; by
early 1980, it had gone from l0 to 13 prercent. This
however, only kept pace with inflation. But the mortga8e rate kept risinS in the early 80s, reaching a peak of
over l7 percent in early 1982. At the same time, inflation began to come down sharply. The real rate quickly
rose to its traditional level and then beyond; the rates in
1982 and 1983 were probably higher than at any other

Cost/Slall) =

(B+P+LS)xAEF) =AE
(7,380,000 + $420,000 + $100,000) x.Ol) =

t

7.180,000
420,000
r 00,0oo

Developer Overiead iOH)
Total

x

Lump-Sum: $l O0,OO0
A&E (AE):
((Building + Parking + Landscaping)
Total A&E Costs

I
E

$15) =

Landscaping (LS):

Year

Aclivity

x

Parking (P):

(Number of Parking Stalls
Total Parking Cost

EXHIBIT

Co6l

t5O) + (92,0OO s.f.

$7,r80,000

(See Exhibil 3).

Pffi

x

Table 5 reports the movements that actually occurred in
the real mortgage rate, The first panel compares the
mortgaBe rate to the current inflation rate-a reasonable
practice when inflation is stable. Prior to the mid-60s,
the nominal mort8aSe rate ranged from three-five percentage points above the inflation rate. ln 1965, for instance, they were 5.9 and 1.7 percent, respectively, and

lnterim costs are input on a lump-sum basis, again noting that leasing commissions will be paid in the second
year. Total project costs are the sum of land, construction and interim costs.

200,000
200,000

Space Analysis
Land (L):
(Land Area

x Land Cost/s.f.) = Total
(tA x tC) =L
1217 ,8oO s.l. x tB = t1,742.40o

The next step is to establish the amount of space that is
leased in each period. (See Exhibit 4.) With the exception of the lease-up and turning years, it is assumed that
the building is 100% leased. lt is then necessary to distinguish between three and five-year leases.

Land Cost

EXHIBIT 4
Space Analysis
uare Feet)

Y.,
Acd',ff

I

Cmqnrrir!
rt,t€ Y€r tca!.' {s(3)

2

Siay

ter.,

s6
oFarlrls

7

Operatrh

I

9

t0

lt

t2

Opr.atixr:

13

5.le

55,2m

55,2m

55,2m

55,200

55,200

55,2m

55,2m

27,U

27,Uil

27,{{I)

l/,6u

27,6{fi

17.600

l6,Em ]6,Em 16,8m

16,8m

55.2m

(y5)l
IE,4M

16,60 t6,600 16,8m

l5,Em

gav

17.gn
9,2m

IoLl sp{e t€a!.d'
I tc.s 6r€e month!

38

v.(ifty d haw%

tempted to estimate inflationary expectations by inference. The second panel of Table 5, developed by
Anne Dougherty and Robert Van Order of HUD,' compares the mort8a8e rate to one measure of inflationary
expections. These are inflation rates expected by economists for the next five years- not necessarily by mort-

gage lenders or homebuyers-but they are probably
reasonably accurate. The expected real mortgage rate
declined until the mid-70s; then it slowly rose, but did
not get back to the pre-inflation level until l98l . lf Table
5 does measure the expected inflation rate among
homebuyers, then clearly the nominal mortgage rates of
the 70s looked like a good deal, and they were until th-.
80s.

17,6N

Year

a

tc5loA

NorlTuninS YeeE

frlt

3

previous time.
The current inflation rate may not be the most appropriate to compare with the interest rate on a Jo-year mortgage. Rather, the mortgage rate should be compared to
an exp€ctd inflation rate over the period that the mortgage will be outstanding. Nobody can be sure iust what
borrowers and lenders think lhe inflation rate will be for
such a long period, but several economists have at-

a5.m 92,0m 92,000 92,m

92,m0

92.U)

t6,8U(l

27,6N
9,200

92,m 92,000 92,m0

92,m)

92,0m

92.U10

rrrBnr tp..e
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The final column is the broadest measure of the real cost

of capital to the homebuyer. lt includes the expected
inflation rate in the general economy, lhe exp€cted

capital Sains to owner-occupants above and beyond the
general inflation (resulting from the rise in the real price
of housing), and the tax deductibility of nominal interest
and property taxes. By this measure also, housing was
indeed a bargain in the middle and later 70s, but not in
the 8Os.
Homeownership
Americans have responded to inflation and disinflation
WEICHER: DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSINC MARKET

in a most dramatic way. They became hommwners in
the 60s and 70s, and they have shifted back to renting in
the BOs. The ownership rate increased from 63.3 percent
of all households in 1965 to 64.7 p€rcent in 1976, and
then to 65.6 percenl by 1979 after the speculative housing boom. These changes may seem small, but they are
large by historical standards. Moreover, they occurred
while basic demographic trends were running in the opposite direction. Net new household formation was concentrated within categories that have traditionally been
renters such as single persons, one-parenl families and
young married couples. According to one estimate,
aboul four million more households became homeowners between '1965 and '1978 than would have been
expected from demographic changes alone. This is five
percent of all U.S. households."
With the advent of disinflation, the homeownership rate
began to decline. lt peaked at 65.8 percent in the third
quarter of '1980. A year later, it was still 65.6 percent.
Then in the l98l-82 recession it dropped sharply to
64.5 percent by the fourth quarter of 1982. This is by far
the largest decrease since quarterly data were first collected in 1964; declines in both 1970 and 1974
amounted to only 0.4 percent. About 900,000 households shified tenure from owning to renting within l5
months. ln 1983, the rate began to rise again with the
recovery, but only slightly; it has not yet reachd 65
percent.

TA8I.E 5

Tenure Shift by lncome Class, 1970-1980
lncome Class
in 1970

980
Homeownership

Rate

Rate

50.0

45.4

Under $5,OOO
(Under $l0.0OO)'
$5,000

't

1970
Homeownership

- $ 7.000

($r0,0oo-$rs,000).

56.5

$7,000-$ r 0,0oo

(

s,0o0 $20,000)*

6t

._]

65.5

$10,000 $1s,000

(s20,000-$30,000)'

7

2.6

76.9

tr 5,00o-$2s,om
(t30.000-$so.0m).

80.5

88.2

Over $25,000
(OYer $50.000)*

84.5

92.)

'The numbers in

parentheses are lhe 1980 income brackets
approximately equivalent in real terms to the I970 incorne values.
Source: U.5. Department of Comrn€rce, Bureau of the Census, and

U.S. Departmenl ol HousinS and Urban Developmenl,
Annual Housing Sutvey: 1980, Pan A: Ceneral HousinS
Characlerislics, Tables

A l, A-7, A-9.

Ownership Changes By Household Category

Within the population, homeownership rose substantially in groups where it was already high. lt rose

ll

TABTE 7

Tenure

Sh

ilt by Demographic Croup, 1970- 1980
1970
Homeownership

Homeowne6hip

1980

Rate

Rate

Married Couples
Head
Head
Head
Head

under age J0
a8e ]O-44
a8e 4-5-64
age 65 or more

80.8

52.0
80.8
86.8

8.4

84.9

19.4
71.1
7

Other Male Head
Under age 65

.t9

Age 65 or more

71

Other Female

I

4l.B

.l

76.1

Hea<l

Under age 65

42.7

Age 65 or more

69.9

41.7
73.2

65
Age 65 or more

26.2

I2.8

50.6

57.1

One-Person Households, Female
Under age 65
Age 65 or more

All
All
All
All
All

Elderly
Whites
Blacks
Hispanics
Households

l9.l

I8.2

55.2

59.2

67.5

70.7

66.1

70. J

41.6

41.9

4).4

42.9

62.9

65.6

Sour(e: Same r.' Tible 6

or even fell, among tho:e who were cclmmonly
renters. Table 6 shows the changes by income cl.rss.
less,

There were incre.rses for all except the poorest, and they
were greater in the higher inc()me cateSories. ()wnership also rose in most demographic groups, as sh()wn in
Table 7, with lhe lar8est increases.]mon8 married cou-

ples. The elderly al:o shifted toward homeownership,
while young single parents and single persons generally

remained renlers. AmonB ethnic Sroups, whiles increased their ownership more th.rn blacks, while
Hispanic ownership declined prob.rbly as a result of the
increased immiBration.
The tables indicate that in{lation induced a shift toward
ownership.rmong those who had the iinancial ability to
own, but chose t() rent for re.rstlns o[ personal preference. The great exception to this generalization is the
dramatic incre.lse.rmong youn8, rr].rrried couples. The:e
households ahose to move more quickly to ownership
than they had traditionally done. The median age of first
time buyers declined throughout the 70s, and the proportion of young families buying a home in any given
year rose from eight percent in 1970 to 20 percent by
1978. That is, one of every five young families bought a

t2

Unfortunalely, detailed data on homeownership for the
80s has yel to be published, so we cannot tell which
groups h;ve declined in homeownership, a trend occurring in the country as a whole. lt seems likc'ly that it is
concentr,)led among young families. The population of
married couples under the.rge of 30 probably changes
more rapidly than any other group, and the new households are less likely to purchase a home initially. These
couples tend to remain renters for a longer period than
their immediate predeces:ors. But any decline in ownership anrong young families is likely to be tem5nrary,
cyclical and resulting from the recession. The latest survey by the U.S. League of Savings lnstitutions indicates
that firsl time hometruyers predom ina nt ly young

- the housing market in
families-were very active in
198

One-Person Households, Male
Under a8e

home in that year. Because of their limited resources,
they bought less expensive homes, as I previously mentioned in discussing the price and quality trends of the
late 7Os. But they bought .rnd put themselves in a position to profit from future price inflation.

i, n' lhe

Chang1's

e(

onomy

ret overed.

ln Housing Pro<|u<tion

The shifts irr tenure were accompanied by shifls in housing production. SingleJamily homes accounted for an

unusually large share of total new construction in the
middle 7o:. The housing recession of 1974-75 was especially revere in the multi-family sector, which remained depressed until the 80s. ln the mid-6os, singlefamily homes amounled to lwo{hirds of new housing
production; in the mid-7Os, they amounted to threequarters. From 1980 82 houses again .rccounted for
only two-thirds of new st,lrts.
There was also a shift tow.rrd homeownership in the
existing stock. This occurred in every type of structure
except sm;ll apartment buildings. The largesl p€rcent
change w.rs in apartment huildings with five or more
units: owner:hip rose {rom five to eight percent in the
70s. This reflects the development of the condominium,

EXHIBIT 1
Formula lndex
AE
AEF
B

BC
BR

OCAP

c8A
CR
i

IC
L

LA
LC

Conclusion
The recorrj of the recent pa:t offers some guidance for
the present and the future. The process of disinflation
seems to be continuin8 even after I B months of a strong
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OHF

Cross Revenue
lnterest Rate
lnterest on Construction Loan
Total Land Cost
Land Area
Land Cost (per s.f.)
Leasing Commission

R

P

rc
PR

PT
PTF
RR

s(l)
s(s)
SCAP

scoM

LCOM
LCOMF LeasinS Commission Fee (%)
Landscaping Cost
LS
Market Building Rent
MBR
Market Refurbishment Costs for StayinB Tenants
MFS
Market Refurbishment Costs for Leaving Tenants
MFL
Mortgage Loan
MCT
Market Operating Expense
MOE
Market Parking Rent (month)
MPR
n

Amortization (years)

NOE
NRA

Net Operating Expense
Net OperatinS lncome
Net Rentable Area

OH

Developer Overhead

NOI

SE

SP

T

r(3)

r(s)
TI

TL
TOE
TR
TRT
TRS
TS

Develope. Overhead Fee (%)
Total Parking Cost
Parking Area (# stalls)
Parking Cost (per slall)
Parking Revenue
Points (amount)
Points (%)
Refurbishment Cosls
Replacement Reserve
Space Occupied by Tenants on Three-Year Leases
Space Occupied by Tenants on Five-Year Leases
Cap Rate in Stabilized Year
Sales Commission
Sales Expense

Sales Proceeds
Loan Term
Percentage of space leased to 3-year tenants
Percentage of space lea5ed to 5-year lenants
Tenant lmprovements (per s.f.)
Percentage of space occupied by leavinB Tenants

Tolal OperatinB Expense
Tenant Reimbursement
Tenant Refurbishmenl Ixpense for Leaving Tenants
Tenant Refurbishment Expense for Staying Tenants
PercentaBe of space trcupied by staying tenants
Percentage of revenue lo5t to vacant space
Lease Term

EXHIBIT 2
Assumptions
Ieasint

Space

t.rnd (tAJ
Buildins
Parkin,a (PAl

Unil Costs
Land

I( nnnl Mix

217,800 s.f
Cross (CBA)
Net (NRA)

l00,0OO sf
92,0OO sf
150 stalls

Thrt€ lT(l))

60.o'1,

Five (T(5))

40.o%

Three (TS)

50.o%
7 5.0%

SLry

five

(t(l)
Shell (BC)
tinish (Tl)

Parking (PC)
A&E Fee (AtF)

$60.00 per sf
$15.00 per sf
tl,20O per slall

Markel Building Renl (MBR)

t21.00 per sf

Markel ParkinB Renl (MPR)

125.0O per stall

teave {MfL)

OFrating Exlrense (MOE)
Repla(ememt Res€Ne

(RR)

$2.00 per sf
$6.00 per sf
5.00 per sf
1.0% Cr. Rev

Commission (LCOM)

5.0%

Stabilized Cap Rate {SCAP)
Drlposkion Cap Rale (DCAP)
Sales Expense (5t)

9.0%
9.0%

LeasanS

$

Sale

Finance

1.0%

9,500,000
Tera {T)
Rate (i)
Poinrs (PT)

2 years
15.0%

Stabilized Year

2.O%

Holdint Period

9,500,000
Tera (T)

Amoniz. (n)
Rare (i)

Points (PI)

0.5

1.0%

Refurbrsh
Stay (MFS)

50.0%

2\.O'%

I

t.0%

Developer overhead Fee (OHF)

{TS)

Thre€ (Tt)
Five (Tt)

t8.0O per sf

Euildrng

which appealed to younSer, smaller households in the
upper half of the income distribution enabling them to
achieve the financial advantages o{ homeownership
without the bother of maintainin8 the house and yard.
By 1980, there were more than one million owneroccupied condominium units; in 1970, nobody
bothered to count the negligible number.
ln the 80s, the demand for condominiums has sharply
declined. ln Washington, D.C., for example, apartments
offered for sale declined by nearly 50 percenl from l98l
to 1982. ln addition, reversions to rentJl status
amounted to l5 percent of the total number of units
offered for sale, and mJrketinS was suspended in another eight percent for re.rsons such as developer bankruptcy ()r (()nstruction l<tan foreclosure.

Total Architecture & Engineering Costs
Architecture & EngineerinB Fee (%)
Total Building Cost
Building Cost (per s.f.)
Building Revenue
Disposilion Cap Rate
Cross Building Area

15 years
30 years

lnflation

Rate

CoovcYrtion

l
l0

years

8.0%
End of Year

1.1.0%

l

0%
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rABTE 2
SENSITIVITY OF RTTURNS TO CHANGES IN VARIABTTS
Percent Chanse in Real Returns*
Change
Itt

variable

+30
+20
+10

l-and
Cost

- 5.90
- 3.98

Purchase

Market

Oper

Lease

Cost

Cap Rate

Rent

Co6ts

Term

-

t

9.26

+ 42.24

-

13.33

+28.91

6.93

+ 14.91

-2.O2

Base
Case

-10
-20
-30

Constr.

-{+2.06

-{+ 7.55

4.17

+ 15.82

+6.34

+24.97

+

+30
+20
+10
Base
Case

-t0

-+

-+

4.O5

+0.80
+

0.53

+o.27

Sale

Cap Rale

+2.44
+1.63
+

0.82

Vacancy

.26
7 .95

o.77
o.52

4.23

-o.26

11

-

{

{i-

-4

33.56

-o+ 3.98
+ 7 .9O

-o.27
-0.54

-0.81
-1.65

+10.50

+ 0.51

53.01

+11.76

-0.8r

- 2.47

+

17

+

+58.29

+ 72.97

-20.93

+1.45

+4.36

25.20

+50.16

-

+ 39.87

+

0.97

+ 2.91

+20.50

-

-17.76

+ 25.94

+0.48

+1.45

-G

-+-

-{-

-G

{

- 0.50
-0.98

-0.70

+'t0.75

2.94

+23.21

+
+

-1.47

-4.41

+ 37 .85

+1.33

16.O4

-

-45.43

-

28.14
59.12

-71.O9

-

93.9 r

-21.88

-20
-30

'

o

-G

-

12.38
4.12

Tumovel

-

I

3.80
6.83

-o+ 6.69
+ 13.24
+ 19.67

+

-

o
4.85
.17

+

0.25
0.76
.34
.90
.46

9.42

{
.44
.BB

economic recovery. Real house prices are still high but
continuing to decline. The latest figures for the first quarter of 1984 indiLdle thdt nominal house price are rising
at less than 2.5 percent while the overall inflation rate is
5 p€rcent. At the same time real mort8age rates remain
high, and in the first half of 1 984 they are rising. lt is now
more difficult to buy a home than it was during the 70s,
and most people can now afford not to buy. That is an
uncomfortable position for the housing market, but it is
not likely to last. At this point there are essentially two
plausible scenarios for the next few years: continued
disinflation or renewed inflation. lwant to conclude by
speculatinB on the probable course of events under each
scenario.
Disinf lation

The rate of inflation is not likely to decline while the
economy is growing. lt is surprising that it has remained
stable for so long. "Continued disinflation" will exist if
the inflation rate does not greatly increase during the
recovery and is lower than before in the next cyclical
trough (it was under three percent at the end of 1982).
Real house prices seem likely to continue fallinS but at a
slower rate. Nominal house prices could remain stable
or rise only slightly through the remainder of the recovery. One analyst of inflation and house prices Douglas
Diamond of HUD-estimates that nearly all of the "in-

flation premium" in house prices already has been

NonJeveraged; pretax

wise, the model is not very sensitive to increased va-

a relatively high probability of achieving pro forma returns. For investors, the research indicates the importance of market timing-buying and selling at the
ri8ht time. lt also reinforces the view that real estate is a
managed asset and close attention to leasing strategy

cancy at the time of lease turns.

and the control of operating costs can pay big dividends

ln summary, the general categories of sensitivity are:

over the holding period.

Tenant turnover was measured by varying the percentage of tenants who stay at the time of lease turns. A 10%
increase in the number of tenants staying, as an example, increases the developer return by .82'l.. Like-

Developer

lnvestor

Markel Rent

Market Rent

Construction Cost
Sale Cap

Purchase Cap
Sale Cap

OperatinB Costs

OperatinS Costs

Highly Sensitive

Moderately Sensitive

It is hoped that this research will contribute to a better
understanding of how the various ingredients of a real
estate project interact and impact investment return.
Such an understanding should contribute to a more focused investment strategy and increased manaSement
attention to those variables that will most directly influence the attainment of a successful investment
proSram.

Land Cost

APPENDIX A

LarSely lnsensitive

Turnover

Turnover

Lease Term

Lease Term

Vacancy

Vacancy

The bottom line of the sensitivity analysis is that a developer who does a thorough job of analyzing the market and controlling construction and operating costs has

Development And Operation Of The Model
The model was developed on an IBM PC, utilizing the
Lotus 1-2-3 software program. Each of the steps in developing the model is discussed. Formula symbols are
explained in the text and on the exhibits, as well as
being indexed in Exhibit l. The base case assumptions
discussed previously are summarized in Exhibit 2.

wrung out during the recession; he attributes the remainder of the real price rise to other factors such as growth
controls in the west and quality improvements not captured in the available price indexes. lf Diamond is right,
then continued disinflation will not result in further price
declines or capital losses for homeowners.o
lf disinflation continues the mortgage interest rate has to
turn down. The traditional real rate of three to five percent implies a nominal rate of nearly l0 percent at current inflation. Even if the real mortgage rate is higher in
the future as a result of the loss of the protected position
of housing in our capital markets, the nominal mortgage
rate should be lower than it is now. There still is an
inflation premium in mortgage rates thanks to the lessons that borrowers and lenders learned in the 70s.

Overall, the housing market would probably develop in
a pattern somewhat like that of the 50s. At that time,
also, the Uniled States went through a period of disinflation as the inflation rate declined from its high early
postwar leveis. But this did not depress the housin6 market. lnstead, there was an unprecedented surge of housing produr tit-rn, well abuve rny prewar erperience, concentrated in single-family homes. This resulted largely
from rising real incomes and demographic trends; these
were years of high household l,ormatjon and high birth
rates producinB the postwar baby boom.
Renewed lnflation

A recurrence o{ inflation is likely to heighten inflationary
expectations quite rapidly. lt would signal the collapse
of five years of effort by two administrations to bring
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inflation under control. lnflation would probably appear

to be a permanent feature of the American economy,
and the search for inflation hedges would begin again
with perhaps Sreater intensity.
The impact on the housing market would be marked.
House prices would undoubtedly resume their upward
movement in real terms. The magnitude of the rise can
be only estimated, but experience in the later stages of
the 70s may offer a gu ide: ftom 197 6-1979, prices ros€
by more than five percent a year in real terms. A similar
rise with renewed inflation would not be unreasonable.

Nominal mortgage rates would probably rise also, even
though real rates are now high. The fixed-rate levelpayment mortgage would probably disappear quickly,
and the current caps on adjustable rate mortgages would
come under pressure. For most homebuyers, the usefulness of their homes as hedges against inflation would be
diminished. The value of the home would rise, but so
would the mort8age payment. The investment advantage to homeownership would not be entirely eliminated because ownership still benefits from special tax
treatment, but it would be reduced.

Many homeowners would probably find it difficult to
me€t the rising debt burden of an ARM. This has been a
common experience in other countries with variable
rate mortgages. A number of governments have responded by subsidizing the mortgaBe payments of existing homeowners.' Thus the inflation-induced interest
rate risk is shifted first from lending institutions to buyers,
and Ihen lrom buyers to lhe enlire sociely.

Affordability
lf disinflation continues, housing affordability will gradually improve. The urgency and even frenzy of the later
70s will not be repeated. People will buy homes because they want to live in them, not because house
prices outperform the Dow Jones Average. But the improvement will be gradual, and for some time it will be
harder to buy a home than it was during the 70s. Recent

experience suggests, however, that the current high
prices and interest rates are not insuperable obstacles to

homeownership.

Affordability is a problem right now partly because we
are still recovering from the inflation of the 70s and
partly because of the stage in the business cycle. lf the
rate of inflation continues to come down, affordability
will loom much lighter on the economic horizon.
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releasing. Refurbishment costs are assumed to be $2.00
per s.f. for space occupied by tenants who stay and
$6.00 per s.f. for space occupied by new tenants. The
termination value is based on a 9.0% cap rate with 3%

selling costs.

ln the leveraged case, it is

assumed that

the project

secures a $9,500,000 construction loan for two years at
15.O"/" and 2 points. ln the first year, 50.0'l. of the loan is

outstandingj 100.0% in the second year. Permanent
financing is assumed to be available at the beginninS of
the stabilized year. The amount of the permanent loan is
also $9.5 million with a term of 15 years (3O-year

amortization) at I 3.0% for t point.
Market rent, parking, ol)erating costs and refurbishment
costs are inflated at an annual rate of 8% beginning in
the fourth year.
A detailed description ofthe development and operation
of the model appears in Appendix A.
Results

of

leveraged basis.
Based on these results, we can make several observations. As more funds come into real estate and the

amount of available product diminishes, many advisors
have considered moving up the risk curve by integratinS
it into the development process. lt has not been clear,
however, whether this strategic move was worth the

additional risk. This research would indicate that the
incremental real return to the developer is almost double
that of the investor and that such a move may indeed be

worthwhile.
It is also clear from the analysis that the developer has
much more to gain from leveraging than the investor.
This is probably due to the fact that the developer's cash
oudlow is reduced in an earlier year than the investor,
and the investor's cash outflow is greater, due to the
development profit paid to the developer. The investor's
small increase in return from leveraging would not seem
to make it worthwhile, at least under current market

conditions.
TABTE

.I

Base Case lnvestment Returns
(rRR)

Developer

lnvestor

Nominal Returns

Non-leveraged 19.8Y"
26.1
Leveraged

14.4"/"
15.5

Real Relurns

Non-leveraged 13.2
18.5
Leveraged
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Clearly, the most sensitive variable is market rent where
even small changes in assumptions can have a major
'10%
reduction in rent
impact on returns. For example, a
may impact return by as much as 16.0'l. in the case of
the developer and 28.1 o/o in the case of the investor. This
is most likely due to the relatively high "margin" of most
real estate projects where so much (76'l. in the trase
case) of chanSes in revenue drop through to the bottom
line. This reinforces the importance of rigorous market
analysis before proceeding with a project and a strong
leasing program throuShout the holding period.

Also of importance to the investor is the purchase cap

The Research

lnvestment Returns
Table 1 summarizes nominal and real lRRs to both the
developer and the investor on both a leveraged and non-

t4

Sensitivity Analysis
Another obiective of the research program was to measure the sensitivity of major variables. Table 2 illustrates
the results of this analysis. Sensitivity is calculated in
terms of percentage change in IRR as compared with
p€rcentage change in the independent variable. Real returns were utilized for comparison purposes, calculated
for both the developer and the investor.

MCMAHAN: MEASURINC REAL
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ESTATE RETURNS

rate. A l0o/o increase can increase returns by over 20olo.
This would support the old axiom about "buying right"

and .,u88ests lhat more inlensive acquisilion neSolidtions can pay continuinB benefits over the holding period.
For the developer, the next most sensitive variable is
construction cost where a l0% increase can reduce return by as much as 6.9%. This argues persuasively for
careful selection of the contractor and effective cost control during construction.

The investor and developer are both impacted by the
sale cap rate assumption with a l0olo increase in cap rate

reducinS return by 9A% and 4.2% respectively. This
would generally support the argument against utilizing a
sale cap rate different than that prevailing at acquisition.

Changes in operating costs appear to have a greater impact on the investor (6.8%) than the developer (4.0%)
but the impact for both parties is lower than anticipated.
This is probably due to the fact that, today, office building operatinB expense is typically 25% of rental income
and increases are generally absorbed by the tenant. The
situation was no doubt quite different several years ago

when operating expense was 35-40% and the landlord bore the full impact of increases in cost.
Land costs are likewise not as sensitive as previously
thought, with return falling approximately 2Y" for every
I0% increase in land cost. This might be somewhat different in the case of more intensive land proiects, such
as shopping centers, although my guess is that the market adjusts accordingly.
Returns also do not appear too sensitive to longer average lease term. This was measured in terms of the percentage of tenants signing five-year leases as compared
with those on three-year leases. The percentage of fiveyear leases would have to shift by almost 20% to have a
'lolo impact
on return to the investor.
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technique that can compare candidate investments to
each other and to overall pordolio investment objectives. The technique must take into consideration the

initial capital requirements of the investment, varying
cash flows over the holding period, and the termination
value of the asset at the end of the holding period.

Analytical Solutions
The analytical technique used by most advisors is some
form of discounted cash flow analysis (DCF) in which
annual flows and anticipated terminal values are compared with the initial capital investment. The discounted
cash flows may be compared against a predetermined
minimum investment standard (target rate; hurdle rate;
etc.) in which a positive Net Present Value (NPV) indicates an acceptable investment. More commonly, discounted flows are translated into an lnternal Rate of
Return (lRR) which is then compared to a minimum percentage standard.

ln recent years, there has been considerable criticism of
the use of DCF analysis. lnterestingly, the criticism originates not so much from pension managers, but rather
from the real estate community. The intensity of the
criticism often surprises one who has worked with discounted cash flow analysis for some time (l began applying the technique to real estale in l96l ). Paradoxically,
the critics generally do not offer an acceptable alternative except to substitute traditional measures of return
such as pay back. cap rate, spendable return, etc. which
present even more difficult conceptual problems.
The purpose of this paper is not to defend DCF analysis
as there have already been many fine dissertations on
the subject.r Rather, the paper attempts to build on the
conceptual work of the past in order to establish overall
levels of total return that an institutional investor might
expect in today's market, as well as explore the sensitivity of certain key variables in terms of their impact on

return. The conclusions of the paper are based on a
research model which examines investment return charactrristics under a variety of circumstances.
The Research Model
ln developing a research model, lwanted to simulate ao
investment situation which:

a

Represented the type of projects being acquired for

institutional pnrdolios.

.

Did not have a disproportionate relationship

.

tween land and building.
Had a relatively straightfonvard construction pro-

be-

gram.

.

Had a relatively simple lease structure.

A suburban office building was ultimately selected

as

most closely meeting the desired criteria. Other alterna-

tives were considered, but rejected. Residential buildings are seldom purchased by institutional investors;

shopping centers have overly complicated lease

l4

struclures; inndustrial buildings are not complicated
enough; hotels are more of a business than real estate.
CBD office buildings were rejected due to the complicated nature of the construction program.
A development project was selected in order to explore
the entire spectrum of return from the creation of the
asset through disposition. lt also allows more flexibility
in sensitivity analysis since a broader range of variables
can h tested.

REAL ESTATE SYNDICATION INVESTMENTS:
RISKS AND REWARDS
by David 8. Blenko

The effect of leveraSinS was included because advisors
are increasingly considering the use of leverage in developing pordolios, and it is timely to reflect on the impact of this strategy on investment return.
The effect of taxes was excluded from the analysis because most institutional investors are tax exempt, and
also because lwanted to observe how variables interact

in an environment unencumkred by the distortions of
tax policy.
The investment position of both the developer and the

investor was considered in order to measure the incremental return inherent in the development process.

ln summary, the analytical model involves a suburban
office building under development. analyzed on a pretax basis utilizing both leveraged and unleveraged
assumptions, as viewed from the position of both the
developer and the investor.
Base Case Assumptions

With the parameters established,

Real estate syndic.rtion investments have lrctome extremely popular in recent years. Annual salt's of syndication interest\ htve increased over ]00o/. since 1979 .lnd
estimates.lre thnt lhe industry raised in excess ()f $15
billion in p.rrtnership capital during l9B.l. This ,rrticle
examines the origin: .rnd impact o[ the heightt ned popularity of these investrnents. lt focuses on risks inherent
in tax oriented re,rl eslite private placements in p.rrlicular, and recr>nrmends syndication evaluation t riteria ior
the individual inveslor's use.

I then made a series of
base case assumptions based on current market informa-

Reasons For lncreased Real Estate Syndicalion

able area is 92,000 s.f. wilh 350 parking stalls at Brade.
Conslruction is Type A with shell costs of $60.00 per s.f.
and tenant finish of $'15.00 per s.f. Architectural and
engineering fees are 3olo of construction costs; developer's overhead is l% of land, construction costs, and A&E
fees. Landscaping, property taxes, insurance, p€rmits,

recenl popularity o[ re.lI estate syndicalions. ln 197{}
legislalion p.rsst<l imposcd "at risk" provisions on virtually all t.rx shelter oriented investmenlt ex(e[)t re.tl
estate. This exenrpti()n provides the inveskrr in .r rt'.r
estate syndi(.rlion with th€ unique ability to rledur I los
ses to the extenl o[ not only his or her inveslment bul
also his or her pror.rled share of all nonrecours(' l).lrtnership debt. Therelore, real estate tax shellerr c.rn otier
more tax deductions per dollar invested th.tn ,)lternative
tax oriented inveslments. At the same time, with lhe

tion (Winter, '1984).
The building is a two-story, 100,000 s.f . office building
set on five acres of land costing $8.00 per s.f. Net rent-

leasing commissions, legal and miscellaneous interim
costs are lump-sum items.

ln terms of the timing of flows, the model assumes that
construction is completed in the first year followed by a
year to lease the space. lt is further assumed that the
building is 507. leased during the second year with the
third year representing the first year of "stabilized" operations. The property is operated for '10 years and sold
at the end of this period, based on a capitalization of Net
Operating lncome (NOl) for the following year.
The tenant mix is assumed to be 50./. three-year and
40% five-year leases. Market rent in the stabilized year is
$21.00 per s.f.; parking is $25 per month per stall. Operating costs are $5.00 per s.f. with the tenant paying
any increases over the first year. At lease turn, it is
assumd that 50% of the three-year and 25"/" of the five

year tenants leave the building. Space vacated is
assumd to remain vacant for three months on average,
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shortening of ;rllowable depreciation lives ft)r r&rl cstnle
under ACRS, the lax bene{its associated with re.rl es[te
ownership.rre proporlionately grealer than btfore. Tht,
combination ()f lhese two developments has enabled
syndicalors to struclure partnerships which are very
attractive lo Llx ntotivated investors. Sales of real esl.rte
limited partnerships have also benefited from lhe weak
market for oil and gas partnerships, a traditionally attractive alternative for t.rx motivated investors.

Although favorable tax laws have benefited the real estate syndicati()n industry, they do not fully explain the
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recent popularity o[ these investments. From the investor's stdndpoinl, not only do real estate syndic.ttions
represent .rn inflation hedge, but also a number of syndications recently have had good lrrformance records.
Several public offerings have reported average returns to
investors of 15-20 percent per annum and many private
placements have reported even higher returns. Of
course, many of these partnerships were formed during
the mid-1970s and enjoyed substantial price appreciation during the inflationary years of the late l9Zos. p()p,
erty investments kxlay may not enioy the same degree of
SUCCESS.

A chanBe in securities laws has also led to increased
sales of syndicatir)n interests. While the number of investors in any priv.tte limited partnership formerly was
restricted, Regulation D (effective April 15, t982) established a number of exemptions which effectively
enabled syndicakrrs to sell to accredited investors an
unlimited number o[ interests in a parlnership. As a
result, general parlners can privately syndicate larger
oroperties and avoid the more restriclive SEC
l5

requirements which apply to public syndications. The
marketing of syndication interests has also grown more
sophisticated. Not only have maior investments firms
become active in the business, but also major syndicators have developed independent sales networks of
their own. Al the same time, sophisticated packaging
and product differentiation are more prevalent as syndicators develop products directed at different investor
markets (e.8., lRA,lKeogh plans, and tax shelter oriented
individuals).

All of the above factors have contributed to the increased public recognition of, and demand for real
estate syndication investments. While a number of circumstances have changed and benefited the syndication
industry, including changes in tax and securities laws,
the investor should not necessarily assume that syndication investments today will perform as well as many did

in the I970s.
The tmpact Of Syndication lndustry Crowlh
As a result of their successful equity sales efforts, real
estate syndicators have become increasingly significant
players in real estate markels nalionwide. For instance,

recent articles have quoted insurance company execulives as concerned about their inability to compete
with syndicators for properties which would have sold in
the institutional market before the marked increase in
syndicalion activity of the past three years. As an indication to the extent of syndication involvement in real estate markets, assume $15 billion of syndication equity
capihl was raised in 1 983. l{ 207. of this capital went to
syndication fees and the remainder was used lo acquire
real estate with 75'/" leverage, lhen syndications conceivably were involved in lransacations valued at $48
billion in l98l alone. The following discusses the impacl of this growlh on the industry and opportunities for

the inveslor.

rEources of a public company.
Despite the development of some capable and finan-

cially strong syndicators, however, there have been
some worrisome consequences resultinB from the recent

growth in the syndication industry. ln particular, the increase in the amount of equity raised for real estate syndications has led to upward pressure on real estate
prices as syndicators compete for product in a seller's
market. This phenomenon has led some syndicators to
pay prices which many consider excessive. Such purchases are iustified by their sponsors in terms of tax
benefits to investors in the short term and prop€rty
appreciation potential in the lonS term. However, substanlial improvement in the operatinB performance of
the acquired property is often necessary in order for such
syndications to Senerate the returns lo investors proiected by the sponsor.
ties, some syndication groups are likely to overpay for
property and suffer poor returns on their investments.
Some have even predicted the syndicalion industry will
go the route of the REIT industry in lhe 1970s. However,
while there are some parallels between REITs and syndicators, there are major differences. First, the REITs
which experienced the greatest difficulties were in construction and development. These REITs generally were
spread lenders and were lenders of last resort. As a result, they were vulnerable to upward movements in
short term rates and many made loans secured by less
than top Srade real estate developed on a speculative
basis. ln contrast, many syndications loday are conservatively capitalized with 3(H0'l" investor equity and
long term fixed rate debt, and are buying preleased institutional quality real estate. While there are obviously
exceplions to these rules, there are enough differences

thal any problems faced by the syndicalion industry
should be less severe than those of the RElTs. This is
especially true in the wake of changes in federal tax laws
passed in 1984 which will discourage abusive real estate

restrict themselves to a more narrowly defined business.

investor to analyze any syndication investment thoroughly before investing, preferably with the assistance of
a qualified professional.

change in the profile of the real estate syndication
industry. Al one time many syndicators were small operators and the industry, in general, had a somewhat unsavory reputation. Now a group of well capitalized and
professional syndication firms have emerged where investors can buy prudent and profitable syndication investments. Some syndication firms have benefited from
their association with the financial and management

t6

by lohn McMahan

As a result of this increased price competition for proper-

One nalural by-product of syndication industry groMh
has been the emergence of large syndication firms.
Many of these syndicators have developed to the poinl
where they are proficient in all lhe various syndication
related disciplines (i.e., acquisitions, property management, investor relations, etc.). ln fact, some firms are
involved in a range of businesse; of which syndication
is only one. One large syndicator sponsors a REIT and
develops real estate for its own.rccounl. in addition to
syndicating. Other major syndicators have chosen to
One syndicator until recently was involved exclusively
in the purchase, syndication and manaSement of apartment properties. ln any event, lhere has been a major

MEASURING REAL ESTATE RETURNS

tax shelters.

While it seems likely that the syndication industry as a
whole will not experience the kind of shakeout experienced by the RElTs, there are likely to be some problems. As a result of price competition and the recent IRS
crackdown on abusive tax shelters, some syndication
investments inevitably will produce poor returns for investors. lt is therefore the responsibility of the individual

The entry of pension funds into real estate has Senerated

increased concern about the accurate measurement of
real estate returns. The imp€tus comes primarily from
plan sponsors desiring to report asset performance on a
consistent, @rtfolio-wide basis in order to forecast assev
liability relationships accurately. As most assets are
securities, there is stronS interest in measuring real estate
returns on a reasonably comparable basis, combining
both current income and changes in asset value to reflect the "total return" oflon investment.

Th€ Measurem€nl Problem
There is little problem in measuring current income from
real estate. lncome is received on a monthly or quarterly
basis, typically comprisinB 50o/" or more of total return.
ln fact. traditional real estate analysis relies exclusively
on current income in measuring investment relurn.
The more difficult problem is to forecast chanSes in current income and to measure appreciation (deprecialion)
in the value of the asset over the holding period. Appreciation is particularly difficult as the real estate market
does not clear on a daily basis and may not clear (as in
the case of overbuilt markets) for a period of years. The
true p€rformance of real estate investments, therefore, is
not really known until the assets are sold and cash proceeds received. ln the case of pension fund investors, the
problem is further compounded by the pooling of assets

in vehicles such as closed-end funds and limited
lofu, McM.lr.n, CEf, it prcsidenl ol lohn McMahan Ass(riates, lnc.,
San Ftancisco beted teal eslale investmenl advisoly litm.
Mt. McMahan is alto e lecturct in business administration al lhe Slanlotd craduate Schd)l ol Eusiness. He was a conuibuling edilot lo lhe
tncyclopedia of Urban Plannir.B(McCaw-Hill, 1974); authorcd Prcperty Developmenl: Effective De.ision Makint in Uncenain Times
(Mcc6w-Hill, 1976); lhe Mccraw-Hill Real Estate Pocket Cuide
(Mccraw-Hill,l979); and a nonoSraph on "lnstitutional Svatqiet fot
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a
Risks

ln Real Estale Private Placements

A majority of the syndications sold in recent years have
been real estate private placemenls. ln contrast to public
real estate syndications, which historically have been
required lo raise all investor equity in up front, lump sum
payments, private placements can be structured so that
partners submit their equity contributions in installments
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partnerships where assets may not be liquidated for a
period of years, or open-end funds where, conceptually,
the market is never cleared.
This measurement problem is of particular concern to
real estate investment advisors who must select assets for
pension fund pordolios many years in advance of the
clearing process. The advisor requires an analytical
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problem manifests itself in many ways. First, assiSnrn€nts are acceptd even though there is inadequate
time to properly complete the task. Second, consultants
accept an assiSnment for which they are not qualified
because the fee is attractive. Third, unqualified personnel do all of the research in order to enhance the
consultant's production capabilities. Fourth, the work
load becomes so heavy that the consultant's energies
and talents are spread too thin.

These problems are not unique to the real estate
counseling profession, yet they can lead to disastrous
consequences. For example, suppose a developer is required by a lender to Bet a short opinion letter from an

independent real estate consultant prior to closing a
construction loan. The closing is scheduled for Friday
and the request comes on Tuesday. The developer explains to the consultant that all he needs is a one-page
lener. Since he is a longstanding client and a cherished
account, the consultant accepts the assignment and
writes a favorable opinion based on one day's research.
lf the proiect is built and winds up a dismal failure, the
consultant's reputation is tarnished and many people
suffer. Why do consultants prostitute themselves in this
way? Any

-rvice

profession compensated on a fee basis

faces this risk. To retain clients, one is often called upon

to produce on short notice; however, neither party is
well served by reaching beyond the bounds of professionalism-

There is no simple solution. The best approach is to
establish consistent quality standards and operating
rules. For instance: a iunior associate should be given
proper guidance and not be called upon to perform tasks
for which he is unprepared; an internal review process
can help ensure consistent quality throughout the organization; compensation should not be based solely on
fee production, but also should reward work quality and
timely performance. While emphasizing the importance
of production, office managers should inspire a sense of
professiona lism, and constantly remind associates that
reputation is a consultant's best asset.

ln summary, the perils described in this article can be
avoided by maintaining professional standards and active interest. Loss of reputation is a real threal, but the
chief motivation should be the prospect of continued
self-improvement. After all, real estate consultants are
given a great deal of responsibility and should do what is
necessary to accept that position of trust.

over a period of years. By sta8ins partnership contributions in this manner, the syndicator can match investor
payments with offsetting tax benefits and, in effect,
minimize the investor's annual net cash outflow. For
instance. an investor in the 50'/" tax bracket who receives $2 or more of tax deductions annually for every
$l contributed to a partnership should receive immediate tax savings sufficient to cover the cost of his or
her contribution. While such inveslments can not totally
eliminate income taxation, they do offer two potential
tax benefits: (l) the conversion of ordinary income into
long term capital gains, and (2) the deferral of tax payments until the sale of partnership proprerty. Thus, lhese
investments are popular for understandable reasons including the potential for lax savings in the short term and
property appreciation and cash flow in the long term.
However, they present several risks which investors
should be aware:

Disallowance of Tax Deductions AlthouSh The IRS
rarely disallows a siBnificant percentage of the projected
tax benefits from a conservatively structured real estate
syndication, it may do so when a gross overvaluation of
a property or overly aggressive tdx dccounting practrces
lead to inflated write-offs for investors. ln searching for
such abuses, the IRS will direct special scrutiny to syndications offering write-offs in excess of 2:l. An investor
can derive comfort regarding tax aspects of a syndication with a tax opinion from a reputable law firm which
opines that "more likely than not" a maiority of the proiected tax benefits are likely to withstand any IRS examination. This assurance also can result from an MAI
prop€rty appraisal.
Foreclosure

by Lender A lender's foreclosure on

a

syndication owned property is likely to have a more
severe impact on investors than an IRS disallowance of
tax benefits. Not only will a foreclosure result in the loss
of tax benefits, but also it is likely to result in unexpected
tax obligations for investors due to recapture of accelerated depreciation and penalties for debt forgiveness.

lnvestors can protect themselves against the threat of
foreclosure by carefully examining partnership pro formas to determine whether the partnership will be liquid
enough to fulfill its scheduled debt service obligations in
the short term, and by assessing the property's long term
prospects to determine whether the partnership will be
able to comply with the terms of its mortgaBe debt. This
includes any requirement to make a short-term "balloon" principal repayment (often due three-ten years
after acquisition of the property). lt is especially impnrtant to focus on these points because, under certain circumstances the investor may lose more than lhe amount
of his or her original cash investment.*
fxcessive Purchase Price Many syndicators today
are paying such aggressive prices for properties that their
syndications are not "economic" real estate investments
in the traditional sense. Cash flows from their property
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Re/iance

on financial Strcngth of Sponsor-The in-

vestor also should realize that the Seneral partner's
financial position is im@rlant in determinin8 the financial viability of a limited partnership investmenl. A limited partnership typically will run five to ten years. lt is
quite possible that there will be temporary cash flow
shortfalls relative to budSet during that period, even if
the investment has been conservatively structured and
performs well in the long run. Therefore, because the
general partner typically will have a limited ability to
make additional capital calls on limited partners, he or
she must have the financial stren8th necessary to support

not only the subject partnership but also all other such
parlnerships he or she has sponsored.

Reliance on Sponsor's ()rganization

I

estate

syndication is a very complex trusiness. To-Rea
be effeclive a
syndicator must be strong in a number of diverse functional areas including acquisitions, securities laws, tax
planning, property manaBement, investor relalions,
markeling and accountinS. l{ any one of these areas is
weak, it can hurt the syndicator's overall operation and
eventually affect any parlnership sponsored by the syndicator. For example, if a syndicator fails to provide
timely tax informdlion to investors, they may delay their
installment payments. This causes liquidity problems for
the general partner thereby hurting all affiliated partnerships. lf the general partner does not ensure thal parlnerships he or she has sponsored are in full compliance
with a myriad of IRS and SEC regulations, the con,
sequences for a partnership can be very damaging. ln
addition, if the general partner does not remain ,ctively
involved in prop€rty manaBement, partnership proper'
ties may not perform up to their full potenti.rl or may
even suffer physical deteriorJtion. The investor should
determine that the sponsor of any potential syndicalion
investment has the expertise required lo maintain the
viability of the investment.
lnvestot Defaulls ln redl estate private placements,
deferred investor equity contributions represenl a siBnifi-

'Pilzner. "You Can Lose in the w()n8 Syndacalion lnvestment", Rea/

cant source of partnership funds. lf a large number of
investors in a partnership defaults on these payments,
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acquisitions do not initially cover their related mortSage
debt service. These cash shordalls may be offset by investors' cash contributions in the short term. But the lonB
term economic viability of such investments generally
will depend on increases in net cash flows from the
property. ln the absence of such increases, the syndication group may face foreclosure or, even if a property is
not lost to foreclosure, minimal returns to investors. This
risk to investors is further heightened by the facl that
syndicators' economic interests and theirs do nol necessarily coincide. Because syndicators typically receive
large up front fees regardless of the returns to limited
partners, syndicators may have a stronB incentive to syndicate properties even i[ the purchase prices paid are
inflated. ABain, to protect a8ainst this risk, it is important
to carefully assess the property's short and long term
prospects and to critically evaluate the syndicator's
assumptions in these areas.

the partnership's liquidity position will be impaired.
Although investor defaults have not been a major problem for the syndication industry, and the historical default rale has been less than one percent, the investor
can verify that the syndicak)r has nrinimized this risk by
establishing adequate minimunr financial standards for
investors. Also, investors are more likely to be wellqualified for future payments if their first year down payment
is subsurntial QO 251" of the btal investment). This risk
will be further mitiBated by the facl lhat investors have a
significant incentive nol to de{ault because a default
triggers adverse personal tax consequences. Also, in the
unlikely event that an investor does default after making
one or more installment payments, the general partner
should be able to remarket the limiled partnership inter-

est

ri the .,yndiration (ontinuc\ to meet proiection\

Surety bonds or letters o[ credit tracking investor noles
will provide even gre.lter security for the partnership. O{
course, the best proteclion .r8ainst investor defaults will
be a conservatively structured synclication which meets
investor expectations.

Syndicalion Evaluation Crileria
To minimize the above risks, the investor (or a qualified
pro{essional acting on behalf o{ the investor) should
thoroughly analyze the merits of any syndication inves!
ment iust as a lender would in considering a loan to a
real estate investmenl partnership. This analysis can
include an assessment of the gener.rl parlner's organization strenSth, track record and financial position lo
insure that he or she has lhe cap.rcity to manage the
property investment; a verification that the general partner has not had any prior significant disallowances or
problems with the IRS or SEC; an evaluation of each
property acquired; an analysis of underlying mortgage
debt and its terms; and a verification that the qualification standards for investors are stringent enough so lhat
other investors would be likely to make future required
equity contributions. ln addition, the investor can require a complete legal opinion covering tax aspects of a
syndication, as well as an MAI appraisal.
ll will be particularly difficult for the investor who is nol
a real esLrte expert to ev.rluate n syndicator's property
cash fkrw proiections, especi.rlly when the proiections
assume a substantial improvement in net cash fltlws
from a property. lt is essenlial ft)r the investor to determine these assumptions.rre not overly aggressive.
This analysis will be dif{icult trecause'it will be prudent
in some cases for a syndicaklr lo project that there rviil
be signiiicanl increases in prope'rly cash flows. For instrnce, the syndicator acquiring the subject property
may have a property man.rgemenl capability which is far
superior to his or her pretlecessor's. Alternatively, renls
in lhe vicinity of the subject pr()lx,rly may be escalating
far faster lhan expenses. Nonetheless, the risk to the
investor is that the syndic.lbr has;ssumed a series of

annual increases in net cash flow which cannot be sustained, and are not warranted given the specifics of the
property and its market. Such syndicators may be doing
nothinB more than unwittingly betting on inflation. Just
as with oil prices, this can be a very dangerous area in
which to speculate. ln cases where the assumed annual
increases in net prop€rty cash flow appear excessive, the
reason simply may be th.rt lhe syndicator overpaid {or
the property. ln other words, in such cases substantial
increases in cash flow may be required to iustify lhe
purchase price. O{ course, what are reasonable assumptions in this regard will depend on the subiect property
and market as well as the capabilities of the syndicabr.
Again, it is recommended that the investor enlist the
services of a qualified professional in this evaluation.
A complele due diligence ex,]mination of a synditation
investment as oullined above should establish with a
reasonable degree of cerl.rinty that: any IRS disallowance of tax lrcnefils shoultl nol have severe adverse
consequences for the investor; the partnership owned
property's performance :'ht>uld at least come close kt
meetinB operatinB prciections; to the extent that the
property does underperform versus budget, the combination of operating rr'serves built into the deal and the
financi.rl strength of the general partner should be sufficient to maintain the vi.rbility of the deal; and if the
above conditions are met, lhe partnership should not
suffer from large-scale def;ults by investors unwilling or
unable to make their deferretl equily contributions. lf
these conditions are met, the chances of a malor rlis-

appointment with .r syndic.rtion investment

will

be

important as success produces increased confidence.
Basically, one must learn to pause and reflect, making
sure the conclusions are well founded and supportable.
Miss The Flavor
Consultanls are frequently called upon to evaluate prcp'
erties and markets seen for the first time. This is a dif{icult task regardless of previous experience or level of
competence. Each market has peculiar features that are
easily lost to an outsider.
For example, to assess the marketability of a proiect in a
small town, one must become totally immersed in the
ways of that town. Secondary informalion sources will
not provide the necessary insight. A consultant who relies simply on published data, surveys conducted by the
local chamber of commerce and a windshield view of
the market remains ignorant of the real factors that will
influence the proiect's success or failure. Yet many consultants adopt a sel approach to evaluatinS proiects th.rt
often overlooks the most relevdnl rs\ue\.
The only way to learn about a community is through its

people. Consultants should make every effort to meet
with political leaders, government officials, real estate
brokers, developers, business leaders and olher influential citizens. These meetings are supplemented by
information 6leaned from published sources, which
actually should be reviewed in advance. Questions
asked should pertain to the cily's history, economit
base, social composition, investmenl climate, community perceptions and future outlook. A broad cross seclion
of the community should be sampled because one bad

minimized.

source could prove misle.rding.

Summary Recommendalions
lnveskrrs should consirlt,r irrvesting in re.rl est.tte syndications on.l selective b.r:is trccause lhey offer the
potential of very attractive after-tax returns. Moreover,
due to the growth of the syndrcation industry, there Jre
any number of sophistic.rted and well capitalized syndicators. However, because of the substantial risks in-

Too Little Analysis
A common flaw of market and feasibility studies is an
abundance of data accompanied by too little analysis.
The consultant does exhauslive fieldwork and write:.r
voluminous report bul slrnds inadequate time analyzing lhe critical issues. A lhorough researcher can easily
fall prey to this shortcoming without even knowing.

track record of the syndic.rtor, preferably with the .rs:istance of a qualified professional.

Consultants have limited lime lo inlerpret enormou5
amounls of information, .rnd actually devote much of
lheir efforts to identifying sources and collecting dat.r.
Once satisfied that sufficient information is avail.rble,
the material is organized to conform to a reporl form.rl.
Unfortunately, adequate time is often nol available lrt sit
back and fully contempl.rle the meaning of what has

herenl in many ryndir.rlr(,n rnve\tmenl5, rnve\k)r\
should not make.rny investn'rent without a lhorough
analysis of lhe syndic.rtion and the qualifications and
The reputation of the syndicator should be a maior consideration in the underwriting process, particularly since

the success of the syndication will depend on the syndicator's on8oinB involvemenl in property mandgenrent
and investor relations. lt ir.ll\o important ior this analysis to determine how aggressive are the syndicakrr's
property cash flow pro;e<tions, and to evaluate lhe
strengths and weaknesses of lhe property and ils surrounding market. Such a careful examin;lion will ht'lp

protect the investor .rBainst a major syndic.rlion

disappointment.

been learned.

The most familiar cause of this dilemma is the ,]ccepl'
ance of an assignment with kx) short a time Iranre ior
adequate completion. The mosl conscienlious rese,rrch'
ers .rre also frequent viclims trt'cause they are so inlenl
on covering every base. Some consultants simply l.rck
the necessary analytical skills or are reluctant to offer loo
many opinions. The imporl.rnl thinS lo remenber is th.rl
anybody can collecl informalion, but consultants are
p.rd lo e\tra(t the ( orre( I interprelation.
The obvious cure is to budget one's time more efJiciently,

l
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but this is easier said lhan done. One way to overcome the
big rush when writing the report is to complete sections of
the report as the research is being conducted. For instance,
the overview section can be drafted fairly early and modified later as more information becomes available. Sections
of the report perlainin8 to the property, developrnent plan
and area of data can also be completed ex@itiously. ln
this way, one can focus complete attention on competitive
market factors and related issues at the culmination of the
research efforl when the mind is full of information and the
tools of analysis are not yet frayed. Another alternative is to
write lhe conclusions or recommendations prior to writinS
the body of the report.

Charmed By Clienl
The fourth peril is also faced by lenders, equity investors,
prospective tenants and others exposed to the contagious enthusiasm of developers. Real estate consultants are employed by developers to evaluate proiects
often because a lender has required an independent
opinion. The developer is obviously an advocate and
strong supporter of the proiect. The problem faced by
the consultant is the danger of being influenced by that
conviction and thus less objective and critical in
evaluating the proiect's downside risk.
The classic example is the developer who enters a new
market with plans to build the same product that had
treen well accepted in another location. The consultant
would have a natural propensity to believe in the proiect
because of the developer's pasl success. lf the developer

touts the virtues of this new project with equal conviction, a consultant's judgment might be influenced. The
otrvious problem is that a successful proiect in one markel may be tolally inappropriate for another, and it is the
consultant's iob b test for market fit.
When evaluating a proposed development, it is possible
to find supportinB evidence for even the mosl ill-advised
project. lf one has a longtime relationship with a client,
there might b€ a gre.rter tendency to accentuate the
good and minimize the bad. This hardly serves the developer in the long run.
The developer client is,ln advocate who is blessed with
almost eternal optimism. His job is to conceive proiects
and sell them to lenders, investors and consumers. A

consultant's job is kr evaluate the match between project and market. ()nce charmed by a developer's vision,
consultants lose objectivity or are less able k.r provide a
critical analysis. Consultants should be devil's advocates

and focus their altention on factors that could undermine a proie(l's success. ln other words, their function is to identify reasons why lhe proiect might fail and
determine whether these .lre strong enough k) iustify
modifications or proiect .rbandonment. The clienl is
much better served by this approach.
Business Before Professionalism

Success introduces the greatest danger, that of placing
new business development ahead of quality work. This

lt

THE PERILS OF REAL ESTATE COUNSELINC
by David Forbes Haddow

EXPANDING THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS:
THE CASE OF THIRD PARTY REAL ESTATE
BROKERACES
by Austin f. faffe and f. Randall Woolridge

ln recent yenrs, the deregulalion of depository financial
institulions, cr-rupled with an expansion of products and
services offered by nondeposilory financial institutions,
have significanlly altered the competitive environment

Real estate counseling is a dangerous profession because many problems awail even the most successful
practitioner. To offer well-reasoned advice consistently
in the fat e of mounting bu:rners prelsure: i: ; r onslant
challenge. The purpose of this article is to identify poten,
tial problem areas and suggest some remedies.
Snap ludgments
Real estate consultants attempt to remain objective wilh
each client, but it is only natural to apply previous findings when solving new problems. There is no substitite
for exlxrience in understanding real estate, but this can

become a trap for consultants either too casual or
spontaneous in their judgment.
For instance, a consultant may be called upon b determine why a condominium proj€ct has not sold. The
natural tendency is to conclude lhat the units are overpriced. While this may prove correct, it is a hypothesis
that should be confirmed not only by analyzing com-

of the financial services industry. Today, depository and
nondeposik>ry instilutions compete in many different
areas in the services they offer to the public. The housing
finance seck)r of lhis market has not been immune to
these developments. Depository and nondepository instilutions are beginning to comp€te in several levels of
the housing finance market.
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This paper tr.tces the evolution of the housing finance
i
I

petltive pricing, but also by evaluating producl features,
locational attributes, marketing techniques and the market served. Lowering prices may do nothing to accelerale sales if the units are too small or lhe architecture kx,
contemporary.

The b€st protection aSainst hasty iudBmenls is to

Home Loan Bank Board as a permissible activity for
service corB)ralions of nationally chartered savings and
loan associalions.

es-

tablish a personal system of checks and balances. When
appropriate, an internal alarm should signal the need for
additional documentation. For example, in{ormalion
obtained from persons lacking full knowledge of a particular situation should be confirmed by more informed
sources. This sort of discipline becomes even more
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Brokerages

Dereg,ulation

As deregulation of depository in-

stitutions has evolved
and in the wake of the 1980 and
1982 acts (see Exhibit l), a continual concern has been
expressed by bankers, legislators, regulalors and the
public about the impact of a deregulated financial environment on the mortgage market and on the role of
savings and loan associalions as lhe primary lender to
the housin6 sector.
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aho h.rr k,llrlred ()n b;n/<rng rrsuer beloro the Pennsf/vdnr.r Deparl
menr of Banktng.rnd on tho lan tate ol return kt Lhe Pennsylvanta

savings and loan associations. lt was especially true during the period 1979-1982 when interest rates were relatively high and volalile. Over those years, the net worth

Publi( Uttlity

of the industry declined by about $10 billion, and more
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The Financial [nvi.onment For Third Party R€al fstale

DurinB the late 1970s, piecemeal deregulation on the
liability side of savings and loans' balance sheets occurred with the creation of a new type of deposit
accounls. These actions were intended to p€rmit consumers to earn money markel interest rates and to help
ease disintermediation pressures during periods of increasing interest rates. This provd to be very harmful to

to

numer(rut a( adcnlK arul pr<tiessnnal yturnals on topic\ in( ludng real
erlale rrvctlmenl rDr/r5rr, vd/url,()n, and k'ga/ rssues. He ir ailo rht'
author ot r.o-,ruthty ol lever.rl &x)ls rn< ludrng The Complele Real
E5tale lnveslment Handb<nk t)nd td Krn 1981)
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Ddvid forbes H.ddow is a dtvtyonal ytte pre\td"nl tn lhe Atldnta
o{fue of Landauer AsstrBte\, lnc. A formet mortga9e binlet and ttty
planner, he holds a master's degree ;n .ily plannng {rcm (,e{ng?
ln\ltlute oi Ie(hnology and a ma(ert de8r.€ in business admntstralion tom Ceorqia Slale Univetsily. He ha\ prcvioosly @ntibuted arti
r,e5 l() Rea, fsiale lssues, The Appraisal iournal, rnd Real [state Re
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markel and the str.ltegic moves made by depository and
nondeposikrry institutions to expand their respective
roles in this fast changing market environment. The prim.rry focus in this pap€r centers on the debate concerning the decision by some state chartered savings and
loan associalions b eng..tge in third party real estate
brokerage .rclavities. This strateSic shift in policy, fought
at both lhe state and federal levels by various real estate
trade associations including the National Association of
Realtors, is currently under consideration by the Federal

a

on)mt\'r,n
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most nolable development has been the emerSence of
relatively unregulatd financial service and real estate
franchise firms which operale much like mortgage bankers and help link the primary and secondary morlSage

txHtBlT r
Major Provisions of
The Depository lnstitution DereSulation
and Monelary Conlrol Act of I 980

markets.

and
The Carn-St. Cermain Depository lnstatulion Act

of

1982

Thc 1980 Acl

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Permits NOW Accounts Nationwide.
lncreases Deposit lnsurance Ceiling lo $lOO,0OO.
Expands Thrift Powers to lnclude Consumer Loans, Credil
Cards, Trust Deparlments, and CheckinB A(counls.
Provides for Uniform Reserve Requirements on Transac-

tions Accounls al all Depository lnstitutions.
Cives all Deposilory lnstitutions Access lo the tederal Reserve Bank Discounl window.
Sets up lhe Depository lnstitulions Deregulation Committee.
Phases out lnterest Rate Ceilings on All Deposits.
Simplifies lhe Trulh in tending Laws.
The 1982 Act

l. Cives Deposit
2.
3.

lnsuran(e Agencies New Powers and
Methods for Handlrng Prohlem lnslrlulrons.
Creates Money Market Deposit Account(s).
Expands Thrift Powers in Areas of Conlumer and Commercial LendinB.

Recent patterns in the primary and secondary mortgage
markets provide some indication of this trend. ln lhe I -4
family mortgage origination markel (FHA,/VA and conventional), the market share for thrifts, the larBest oriBinators of these mort8a8es, has dropped from a peak of

60% in 1976 to 40% in 1982. The thrift drop-off

has

largely been picked up by mortgage bankers whose market share rose from 14"h in 1976 to 30% in the early
l98Os.

nated

will be sold in the secondary market.

associations would be operatinB in an increasingly more

competitive environmenl lor consumer savings and loan
originations. Consequently, the 1ll per(enl spread lxtween asset yields and liability costs which savings and
loans had historically maintained (prior to 1979) was
likely to decline in lhe years ahead. ln order to compensate for this lower spread, savings and loan.rssociations were forced to look for new profit making opporlunities. One such <)pF)rtunity was third parly re..rl estate
brokerages.

The Evolving Mortqage

Markel

Like other financial

markets, the housing finance market has gone through a
significant transformation in recent years. ln.rddition to

the large number of diflerent types of adjustable rate
mortgages (ARMS) resulling from deregulation and the
more volatile interest r.rte environmenl, the primary and

secondary mortgaSe markets have experienced considerable changes. ln lhe case of savings and loans, a
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ln his best seller Megalrends, |ohn Naisbitt said, "ln our
new information society, the time orientalion is to the
future. This is the reason we are so interested in it. We
must learn from the present how to anticipate the future." (The) "level of information is clearly impossible to

6. Nevison, lohn M., trecutive Compuling,

handle by present means. Uncontrolled and un-

Addison'Wesley

PublishinS Company.

organized information is no longer a resource in an in-

7.

Naisbitt, lohn, Megatrendr, warner Books lnc.

This figure

two bills that have recently been introduced into the
Senate's Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs. These are: l)S. l82l The Secontlary Morlgage
Market Enhancement Acl, and 2) S. lU22-Trust f()r lnvestments in Mortgage Act. These bills h.rve the !,ul)porl
of the National Associ.rtion o[ Realtors, the MortgaSc

However, deregulation also meant that savings and loan

.

Some observers have speculated that in the years ahead,
it is likely that up to 75 percent of all mortg"rges origi-

nationwide.

problems.

f

mortgage market, beyond the tremendous Srowth in proSrams such as CNMA, FHLMC, and FNMA mongaBebacked securities (MBS), has been the large change in
the percentage of loans which are originated and then
immediately sold as MBSs. Prior to l98l , an average of
about l0'l. of the loans originated by primary real estate
lenders each year were sold off in the secondary market.
However, in l9B2 the ratio of originations to secondary
market sales showed a dramatic increase lo 6 J percenl.

seems entirely reasonable esp€cially if Congress p.rsses

powered savings and loans kr offer various forms of consumer and commercial credit. These new assel powers,
combined with the relatively new forms o{ adjustable
rate mortSages, were available to associations since
1981 . They were exp€cled to permit the industry to diversify its asset base and void a repeat of their previous

NOTfS

rental commission. A Realtor may set an asking price
based on the best projections of income in order to leave
room for ne8otiation.

The most significant development in the secondary

than 700 savings and loan associations disappeared
The 1980 and l9U2 acts t:ffectively lifted interest rate
ceilings on virlually all savings and loan deposits, and to
enhance competition among financial institutions, em-

formation society. lnstead, it becomes the enemy of the
information worker."z

For example, a banker may be more conservative in his
loan commitment realizing the value is predicated on an
increase in income which is subject to a decision by the

Bankers Association, the United States Le.rgut of S.rvings

Associations, and lhe investmenl b.rnking industry,
amonS others. They should tremenrkrusly cnh,rnce private initiatives in the MBS's market by .tmending se< urities, banking, and tax laws. The MtsS's markel growth

voll
group to challenge
the odds?
Ask Joe Foster

T

has been accomplished wilh little private tc( tor

participation. The support for the two St,natt, billr slenrs
irom the belief that the secondary mortB.rgc nr.rrket has
been developed lo such an exlent thJt.rdditi(xl,)l l)riv.rte
sector.rctivity is feasible and th,rt such rlt,vt,lopnrt,nt is
also necessary to meet the future home finant ing needs
of our society. Passage of these lw() bills will <lr.rnrali
crllv inr reare privdte M85 \ ,l( trvil\.
fxanrp/es oi New' C oarp(,litorr lrrr -\rr'rng' anr/ lo,rn'
ln this environment. .r number of iinant i.rl \crvr( r' .lnd
real estate franchise lirms havt, enlert'<t iot() th(, l(\rn
origination market in the pasl [ew ye.rr\. M,rny ()l lh{,\(,
firms originate mort8a8es in re.rl esLlte lr(rkt'rs'oliirt,s,
package the loans through a rel.rted morlS.r8e ( ()rnll(rny
and then sell MBSs on either a wholesale or ret.ril lt,vel.
Some examples of this type oI arrJngenrent are provirlerl
below:

1. Merrill Lynch Realty Corporalion. ln its Nt,twork
50 program, the firm has morlg.rge lo.rn opREAL ESTATE ISSUES, FALLAVINTER ]984
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FIGURE 4

$.166,(,()O

129,500

Corporation gets the loan servicing fees. The firm
has a subsidiary which pools lhe loans and then
sells MBSs to investors in various denominalions.
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franchises.

5. Electronic

Realty Association (ER.A). ln 1982 this

brokerage organization, with 1,000 nationwide
affiliated offices, began offering firsl mortgaSes to
customers through a subsidiary of its parent Com-

t5

various alternatives and their effect on value.
RFAI
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loans have developed considerable expertise in the
financing o{ housing. The decision to eoter the real
eslate brokerage business through subsidiaries is a strategic move to vertically integrate in much the same man-

ner as the financial service and real estate franchise
compan ies previously disc ussed. lf savings and lo.rns are

to remain competilive wilh these "one-stop homebuying" shops in the years to come, lhe ability to of{er real
est,rte brokerage services is of critical importance. Furthermore, as already mentioned, savings.rnd loans musl

look for .rltt,rnative fee income.]clivities such as real
lo offset their lower yields on

est.rte brokerage services

{unds.
The traditional institution of brokering housing, as represented nationally t)y the NationalAssoci.rtion of Realtors
and the parallel stale associations, has (onsislenlly re-

sisled both actions by delxrsibry institutions and fullservice firnrs lo enter the real esl,rte brokerage business.
There are a wide variety of claims made by the real
The following is a sample oi the court leslimony from a
complaint filed by an individual who, al the time, was
the elected presidenl of a stJte association of real estate
brokers. The suit was filed on behalf of himself and the
statL, .rssociation ag,ainsl the state departnrent of bankinE.
The latter had authorized a limitetl numtrcr of third party

24{,,400

tunity to see the total picture and the significance of the

Economic Motivations for Third Party Real Estate
Erokerages And The Concems Of The Real Estale
Erokerage lnduslry
Savings and loans have numerous motivations to engage
in third parly real estale brokerage services. As the largest originator of residential real estate loans, savings and

eslate broker.rge industry.

firms wilh more than I ,000 offices nationwide.
The Meredith Mortga8e Corporation should be
nationwide by mid-1984, and will use the conventional secondary markel to sell its mortgages.

lated a new series of tonnections and probabilities that
could not b€ contained wilhin the old structure.
ln this way lhe analyst not only has the opportunily to
develop a more explicit and coherent style for deciding
uncerlain situations, bul he allows lhe client the oppor-

represent competition on both sides of the balance
sheel. On the asset side, due to the larger number o{ loan
originators and to the corporate slruclural relationship
which links the originator with lhe secondary mortgage
market, savinSs and loans will face greater comp€tition
for loan originations. On the liahility side, savings and
loans will face additional competilion for consumer savings and therefore will have to offer interest rates on
deposits which are competitive with similar types of investments, including the small denomination MBSs of
the financial service companies.

mercial Credit Company. The company sells

As a subsidiary of Meredith Corporation, this franchise has a network of independent real estate

o./" R t]

0'}, Renlal lncrement

primary and secondary markets should provide economic benefits.
For savings and loan associations, these iniliatives

MBSs in the setondary market.
267 .OOO

B

(()0)

The systr.m h.rs thus provided values oi various allernatives as well as a single colleclive value for the property
under a specific set o[ circumstances. The slructure of
altern.ltives [ar exceeds the lrneal approach because of
the system being expanded to reflecl .r number of positive interactions which may be pert eived but not included in the original lineal estimate. I he an.llyst iormu'

2l

Real Estate Corporation. This large
real estate franchise has recently established Century 2l Mort8a8e Corporation to act as a mortgage
broker for financial institutions interested in investing in home morlgages originated by Century
2'l real estate offices. On October l, 1983, the
firm also established a discount program for individuals who buy and sell homes through Cen

4. Century

6. Eetter Home and Gardens Real Eslale Service.

ln( remenl

(05)

banking operations available through Coldwell
Banker Residential Mort8age Services, lnc. The
firm recently began a program entitled, "The Sears
Home Buyer's ProBram," whereby Coldwell Banker's homebuying customers receive discounts
ranging from lO-25 p€rcent on Sears' household

tury

r95)
I

As lhe real estate subsidiary of
Sears, Roebuck and Company, this visible concern has offices in l9 states and has mortgage

3. Coldwell Banker.

merchandise and customer services.

(80)

rBo)

New York City investment banking concern with
an established program called "Shelternet," a
computerized mortga8e-bankinB network wilh a
planned 150 real estate brokers nationwide. Shelternet's arrangement for oriEination and loan fees
is the same as Network 5O's.

R,B

(20)

12'n

on all loans while Merrill Lynch Mortgage

2, First Boston Corporation. This firm is a maior

10,7. R.B

5'I,

to its 350 offices of Merrill

Lynch Realty Associates through the Merrill Lynch
MortgaSe Corporation. ln addition, Menill Lynch
will accept nonaffiliated brokers as participants.
The real estate salespersons retain origination fees

Basically, these initiatives represenl vertical integration
efforts on the part of largely unregulated firms. For real
estate brokers involved with these firms, they offer a
conduit to the capital market for obtaining home {inancing funds and an opportunity for earning fee income
from loan originations. For the morlSaSe banking concerns involved, they of{er a steady stream of mortgaSes
to be pooled and sold as MBSs in the expanding secondary market. For both groups, the inte8ration of the

brokerages
Associalion

ll. Marvin Miller and Ihe
of

Rea/tors

Pennsy/vania

vs. Departmenl of B.tnking,

Commonw<'ahh of Pennsylvania v5. Credt Va//ey -Sav'1317, C.D. !98l). The {ollowing
ings Association, No.
teslimony was given in May, 1983. lt is app.rrenl lh.lt the
plaintiff reg.rrds the estahlishment o{ a se'rvice t orporation (third party brokerage) will result in grenter but "unfair" competition.
Assuming thal lhere was within your trading area a
broker a{lilialed with a service corporation ol a savings
and loan dssociatictn and you wcK' not, would you feal
that vvould be harmful to you in Your eflo(ts?

Q;

,AFFE and WOoLRtDCE: EXPANDtNC THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF FTNANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS
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A: I certainly would feel that way.
Q: And in whal way do you feel that that would

be

Another concern is the possible misconceptions the
public might employ regarding the affiliation of the third

harm[ul to youl

party brokerage office and the s and l.

A.: Well, thal bmker lhat is affilialed wilh an s and l's
service corporation would be able to lake listings from
me without any difficulty ... lust the potential conflict,

Q: You have been at the same address {or a long time?
A: Since 1948
Q: And you are familiar with the people in the neigh-

the word-of-mouth advertising, if you will, thal toes
on, "Hey, list with me because I can tet it for you
wholesale. I can guaranlee you a morttate. Don't
worry about it, we'll get it for you, and ...... down the
street can't."
One of the major issues of contention is the existence of
federally insured deposits. Consider the following
testimony:
a dillerence between a service eorpotation and an alfiliation with a private source ol iunds,
such as Sears Roebut k or whoever it might be.

Qr Di.tinguirh

A: Well,

Sears Roebuck is a private operation. Merrill
Lynch is a private opcration. lt dosn't fly the flag of
Bovernmenl ... All of the ads thal you see now on television, in the newspaper rr1 hear on the radio show "our
deposits are federally insured"-especially now that
they are trying lo tet the money back from the money
marlet funds. ... The ads say that lhey arc federally insured. lt's the same thing wilh the service compnnies of
s and l's. "We are federally insured." You see il on
television all of the lime ...
(Under cross-examination)

Q: /n the area of yivate mo gage companies that are
atfiliated with rea/ estdte brokerag,e activities, did you
direct your counse/ lo see whether there would be any
iegal attack oo thoie typei of affiliations?
A: No, we did not.
Q: Whyi
A: We saw no reason lo. Our concern was with the
blessing of Bovernment, and tlre s and l's are going
under that b€nefit as oppos€d lo private.
Q: Are you familiar with the Coldwell Banker-Allstate

Mo

gage Corporation program where you can get iunds

to linance real estale transactions only if you deal with
Coklwell Banker?

A: l'm

aware of thal, not the specifics or details, but
l'm aware of the general siluation.

And you think there is a material difference between
the type of aifrliation which guaranlees {unding availab/e versus having an affiliation with an s and I that has
sorne sort oi governmenl insurancel

Q:

A: I

am fully convinced lhat there is a maior difference, lhe difference being the tovernment, who is allknowing and will take care of everylhing, and we are
federally insured. The other is still private. Knowing
people over a lol of years, lhat's what people lhink.
That's what people know. They thinl it and they know
il. The government is there, and the government will
back us, and the governmenl will take care of us.

22

...

borhood ol your ofiice

ancJ

your lrading, area?

A: Yes, sir.
Q: And you spenl your daily business life there lor the
/ast l0 sorne yearJ 1
A: Yes, sir.
Q: What efiect do you feel in the minds o{ the people in
your trading area woulcl there be i/ a broker were to

adverlise-i{ he wds to use a name-lhe same nante or
a similar name to d sayings and loan association and
advertiie that he was a part ol that oryanization?
A: The people in my marketing area would feel that
that p€rson is part of thal s and I and can get a better
deal.

ln the end, it seems lhat the [undamental element of the
argument is the potential loss in business resulting from
increased competition.
Would you describe the specilic hatm to you, i{ any,
eildle broker, from the grunt of authority to the
llimited nunber ol / jervice corpo?tions referred to in
this proceetling lo engage in thitd party brokerage

Q:

as a rea/

opealions?

A: The polential loss of access to credit, th€ potential
conflict of interest, the so-called guaranlees of
availability for mortgage financing at betler than competitive rates to those people in direct compctition with
me, lhe potential loss of listings and lhe potential loss of
incom€ to all those things.
My queslion to you was lhe harm lo you as a broker.
You have prtviously teitilied thal you do nctt eng,ag,e in
your brokerage buriness in lhe artas where these //imited numbet oil setvi.e corpotations are located, yet you
arc now saying that there is a loss oi business to you as a
result of that grant ol authority?

Q:

that their estimates of market value are markedly judgmental and do not represenl certainties", wrote Richard
Ratcliff, while professor of Urban Land Economics .rt the
University of British Columbia. "The predicrion of markel value as the probable selling price o{ the subiecl
property leaves open the question of the reliability of this
prediction. The conventional and almost universal practice of expressing the appraiser's frndings as a single
figure lends to it an aura of certainty which is accepted
as real by many uninformed clients, and for the sophisticated client leaves unanswered Jn important aspect of
the value an,rlysis," said Ratcliff.5

A structure must be formed to work with uncertainty
through the use of probability qualifications. lr is here
that the computer can be o[ greal ..lssistance. We have
used a program designed by John M. Nevison called
"Decide"* which is fully detailed in his b<nk Execurlve
Computing. However, it is believed the only way the
idea could be clearly explained rs hy a coherenl example. Therefore the following illustrations identify all
the variables and probability assumptions in sufficient
delail for the reader to produce the final numbers from
his own calculations.

Probabilities;re used to express the degree of k,lief
about the future. lf we are certain something will happen
the probability is I00. l{ we are cerli}in something will
not h,rppen the probability is zero. lf we are neither
certain or uncertain we express the degree o[ belief
somewhere between zero and 100. The choice is usually a progression of choices between tlvo .rllernatives.

FIGURE 3

Calculation of Node Values

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board is currently considering new comp€lilive financial service activities for
savings and loan service corporations. These activities,
as authorized by 12 U.S.C. 1464(c)(4)(B), have been limited by bodrd policy in the past. The regulations have
5rermitted only those activities that .:rre re.rsonably related to the.rctivity of the parent firm. ln this regartl, the
board is currently considering three applications on a
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investmenl community, the more inleraction occurs. lnteraction produces more information and a greater variety of aclion is suggested.

This concept is illustrated by expanding the previous
example showing the inler.rctions oi new {actors. Suppose under ( erl.rn very
'per ifir r r( umsl.rn( e\ we see
the possibility of escalatinB annual income not by nine
p€rcent as in Figure 1 but by six and 12 p€rcenl. The
structure would dissipate to cre.lle an entirely new pattern and the range o[ lineal value: would increase from
four to 13. (See Figure 4.)
FICURE 5
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more complex the structure the greater the next level o{

complexity. Each transformation makes the next one
more anteBrated and connected than the one before
requiring more probabilities. The elements of the structure cooperate to bring about a transformation of the
whole and a new value. ln such a shift assumptions
interact with one another and a coherent behavior of all
value making factors is exhibited. The greater the instability and mobility in lhe economy, society and the

I

been as a resu/t of the authctrization for the llimited number o[] servic e corporations lo engage in thiKJ party

ln dollars and cents at lhis moment, lhere is none.
reilerale, sir, lhat il's the potential great lms.

Polential For New Conneclions
Returning to our information theory once again, the

Using this method to establish the probabilities in the
example (see figures in br.r< kets in FiSure 2), wc cJn
calcul.rle their etfecl on the value at each node dnd a
collective value for this seBment o[ lhe an.rlysis. Up to
this point we have been working from leli to right in
assigning probabililies, but now in order lo calculale the
node values we musl work b.rckwards from right b left.
Using this method the indicated value at node 6, the last
in the series in this example, is $34O,544. (See Figure.l)

A: lt's a potential loss of business to me.
Q: What actual loss ol bus iness or ar tual harmhasthere

A:

lf we were to end here the collective value of the property would be $140,544, but we want to take a lar8er
view of the future possibilities for the property. We will
expand the system further to allow for the other alternatives we are considering. Each alternative in turn will
produce a greater potential for new connections based
on sound investment analysis.
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lohn W. Nevison Associates

HULLTY: DIFFUSINC THE INFORMAIION EXPI()SION

However il can be seen that the varialions multiply
rapidly and the system can be easily expanded to,r posi,

tion where manual calculations txcome ditticult and
confusing. The computer works well in these cir(umstan( e5 and Nevison's program with somt' modifications, talculates the lineal values of each outcome
al the end nodes (l .]-25) through the odds at each node
to the beginninB where a collective or finill eslimate is
outputted. ()ur example would have have an estimated
collective income vdlue o{ $ }44,815. (See n<.rde I Figure
5).
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interaction occurs. This means the Breater potential
for new connections, ideas and values.

a

The more complex the structure, lhe greater the nexl
level of complexity.

The structural theory of inform.rtion is that it is expansive

and interacts with itself beconring more complex. Bul,
the practical answer is to develop the means to channel
these characteristics into a us.]ble form.

Open And Closed Systems
Computer technology has made it possible for real est.rte
analysts to work with a wider range of alternatives th.rn
are {ound in a lineal approach or closed system. More

information cannot be contained in the old structure;
rather it must be expanded kr a higher order. For ex'
ample ii an appraiser was considering the value of .:r
small apJrtment building and could see a siluation

For instance suppose we wish to reflect the three var-

$291,900 at five percent appreciation (residual bene{it),
$453,900 at 25 percent benefit and our original estimate
o{ $320,500 dt l0 percent.

This process is illustrated schematically by using a
branching system where the circul.rr nodes represent a
probability branch;nd the rectangular nodes represent
end values. The nodes have been numbered for reference purFoses. (See FiBUre 2)
TICURE 2
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cumstances. (See F igure 1)
FIGURT

The alternative appreciation (residual benefits) shown in
Figure 2 assume a uniform nine percenl rental increment.The branch at nodes six, nine and I I indicates
the three variations in residual benefits. A further branch
at node 1l is included to indicate no increase may
accrue. Each,rlternative has a profound effect on the
lineal value estin'lates (nodes 17, lB, l9 and 20) of the
property. The range is from $269,000-$4 51,9O0.

1

Small Apartment Bu ilding
lncome Value E:timate
Original lnvestment Value
Appreciation lO'l"

t120.5)O.57
32.052.05
$)52,57 )

2l

[quily

.1r2

5,U)0.00

7,955.OO

5.00
t145,927.6)
$20

Mongage
Less 5 years amortizalion
Equity Reversion deferred 5 yrs

l5. r 59.15
90,)61.22

2 r

5,000.00

I O"/o

Cash Flow $1999' x PW of I per A
Equity Reversion $145,527.62 x P1ir'
MortgaBe

7320,520.57

Original lnvestmenl Value

$l20,su).(x)

Rounded

'Net

l)i,i60

of

I

Deh service $2g,16l = $1,999

When alternatives are added to any of the specific
assumptions concerning a properly's potential, the
whole system is changed. An open system must be
adopted to allow for variations in income and expense
estimates, annual increments, tax shelter benefits, loan
amounts and amortization, capit,ll improvements and
restorations and gains or losses from the eventual sale of
the property.
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several concerns over permittinS savings and loan service corporations to offer real estate brokerage services.
First, they have argued lhat it would allow unfair compe-

tition because savings and loans hold governmentinsured deposits. ln effect, it has been argued thal the
real estate subsidiary would fly "under the flag oi federal
government." This argument seems to iack reasoning
since the two sides of the balance she€t are being in-

termingled. There is no logical relationship between the
existence of 6overnment-b.rcked insurance for savings
and loans' depositors and lhe performance of re.rl estate
brokerage services [ry a service company subsidiary. ln
effect, it is the proverbial "apples and oranSes" situJtion.
S€cond, it has been sLrterl lhat savings and loans would
be using funds obtJined in the form o{ governmentinsured deposits for investmenl in the real est,rte subsidiary of the service company. This is alleged to be
another form of unfair comp€tition. However valid lhe

example.

proposition, where investment is permitted, a savings
and loan is normally limited in size to about 2 percent of
the association's assets and the same statement is true

Probability Of future Events

concerning all the activities of a savings and loan service
company.

Mo(gage payable in 5 yrs

Presenl Value of tquity & Reversaon at

$

Having formed a panern of possible alternatives and
produced a range o[ tentative values, let's now move to
the probable effects on the properly value used in the

Reversion Deferred 5 yrs

brokerage services. Presumably, this would include both
lhe pncing and qualitv o[ the,'e.,ervices.

The National Association of Realtors has expressed
$.].20.500

(80r
r.,l5

$15

t

property is owned by a third party. For that reason,
allowing federal associations to provide real eslate
brokerage services on a wider scale may foster significant economic and compelitive benefits for both the
public and the savings and loan industry."
As stated try the board, the primary benefit to the public
would result in increased comp€titition for reai estate

Values Using Alternative Residual Bene{its

where the residual value might appreciate by 5, 10, or
25 p€rcent depending on a series of very slrcial cir-

cumstances, it would be impossible to re{lect these
alternrtives in a traditional lineal income approach to
value. Ordinarily the estimate would be based on a net
cash flow proiection, a rental increment forecast and a
calculation of residual benefits. While consideration
would be Biven to the various allernatives, the estim.tte
would be based on a sinSle set o{ most probable cir-

case-by-case basis as to whether service companies of
federally chartered savings and loans should be permitted to offer real estate brokerage services for property
owned by third parties. According to the board (12 CfR
Part 545, B2-136, pp. 6-7), "real estate brokerage is an
essential part of the process of marketing and financing
homes and, for that reason, may be reasonably related to
the activities of federal associations whether or not the

ialions in residual benefits mentioned earlier. This
would result in lhree separate income vdlue estimates of

New connections reflecl siBnificanl alternatives perceived {or the future of the property. These alternatives
provide insight and form an overall piclure of a property's potential. For example, in Figure 2 we developed
income value estimates based on {our assumptions
about future residual benefits. We did nol however provide a concept of the environmenl in which each would
have the best <hance of success. "Until we develop a
notion of what futures are possible and probable, one
course of action tends to look as grxrd as any other. lf we

don't anticipate it hardly matters what we do", William
Morris said in his book Mana1emenl ior Aclion.a ln loday's market we are seldom provided with a clear set o{
circumstances lhat prevail no matler what happens

Third, there is a concern regardinS the potential f<lr conflict of interest. lt has been argued that the decision by a
parent savinSs and loan to offer {inancing in a home
purchase would be affected by the fee a service corporation would receive try such a sale. However, as the
board has stated (1 2 CFR Part 545, #82-136, e. 7), " ...a1
ter reviewing several applications for approval of this
activity, the board considers this potential conflict suf'
ficiently remote so as not to offsel the advantages of
increased service to the public and profit opportunities
of federal associations. Any actual conflicts of inlerest
can be identified and monitored in the supervisory
process."

although some outcomes always seem more plausible
than others.

It should also be noted that durinB this same period of
de- and re-regulation o{ the financial system, a series of
fundamental changes have laken place in the real estate

"There is no di5agreemenl among appraisers on the fact

brokerage industry. BeginninS with the franchise
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movement in the 1970s, the development of national real
estate firms was the loBical next slep. What was formerly
regarded as relalively loose pro{essional affiliations during the franchise era, may prove to be the beginning of
national networks of data sources, standardized operal-

ing practices, and perhaps most importantly, an
institutional framework {or making funds available
nationwide {or residential brokerage activity.
At the same lime, the last decade has witnessed numerous court actions, largely aB.rinst multiple listinB services, which have alleged antilrust.rctions against the
real estate industry. The major problems are with the
settling of commissions and the alleged discriminatory
practices of the local multiple listing orSanization. Some
observers believe that the developmenl of national real
estate brokerages may further dirty the already muddy
waters by providing further evidence of interstate commerce aclivily in the real eslate business. Two well

known cases, Loldiarb v. Virginia State 8ar 421 U.S.
886 (1975) and McLain v. Rea/ fslate Eoard of New
O eans 444 U.S.232 (1980), htrve been widely cited as
evidence o{ lhe court's recognition that real estate
brokerage .lctivity does involve interstate commerce or
at least, affects commerce between states. Thus, the
Sherm.rn Antilrust Act may apply b this industry.

Finally, technological developments in in{ormation
processing are likely to have a profound impact on the
real esLrte brokerage business. Where once the markel
data relevanl to pricing and:ales activity was dif{icult
and ct.rstly to obtain and manage, sur:h activities in the
future.rre cerlain to be more economical. As brokerage
compens.rtion is a function of market information u5ed
and obtained by the party to the brokera8e contract, so
are returns to brokers likely to f.rll .rs technological developments reduce such frictions. ln the case of real
estate brokernges, the expected reduclion in informalion
costs is expected to be substanti.rl.

Therefore, given the chang,es that h.rve taken place in
the real estale brokerage industry, those in the process of
occurring and the new financial environment since
'1980, it is nol
surprising that re.rl eslate associations and

their members have objected to states permining thard
party brokerages. lt app€ars lhat mosl of the objections
from the real estate industry are not based on sound
economic analysis- lt is not surprising that several stales
have approved applit ations lo permil sldte assor ialionr
to enBage in third parly real estate brokerage aclivities.
A Survey Of Third Party Brokerage Slates
A growing number of states permit state-chartered savings and loans to offer third parly real estate brokerage
services through a service corlx)ration. DurinB the late
months in 1983, we conducled a survey of slate banking
departments in order to identify the extent third party
brokerages were and would be permined throughout the
United Slales. Exhibit 2 presents the survey results.

On a pre-approved basis, third party brokerage business

is currently permitted in five states (California,

AND

SERVICES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
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Available
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Nebraska

Ohio
()khhoma

Conclusion
The deregulation legislation has impacted the financial
syslem. Several addresses and studies have predicted
forthcoming changes for the system and financial intermediaries during the next several years. One clear
resull of the new regulalory environment is the prospect
of financial institutions entering industries which formerly were precluded or were thouBht to be unanractive bul
now, may prove to h essenlial for survival.
The case of third party re.ll (,sl,rte brokerages is ont.of
consider,rble interest to m.rny. lt is p.rrticularly intcresting th,lt the relatively strong re.)l est,rte lobbies at lxrlh
the feder.rl and local level: h,rve betn unsucct,ssiul in
stopping the introdu(tion of fin.rn< ial inslitulion s(,rvi( ('
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None State5 whr(h either prohibit thi.d l)a(v brolerr8el or
where no .i.l'.,n
lhis ,re, hrr been t.rlen
'n
Louisiana, Missouri, ()hio, and Maryland). ln addition,
third party real estate brokerage applications are reviewed on a case-by-case basis in eight states (lowa,
New lersey, MichiSan, Oregon, lllinois, Texas, Wisconsin, and recently, Pennsylvania). Finally, there are eight

by Robert B. Hulley

Therefore, presently 21 states h.rve mechanisms whereby associations can enter the real estate brokeragc ser-

vice industry. This list is likely to grow in the next few
years since the results of this survey indicate considerable interest nationwide in lhird p.lrty brokerages. lt is
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Norle
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first Approval
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DIFFUSING THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION

other states in which no requests have been made for
this type of activity, but in lhe opinion of state banking
officials, would not be prohibiled (lndiana, Florida, Mississippi, Kansas, Washington, Utah, New Mexico and

2

probable that other states will folkrw.

corporations from enterini] th(, re.ll estale broLt,r.rge
business.

While the iuture is alw.rys dilli( ult to foresee', it .rl)l)e.rrs

certain th.rt the econonrir in(entive for new rtr,rrkel
opportunities and incre.rse(l ( onrl)elition for <leltository
funds willprovide a str()ns motiv.rtion for new strlrsitli.tries to enler the real est,rte brokt'rage field. This will dismay some tradilional real eslatt,brokers,rnd rlelight.r
new breed of innov.ttive proit.ssionals oifering ncw
opportunities at servi((' (orp()r.]lions of Iinanri.rl
institution5.

(

There was a time when it was easy to forecast the future

of real esLrte. You could judge where rent5 .tnd interest
rates were going,.rnd when property values might increase. But tod.ry there is an endle'ss variety of what-ifs
that affect reJl estale. What's more. each deserves

tf'

serious consider.rti()n.

ra\

Two events have occurred which ht'lp us understand
and diffuse this problem. The firsl is,r theoretical

.1t

approach to informrtion-how it expand: and reacts on
existinB analyti( al slructures. The other is the use of the
computer to solve the very problem it helped create. ln
combination lht y are invaluable aids k) institutional investors, mortB.rBe lenders, counselors ,rnd appraisers
who work with.r multiplicity of interrt'l,rlt,rl information.

'r

Dissipative Structures
"Most of us are gxrrly equipped to give s.rtisfying and
coherent reslx)nser to.rnything but quite simple con,
ceptualizations o[ what may lie ahearj," said William T.

Morris of Ohio State University. "We are ill at ease if
there is a marked dissonance between our conscious
anlicipalions and our actions. Consunance seems lo
come more easily if we stick to elementary notions of
what may occur. lt is far easier to act if we deal with a
single future than i{ we try to respond reasonably to a
view which includes several possibilities and their
associated probabil ities."

I

A

Belgium bio-chemist, Dr. llya Prigogine, won the
1977 Nobel prize for his theory of "Dissipative
Structures" 2 While his theory deals with the thermodynamics of nonequilibrium systems, it has been used
for such diverse undertakings as predicting traffic flow
patterns and changes in the social order as detailed in

Marilyn Ferguson's besl seller The Acquarian Conspiracy. t His theory may also b€ restructured and paraphrased for the purpose of moving towards a theory of
information as follows:

l&crt ,. Htf.f CRt, f Rl, AACI, it a nemtp. ol the Ane (ah S$iety ol Real
tttAte Co.Jnselo1 and (hati!],an ot the Canadian dtvt\too ol the Society. He ie a
lellow ol the Rerrro.r lrnrure and an accrcd'ted aw,attet ol the Canadian
lnstitute tu. Hulle/ olruates a rcal estate ary.aital aod <otnteline $actice in
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Small chan8es in alternatives can be accommodated
in old structures, larger fluctualions cannot. They
chanSe the structure and set up new connections.

a The greater the input of information, the

more
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in old structures, larger fluctualions cannot. They
chanSe the structure and set up new connections.
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more
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interaction occurs. This means the Breater potential
for new connections, ideas and values.

a

The more complex the structure, lhe greater the nexl
level of complexity.

The structural theory of inform.rtion is that it is expansive

and interacts with itself beconring more complex. Bul,
the practical answer is to develop the means to channel
these characteristics into a us.]ble form.

Open And Closed Systems
Computer technology has made it possible for real est.rte
analysts to work with a wider range of alternatives th.rn
are {ound in a lineal approach or closed system. More

information cannot be contained in the old structure;
rather it must be expanded kr a higher order. For ex'
ample ii an appraiser was considering the value of .:r
small apJrtment building and could see a siluation

For instance suppose we wish to reflect the three var-

$291,900 at five percent appreciation (residual bene{it),
$453,900 at 25 percent benefit and our original estimate
o{ $320,500 dt l0 percent.

This process is illustrated schematically by using a
branching system where the circul.rr nodes represent a
probability branch;nd the rectangular nodes represent
end values. The nodes have been numbered for reference purFoses. (See FiBUre 2)
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5'l" Resrdual Beneiil

)

r20

t269.000

|

0?" Resrdual Beneiit

cumstances. (See F igure 1)
FIGURT

The alternative appreciation (residual benefits) shown in
Figure 2 assume a uniform nine percenl rental increment.The branch at nodes six, nine and I I indicates
the three variations in residual benefits. A further branch
at node 1l is included to indicate no increase may
accrue. Each,rlternative has a profound effect on the
lineal value estin'lates (nodes 17, lB, l9 and 20) of the
property. The range is from $269,000-$4 51,9O0.

1

Small Apartment Bu ilding
lncome Value E:timate
Original lnvestment Value
Appreciation lO'l"

t120.5)O.57
32.052.05
$)52,57 )

2l

[quily

.1r2

5,U)0.00

7,955.OO

5.00
t145,927.6)
$20

Mongage
Less 5 years amortizalion
Equity Reversion deferred 5 yrs

l5. r 59.15
90,)61.22

2 r

5,000.00

I O"/o

Cash Flow $1999' x PW of I per A
Equity Reversion $145,527.62 x P1ir'
MortgaBe

7320,520.57

Original lnvestmenl Value

$l20,su).(x)

Rounded

'Net

l)i,i60

of

I

Deh service $2g,16l = $1,999

When alternatives are added to any of the specific
assumptions concerning a properly's potential, the
whole system is changed. An open system must be
adopted to allow for variations in income and expense
estimates, annual increments, tax shelter benefits, loan
amounts and amortization, capit,ll improvements and
restorations and gains or losses from the eventual sale of
the property.
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several concerns over permittinS savings and loan service corporations to offer real estate brokerage services.
First, they have argued lhat it would allow unfair compe-

tition because savings and loans hold governmentinsured deposits. ln effect, it has been argued thal the
real estate subsidiary would fly "under the flag oi federal
government." This argument seems to iack reasoning
since the two sides of the balance she€t are being in-

termingled. There is no logical relationship between the
existence of 6overnment-b.rcked insurance for savings
and loans' depositors and lhe performance of re.rl estate
brokerage services [ry a service company subsidiary. ln
effect, it is the proverbial "apples and oranSes" situJtion.
S€cond, it has been sLrterl lhat savings and loans would
be using funds obtJined in the form o{ governmentinsured deposits for investmenl in the real est,rte subsidiary of the service company. This is alleged to be
another form of unfair comp€tition. However valid lhe

example.

proposition, where investment is permitted, a savings
and loan is normally limited in size to about 2 percent of
the association's assets and the same statement is true

Probability Of future Events

concerning all the activities of a savings and loan service
company.

Mo(gage payable in 5 yrs

Presenl Value of tquity & Reversaon at

$

Having formed a panern of possible alternatives and
produced a range o[ tentative values, let's now move to
the probable effects on the properly value used in the

Reversion Deferred 5 yrs

brokerage services. Presumably, this would include both
lhe pncing and qualitv o[ the,'e.,ervices.

The National Association of Realtors has expressed
$.].20.500

(80r
r.,l5

$15

t

property is owned by a third party. For that reason,
allowing federal associations to provide real eslate
brokerage services on a wider scale may foster significant economic and compelitive benefits for both the
public and the savings and loan industry."
As stated try the board, the primary benefit to the public
would result in increased comp€titition for reai estate

Values Using Alternative Residual Bene{its

where the residual value might appreciate by 5, 10, or
25 p€rcent depending on a series of very slrcial cir-

cumstances, it would be impossible to re{lect these
alternrtives in a traditional lineal income approach to
value. Ordinarily the estimate would be based on a net
cash flow proiection, a rental increment forecast and a
calculation of residual benefits. While consideration
would be Biven to the various allernatives, the estim.tte
would be based on a sinSle set o{ most probable cir-

case-by-case basis as to whether service companies of
federally chartered savings and loans should be permitted to offer real estate brokerage services for property
owned by third parties. According to the board (12 CfR
Part 545, B2-136, pp. 6-7), "real estate brokerage is an
essential part of the process of marketing and financing
homes and, for that reason, may be reasonably related to
the activities of federal associations whether or not the

ialions in residual benefits mentioned earlier. This
would result in lhree separate income vdlue estimates of

New connections reflecl siBnificanl alternatives perceived {or the future of the property. These alternatives
provide insight and form an overall piclure of a property's potential. For example, in Figure 2 we developed
income value estimates based on {our assumptions
about future residual benefits. We did nol however provide a concept of the environmenl in which each would
have the best <hance of success. "Until we develop a
notion of what futures are possible and probable, one
course of action tends to look as grxrd as any other. lf we

don't anticipate it hardly matters what we do", William
Morris said in his book Mana1emenl ior Aclion.a ln loday's market we are seldom provided with a clear set o{
circumstances lhat prevail no matler what happens

Third, there is a concern regardinS the potential f<lr conflict of interest. lt has been argued that the decision by a
parent savinSs and loan to offer {inancing in a home
purchase would be affected by the fee a service corporation would receive try such a sale. However, as the
board has stated (1 2 CFR Part 545, #82-136, e. 7), " ...a1
ter reviewing several applications for approval of this
activity, the board considers this potential conflict suf'
ficiently remote so as not to offsel the advantages of
increased service to the public and profit opportunities
of federal associations. Any actual conflicts of inlerest
can be identified and monitored in the supervisory
process."

although some outcomes always seem more plausible
than others.

It should also be noted that durinB this same period of
de- and re-regulation o{ the financial system, a series of
fundamental changes have laken place in the real estate

"There is no di5agreemenl among appraisers on the fact

brokerage industry. BeginninS with the franchise
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movement in the 1970s, the development of national real
estate firms was the loBical next slep. What was formerly
regarded as relalively loose pro{essional affiliations during the franchise era, may prove to be the beginning of
national networks of data sources, standardized operal-

ing practices, and perhaps most importantly, an
institutional framework {or making funds available
nationwide {or residential brokerage activity.
At the same lime, the last decade has witnessed numerous court actions, largely aB.rinst multiple listinB services, which have alleged antilrust.rctions against the
real estate industry. The major problems are with the
settling of commissions and the alleged discriminatory
practices of the local multiple listing orSanization. Some
observers believe that the developmenl of national real
estate brokerages may further dirty the already muddy
waters by providing further evidence of interstate commerce aclivily in the real eslate business. Two well

known cases, Loldiarb v. Virginia State 8ar 421 U.S.
886 (1975) and McLain v. Rea/ fslate Eoard of New
O eans 444 U.S.232 (1980), htrve been widely cited as
evidence o{ lhe court's recognition that real estate
brokerage .lctivity does involve interstate commerce or
at least, affects commerce between states. Thus, the
Sherm.rn Antilrust Act may apply b this industry.

Finally, technological developments in in{ormation
processing are likely to have a profound impact on the
real esLrte brokerage business. Where once the markel
data relevanl to pricing and:ales activity was dif{icult
and ct.rstly to obtain and manage, sur:h activities in the
future.rre cerlain to be more economical. As brokerage
compens.rtion is a function of market information u5ed
and obtained by the party to the brokera8e contract, so
are returns to brokers likely to f.rll .rs technological developments reduce such frictions. ln the case of real
estate brokernges, the expected reduclion in informalion
costs is expected to be substanti.rl.

Therefore, given the chang,es that h.rve taken place in
the real estale brokerage industry, those in the process of
occurring and the new financial environment since
'1980, it is nol
surprising that re.rl eslate associations and

their members have objected to states permining thard
party brokerages. lt app€ars lhat mosl of the objections
from the real estate industry are not based on sound
economic analysis- lt is not surprising that several stales
have approved applit ations lo permil sldte assor ialionr
to enBage in third parly real estate brokerage aclivities.
A Survey Of Third Party Brokerage Slates
A growing number of states permit state-chartered savings and loans to offer third parly real estate brokerage
services through a service corlx)ration. DurinB the late
months in 1983, we conducled a survey of slate banking
departments in order to identify the extent third party
brokerages were and would be permined throughout the
United Slales. Exhibit 2 presents the survey results.

On a pre-approved basis, third party brokerage business

is currently permitted in five states (California,

AND

SERVICES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

A: I certainly would feel that way.
Q: And in whal way do you feel that that would

be

Another concern is the possible misconceptions the
public might employ regarding the affiliation of the third

harm[ul to youl

party brokerage office and the s and l.

A.: Well, thal bmker lhat is affilialed wilh an s and l's
service corporation would be able to lake listings from
me without any difficulty ... lust the potential conflict,

Q: You have been at the same address {or a long time?
A: Since 1948
Q: And you are familiar with the people in the neigh-

the word-of-mouth advertising, if you will, thal toes
on, "Hey, list with me because I can tet it for you
wholesale. I can guaranlee you a morttate. Don't
worry about it, we'll get it for you, and ...... down the
street can't."
One of the major issues of contention is the existence of
federally insured deposits. Consider the following
testimony:
a dillerence between a service eorpotation and an alfiliation with a private source ol iunds,
such as Sears Roebut k or whoever it might be.

Qr Di.tinguirh

A: Well,

Sears Roebuck is a private operation. Merrill
Lynch is a private opcration. lt dosn't fly the flag of
Bovernmenl ... All of the ads thal you see now on television, in the newspaper rr1 hear on the radio show "our
deposits are federally insured"-especially now that
they are trying lo tet the money back from the money
marlet funds. ... The ads say that lhey arc federally insured. lt's the same thing wilh the service compnnies of
s and l's. "We are federally insured." You see il on
television all of the lime ...
(Under cross-examination)

Q: /n the area of yivate mo gage companies that are
atfiliated with rea/ estdte brokerag,e activities, did you
direct your counse/ lo see whether there would be any
iegal attack oo thoie typei of affiliations?
A: No, we did not.
Q: Whyi
A: We saw no reason lo. Our concern was with the
blessing of Bovernment, and tlre s and l's are going
under that b€nefit as oppos€d lo private.
Q: Are you familiar with the Coldwell Banker-Allstate

Mo

gage Corporation program where you can get iunds

to linance real estale transactions only if you deal with
Coklwell Banker?

A: l'm

aware of thal, not the specifics or details, but
l'm aware of the general siluation.

And you think there is a material difference between
the type of aifrliation which guaranlees {unding availab/e versus having an affiliation with an s and I that has
sorne sort oi governmenl insurancel

Q:

A: I

am fully convinced lhat there is a maior difference, lhe difference being the tovernment, who is allknowing and will take care of everylhing, and we are
federally insured. The other is still private. Knowing
people over a lol of years, lhat's what people lhink.
That's what people know. They thinl it and they know
il. The government is there, and the government will
back us, and the governmenl will take care of us.
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...

borhood ol your ofiice

ancJ

your lrading, area?

A: Yes, sir.
Q: And you spenl your daily business life there lor the
/ast l0 sorne yearJ 1
A: Yes, sir.
Q: What efiect do you feel in the minds o{ the people in
your trading area woulcl there be i/ a broker were to

adverlise-i{ he wds to use a name-lhe same nante or
a similar name to d sayings and loan association and
advertiie that he was a part ol that oryanization?
A: The people in my marketing area would feel that
that p€rson is part of thal s and I and can get a better
deal.

ln the end, it seems lhat the [undamental element of the
argument is the potential loss in business resulting from
increased competition.
Would you describe the specilic hatm to you, i{ any,
eildle broker, from the grunt of authority to the
llimited nunber ol / jervice corpo?tions referred to in
this proceetling lo engage in thitd party brokerage

Q:

as a rea/

opealions?

A: The polential loss of access to credit, th€ potential
conflict of interest, the so-called guaranlees of
availability for mortgage financing at betler than competitive rates to those people in direct compctition with
me, lhe potential loss of listings and lhe potential loss of
incom€ to all those things.
My queslion to you was lhe harm lo you as a broker.
You have prtviously teitilied thal you do nctt eng,ag,e in
your brokerage buriness in lhe artas where these //imited numbet oil setvi.e corpotations are located, yet you
arc now saying that there is a loss oi business to you as a
result of that grant ol authority?

Q:

that their estimates of market value are markedly judgmental and do not represenl certainties", wrote Richard
Ratcliff, while professor of Urban Land Economics .rt the
University of British Columbia. "The predicrion of markel value as the probable selling price o{ the subiecl
property leaves open the question of the reliability of this
prediction. The conventional and almost universal practice of expressing the appraiser's frndings as a single
figure lends to it an aura of certainty which is accepted
as real by many uninformed clients, and for the sophisticated client leaves unanswered Jn important aspect of
the value an,rlysis," said Ratcliff.5

A structure must be formed to work with uncertainty
through the use of probability qualifications. lr is here
that the computer can be o[ greal ..lssistance. We have
used a program designed by John M. Nevison called
"Decide"* which is fully detailed in his b<nk Execurlve
Computing. However, it is believed the only way the
idea could be clearly explained rs hy a coherenl example. Therefore the following illustrations identify all
the variables and probability assumptions in sufficient
delail for the reader to produce the final numbers from
his own calculations.

Probabilities;re used to express the degree of k,lief
about the future. lf we are certain something will happen
the probability is I00. l{ we are cerli}in something will
not h,rppen the probability is zero. lf we are neither
certain or uncertain we express the degree o[ belief
somewhere between zero and 100. The choice is usually a progression of choices between tlvo .rllernatives.

FIGURE 3

Calculation of Node Values

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board is currently considering new comp€lilive financial service activities for
savings and loan service corporations. These activities,
as authorized by 12 U.S.C. 1464(c)(4)(B), have been limited by bodrd policy in the past. The regulations have
5rermitted only those activities that .:rre re.rsonably related to the.rctivity of the parent firm. ln this regartl, the
board is currently considering three applications on a
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investmenl community, the more inleraction occurs. lnteraction produces more information and a greater variety of aclion is suggested.

This concept is illustrated by expanding the previous
example showing the inler.rctions oi new {actors. Suppose under ( erl.rn very
'per ifir r r( umsl.rn( e\ we see
the possibility of escalatinB annual income not by nine
p€rcent as in Figure 1 but by six and 12 p€rcenl. The
structure would dissipate to cre.lle an entirely new pattern and the range o[ lineal value: would increase from
four to 13. (See Figure 4.)
FICURE 5

Table Showing Nodt' Values

t.
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))5,1,t7
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t0 299.208
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]29,500
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21.452,100
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t20

I2 285,1|80

I6 275,t(n

120,500

l5 loo, t 0{J
l9 291,900

)o 269,fi)O

I9,200

23

290,600

)4 267,000

)87

,

25. 146,4A)

4sr.eoo x .20L

17

llr

brokerage?
I

more complex the structure the greater the next level o{

complexity. Each transformation makes the next one
more anteBrated and connected than the one before
requiring more probabilities. The elements of the structure cooperate to bring about a transformation of the
whole and a new value. ln such a shift assumptions
interact with one another and a coherent behavior of all
value making factors is exhibited. The greater the instability and mobility in lhe economy, society and the

I

been as a resu/t of the authctrization for the llimited number o[] servic e corporations lo engage in thiKJ party

ln dollars and cents at lhis moment, lhere is none.
reilerale, sir, lhat il's the potential great lms.

Polential For New Conneclions
Returning to our information theory once again, the

Using this method to establish the probabilities in the
example (see figures in br.r< kets in FiSure 2), wc cJn
calcul.rle their etfecl on the value at each node dnd a
collective value for this seBment o[ lhe an.rlysis. Up to
this point we have been working from leli to right in
assigning probabililies, but now in order lo calculale the
node values we musl work b.rckwards from right b left.
Using this method the indicated value at node 6, the last
in the series in this example, is $34O,544. (See Figure.l)

A: lt's a potential loss of business to me.
Q: What actual loss ol bus iness or ar tual harmhasthere

A:

lf we were to end here the collective value of the property would be $140,544, but we want to take a lar8er
view of the future possibilities for the property. We will
expand the system further to allow for the other alternatives we are considering. Each alternative in turn will
produce a greater potential for new connections based
on sound investment analysis.

E]-*

i2o'5m x .75r

llr
291,9{ x

.80

L
269.(XI)

-

O I 980,

x

20

I

rO5

l

I

t
\

)87,)20 ,< 25)

o

,.SOf

t

A

lohn W. Nevison Associates

HULLTY: DIFFUSINC THE INFORMAIION EXPI()SION

However il can be seen that the varialions multiply
rapidly and the system can be easily expanded to,r posi,

tion where manual calculations txcome ditticult and
confusing. The computer works well in these cir(umstan( e5 and Nevison's program with somt' modifications, talculates the lineal values of each outcome
al the end nodes (l .]-25) through the odds at each node
to the beginninB where a collective or finill eslimate is
outputted. ()ur example would have have an estimated
collective income vdlue o{ $ }44,815. (See n<.rde I Figure
5).
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erations available

FIGURE 4

$.166,(,()O

129,500

Corporation gets the loan servicing fees. The firm
has a subsidiary which pools lhe loans and then
sells MBSs to investors in various denominalions.

Dissipative Analysis
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franchises.

5. Electronic

Realty Association (ER.A). ln 1982 this

brokerage organization, with 1,000 nationwide
affiliated offices, began offering firsl mortgaSes to
customers through a subsidiary of its parent Com-

t5

various alternatives and their effect on value.
RFAI
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loans have developed considerable expertise in the
financing o{ housing. The decision to eoter the real
eslate brokerage business through subsidiaries is a strategic move to vertically integrate in much the same man-

ner as the financial service and real estate franchise
compan ies previously disc ussed. lf savings and lo.rns are

to remain competilive wilh these "one-stop homebuying" shops in the years to come, lhe ability to of{er real
est,rte brokerage services is of critical importance. Furthermore, as already mentioned, savings.rnd loans musl

look for .rltt,rnative fee income.]clivities such as real
lo offset their lower yields on

est.rte brokerage services

{unds.
The traditional institution of brokering housing, as represented nationally t)y the NationalAssoci.rtion of Realtors
and the parallel stale associations, has (onsislenlly re-

sisled both actions by delxrsibry institutions and fullservice firnrs lo enter the real esl,rte brokerage business.
There are a wide variety of claims made by the real
The following is a sample oi the court leslimony from a
complaint filed by an individual who, al the time, was
the elected presidenl of a stJte association of real estate
brokers. The suit was filed on behalf of himself and the
statL, .rssociation ag,ainsl the state departnrent of bankinE.
The latter had authorized a limitetl numtrcr of third party

24{,,400

tunity to see the total picture and the significance of the

Economic Motivations for Third Party Real Estate
Erokerages And The Concems Of The Real Estale
Erokerage lnduslry
Savings and loans have numerous motivations to engage
in third parly real estale brokerage services. As the largest originator of residential real estate loans, savings and

eslate broker.rge industry.

firms wilh more than I ,000 offices nationwide.
The Meredith Mortga8e Corporation should be
nationwide by mid-1984, and will use the conventional secondary markel to sell its mortgages.

lated a new series of tonnections and probabilities that
could not b€ contained wilhin the old structure.
ln this way lhe analyst not only has the opportunily to
develop a more explicit and coherent style for deciding
uncerlain situations, bul he allows lhe client the oppor-

represent competition on both sides of the balance
sheel. On the asset side, due to the larger number o{ loan
originators and to the corporate slruclural relationship
which links the originator with lhe secondary mortgage
market, savinSs and loans will face greater comp€tition
for loan originations. On the liahility side, savings and
loans will face additional competilion for consumer savings and therefore will have to offer interest rates on
deposits which are competitive with similar types of investments, including the small denomination MBSs of
the financial service companies.

mercial Credit Company. The company sells

As a subsidiary of Meredith Corporation, this franchise has a network of independent real estate

o./" R t]

0'}, Renlal lncrement

primary and secondary markets should provide economic benefits.
For savings and loan associations, these iniliatives

MBSs in the setondary market.
267 .OOO

B

(()0)

The systr.m h.rs thus provided values oi various allernatives as well as a single colleclive value for the property
under a specific set o[ circumstances. The slructure of
altern.ltives [ar exceeds the lrneal approach because of
the system being expanded to reflecl .r number of positive interactions which may be pert eived but not included in the original lineal estimate. I he an.llyst iormu'

2l

Real Estate Corporation. This large
real estate franchise has recently established Century 2l Mort8a8e Corporation to act as a mortgage
broker for financial institutions interested in investing in home morlgages originated by Century
2'l real estate offices. On October l, 1983, the
firm also established a discount program for individuals who buy and sell homes through Cen

4. Century

6. Eetter Home and Gardens Real Eslale Service.

ln( remenl

(05)

banking operations available through Coldwell
Banker Residential Mort8age Services, lnc. The
firm recently began a program entitled, "The Sears
Home Buyer's ProBram," whereby Coldwell Banker's homebuying customers receive discounts
ranging from lO-25 p€rcent on Sears' household

tury

r95)
I

As lhe real estate subsidiary of
Sears, Roebuck and Company, this visible concern has offices in l9 states and has mortgage

3. Coldwell Banker.

merchandise and customer services.

(80)

rBo)

New York City investment banking concern with
an established program called "Shelternet," a
computerized mortga8e-bankinB network wilh a
planned 150 real estate brokers nationwide. Shelternet's arrangement for oriEination and loan fees
is the same as Network 5O's.

R,B

(20)

12'n

on all loans while Merrill Lynch Mortgage

2, First Boston Corporation. This firm is a maior

10,7. R.B

5'I,

to its 350 offices of Merrill

Lynch Realty Associates through the Merrill Lynch
MortgaSe Corporation. ln addition, Menill Lynch
will accept nonaffiliated brokers as participants.
The real estate salespersons retain origination fees

Basically, these initiatives represenl vertical integration
efforts on the part of largely unregulated firms. For real
estate brokers involved with these firms, they offer a
conduit to the capital market for obtaining home {inancing funds and an opportunity for earning fee income
from loan originations. For the morlSaSe banking concerns involved, they of{er a steady stream of mortgaSes
to be pooled and sold as MBSs in the expanding secondary market. For both groups, the inte8ration of the

brokerages
Associalion

ll. Marvin Miller and Ihe
of

Rea/tors

Pennsy/vania

vs. Departmenl of B.tnking,

Commonw<'ahh of Pennsylvania v5. Credt Va//ey -Sav'1317, C.D. !98l). The {ollowing
ings Association, No.
teslimony was given in May, 1983. lt is app.rrenl lh.lt the
plaintiff reg.rrds the estahlishment o{ a se'rvice t orporation (third party brokerage) will result in grenter but "unfair" competition.
Assuming thal lhere was within your trading area a
broker a{lilialed with a service corporation ol a savings
and loan dssociatictn and you wcK' not, would you feal
that vvould be harmful to you in Your eflo(ts?

Q;

,AFFE and WOoLRtDCE: EXPANDtNC THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF FTNANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS
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most nolable development has been the emerSence of
relatively unregulatd financial service and real estate
franchise firms which operale much like mortgage bankers and help link the primary and secondary morlSage

txHtBlT r
Major Provisions of
The Depository lnstitution DereSulation
and Monelary Conlrol Act of I 980

markets.

and
The Carn-St. Cermain Depository lnstatulion Act

of

1982

Thc 1980 Acl

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Permits NOW Accounts Nationwide.
lncreases Deposit lnsurance Ceiling lo $lOO,0OO.
Expands Thrift Powers to lnclude Consumer Loans, Credil
Cards, Trust Deparlments, and CheckinB A(counls.
Provides for Uniform Reserve Requirements on Transac-

tions Accounls al all Depository lnstitutions.
Cives all Deposilory lnstitutions Access lo the tederal Reserve Bank Discounl window.
Sets up lhe Depository lnstitulions Deregulation Committee.
Phases out lnterest Rate Ceilings on All Deposits.
Simplifies lhe Trulh in tending Laws.
The 1982 Act

l. Cives Deposit
2.
3.

lnsuran(e Agencies New Powers and
Methods for Handlrng Prohlem lnslrlulrons.
Creates Money Market Deposit Account(s).
Expands Thrift Powers in Areas of Conlumer and Commercial LendinB.

Recent patterns in the primary and secondary mortgage
markets provide some indication of this trend. ln lhe I -4
family mortgage origination markel (FHA,/VA and conventional), the market share for thrifts, the larBest oriBinators of these mort8a8es, has dropped from a peak of

60% in 1976 to 40% in 1982. The thrift drop-off

has

largely been picked up by mortgage bankers whose market share rose from 14"h in 1976 to 30% in the early
l98Os.

nated

will be sold in the secondary market.

associations would be operatinB in an increasingly more

competitive environmenl lor consumer savings and loan
originations. Consequently, the 1ll per(enl spread lxtween asset yields and liability costs which savings and
loans had historically maintained (prior to 1979) was
likely to decline in lhe years ahead. ln order to compensate for this lower spread, savings and loan.rssociations were forced to look for new profit making opporlunities. One such <)pF)rtunity was third parly re..rl estate
brokerages.

The Evolving Mortqage

Markel

Like other financial

markets, the housing finance market has gone through a
significant transformation in recent years. ln.rddition to

the large number of diflerent types of adjustable rate
mortgages (ARMS) resulling from deregulation and the
more volatile interest r.rte environmenl, the primary and

secondary mortgaSe markets have experienced considerable changes. ln lhe case of savings and loans, a
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4. Morris, william 1. Management for Action, Reston PublishinS
Cornpany, ln(.
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ln his best seller Megalrends, |ohn Naisbitt said, "ln our
new information society, the time orientalion is to the
future. This is the reason we are so interested in it. We
must learn from the present how to anticipate the future." (The) "level of information is clearly impossible to

6. Nevison, lohn M., trecutive Compuling,

handle by present means. Uncontrolled and un-

Addison'Wesley

PublishinS Company.

organized information is no longer a resource in an in-

7.

Naisbitt, lohn, Megatrendr, warner Books lnc.

This figure

two bills that have recently been introduced into the
Senate's Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs. These are: l)S. l82l The Secontlary Morlgage
Market Enhancement Acl, and 2) S. lU22-Trust f()r lnvestments in Mortgage Act. These bills h.rve the !,ul)porl
of the National Associ.rtion o[ Realtors, the MortgaSc

However, deregulation also meant that savings and loan

.

Some observers have speculated that in the years ahead,
it is likely that up to 75 percent of all mortg"rges origi-

nationwide.

problems.

f

mortgage market, beyond the tremendous Srowth in proSrams such as CNMA, FHLMC, and FNMA mongaBebacked securities (MBS), has been the large change in
the percentage of loans which are originated and then
immediately sold as MBSs. Prior to l98l , an average of
about l0'l. of the loans originated by primary real estate
lenders each year were sold off in the secondary market.
However, in l9B2 the ratio of originations to secondary
market sales showed a dramatic increase lo 6 J percenl.

seems entirely reasonable esp€cially if Congress p.rsses

powered savings and loans kr offer various forms of consumer and commercial credit. These new assel powers,
combined with the relatively new forms o{ adjustable
rate mortSages, were available to associations since
1981 . They were exp€cled to permit the industry to diversify its asset base and void a repeat of their previous

NOTfS

rental commission. A Realtor may set an asking price
based on the best projections of income in order to leave
room for ne8otiation.

The most significant development in the secondary

than 700 savings and loan associations disappeared
The 1980 and l9U2 acts t:ffectively lifted interest rate
ceilings on virlually all savings and loan deposits, and to
enhance competition among financial institutions, em-

formation society. lnstead, it becomes the enemy of the
information worker."z

For example, a banker may be more conservative in his
loan commitment realizing the value is predicated on an
increase in income which is subject to a decision by the

Bankers Association, the United States Le.rgut of S.rvings

Associations, and lhe investmenl b.rnking industry,
amonS others. They should tremenrkrusly cnh,rnce private initiatives in the MBS's market by .tmending se< urities, banking, and tax laws. The MtsS's markel growth

voll
group to challenge
the odds?
Ask Joe Foster

T

has been accomplished wilh little private tc( tor

participation. The support for the two St,natt, billr slenrs
irom the belief that the secondary mortB.rgc nr.rrket has
been developed lo such an exlent thJt.rdditi(xl,)l l)riv.rte
sector.rctivity is feasible and th,rt such rlt,vt,lopnrt,nt is
also necessary to meet the future home finant ing needs
of our society. Passage of these lw() bills will <lr.rnrali
crllv inr reare privdte M85 \ ,l( trvil\.
fxanrp/es oi New' C oarp(,litorr lrrr -\rr'rng' anr/ lo,rn'
ln this environment. .r number of iinant i.rl \crvr( r' .lnd
real estate franchise lirms havt, enlert'<t iot() th(, l(\rn
origination market in the pasl [ew ye.rr\. M,rny ()l lh{,\(,
firms originate mort8a8es in re.rl esLlte lr(rkt'rs'oliirt,s,
package the loans through a rel.rted morlS.r8e ( ()rnll(rny
and then sell MBSs on either a wholesale or ret.ril lt,vel.
Some examples of this type oI arrJngenrent are provirlerl
below:

1. Merrill Lynch Realty Corporalion. ln its Nt,twork
50 program, the firm has morlg.rge lo.rn opREAL ESTATE ISSUES, FALLAVINTER ]984
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THE PERILS OF REAL ESTATE COUNSELINC
by David Forbes Haddow

EXPANDING THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS:
THE CASE OF THIRD PARTY REAL ESTATE
BROKERACES
by Austin f. faffe and f. Randall Woolridge

ln recent yenrs, the deregulalion of depository financial
institulions, cr-rupled with an expansion of products and
services offered by nondeposilory financial institutions,
have significanlly altered the competitive environment

Real estate counseling is a dangerous profession because many problems awail even the most successful
practitioner. To offer well-reasoned advice consistently
in the fat e of mounting bu:rners prelsure: i: ; r onslant
challenge. The purpose of this article is to identify poten,
tial problem areas and suggest some remedies.
Snap ludgments
Real estate consultants attempt to remain objective wilh
each client, but it is only natural to apply previous findings when solving new problems. There is no substitite
for exlxrience in understanding real estate, but this can

become a trap for consultants either too casual or
spontaneous in their judgment.
For instance, a consultant may be called upon b determine why a condominium proj€ct has not sold. The
natural tendency is to conclude lhat the units are overpriced. While this may prove correct, it is a hypothesis
that should be confirmed not only by analyzing com-

of the financial services industry. Today, depository and
nondeposik>ry instilutions compete in many different
areas in the services they offer to the public. The housing
finance seck)r of lhis market has not been immune to
these developments. Depository and nondepository instilutions are beginning to comp€te in several levels of
the housing finance market.

/+

This paper tr.tces the evolution of the housing finance
i
I

petltive pricing, but also by evaluating producl features,
locational attributes, marketing techniques and the market served. Lowering prices may do nothing to accelerale sales if the units are too small or lhe architecture kx,
contemporary.

The b€st protection aSainst hasty iudBmenls is to

Home Loan Bank Board as a permissible activity for
service corB)ralions of nationally chartered savings and
loan associalions.

es-

tablish a personal system of checks and balances. When
appropriate, an internal alarm should signal the need for
additional documentation. For example, in{ormalion
obtained from persons lacking full knowledge of a particular situation should be confirmed by more informed
sources. This sort of discipline becomes even more

Ausain

l\

l. l.l{e,( rr, r\\(x,rre protisv;r of

busrners admtnt\t?tion at

Ihe Ptnnrylvanrr \Ure L/n,vervly lle hat iegut'ntly conlribuled

Brokerages

Dereg,ulation

As deregulation of depository in-

stitutions has evolved
and in the wake of the 1980 and
1982 acts (see Exhibit l), a continual concern has been
expressed by bankers, legislators, regulalors and the
public about the impact of a deregulated financial environment on the mortgage market and on the role of
savings and loan associalions as lhe primary lender to
the housin6 sector.

sylvrn,.r 5lJk,

aho h.rr k,llrlred ()n b;n/<rng rrsuer beloro the Pennsf/vdnr.r Deparl
menr of Banktng.rnd on tho lan tate ol return kt Lhe Pennsylvanta

savings and loan associations. lt was especially true during the period 1979-1982 when interest rates were relatively high and volalile. Over those years, the net worth

Publi( Uttlity

of the industry declined by about $10 billion, and more

Randall

W@hid$ r.rn tr(\(x

,Jle

prolelior oi iinanLe at lhe I'].nn

[]nt\\\\nt lk'tutk'ntly tearher and resea<hes rrr the
lrnrnrral nr.-rr/.ct' inl t)\ututnn\ arca. Hrr resea(h exrx'rtrse ,\ in
titw<k,ntl tfuy. rrnan< r.r/ rnnovatron aod alotk'd banknAtoDt.\ Hl
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The Financial [nvi.onment For Third Party R€al fstale

DurinB the late 1970s, piecemeal deregulation on the
liability side of savings and loans' balance sheets occurred with the creation of a new type of deposit
accounls. These actions were intended to p€rmit consumers to earn money markel interest rates and to help
ease disintermediation pressures during periods of increasing interest rates. This provd to be very harmful to

to

numer(rut a( adcnlK arul pr<tiessnnal yturnals on topic\ in( ludng real
erlale rrvctlmenl rDr/r5rr, vd/url,()n, and k'ga/ rssues. He ir ailo rht'
author ot r.o-,ruthty ol lever.rl &x)ls rn< ludrng The Complele Real
E5tale lnveslment Handb<nk t)nd td Krn 1981)

l.

Ddvid forbes H.ddow is a dtvtyonal ytte pre\td"nl tn lhe Atldnta
o{fue of Landauer AsstrBte\, lnc. A formet mortga9e binlet and ttty
planner, he holds a master's degree ;n .ily plannng {rcm (,e{ng?
ln\ltlute oi Ie(hnology and a ma(ert de8r.€ in business admntstralion tom Ceorqia Slale Univetsily. He ha\ prcvioosly @ntibuted arti
r,e5 l() Rea, fsiale lssues, The Appraisal iournal, rnd Real [state Re

JO

markel and the str.ltegic moves made by depository and
nondeposikrry institutions to expand their respective
roles in this fast changing market environment. The prim.rry focus in this pap€r centers on the debate concerning the decision by some state chartered savings and
loan associalions b eng..tge in third party real estate
brokerage .rclavities. This strateSic shift in policy, fought
at both lhe state and federal levels by various real estate
trade associations including the National Association of
Realtors, is currently under consideration by the Federal

a

on)mt\'r,n
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the partnership's liquidity position will be impaired.
Although investor defaults have not been a major problem for the syndication industry, and the historical default rale has been less than one percent, the investor
can verify that the syndicak)r has nrinimized this risk by
establishing adequate minimunr financial standards for
investors. Also, investors are more likely to be wellqualified for future payments if their first year down payment
is subsurntial QO 251" of the btal investment). This risk
will be further mitiBated by the facl lhat investors have a
significant incentive nol to de{ault because a default
triggers adverse personal tax consequences. Also, in the
unlikely event that an investor does default after making
one or more installment payments, the general partner
should be able to remarket the limiled partnership inter-

est

ri the .,yndiration (ontinuc\ to meet proiection\

Surety bonds or letters o[ credit tracking investor noles
will provide even gre.lter security for the partnership. O{
course, the best proteclion .r8ainst investor defaults will
be a conservatively structured synclication which meets
investor expectations.

Syndicalion Evaluation Crileria
To minimize the above risks, the investor (or a qualified
pro{essional acting on behalf o{ the investor) should
thoroughly analyze the merits of any syndication inves!
ment iust as a lender would in considering a loan to a
real estate investmenl partnership. This analysis can
include an assessment of the gener.rl parlner's organization strenSth, track record and financial position lo
insure that he or she has lhe cap.rcity to manage the
property investment; a verification that the general partner has not had any prior significant disallowances or
problems with the IRS or SEC; an evaluation of each
property acquired; an analysis of underlying mortgage
debt and its terms; and a verification that the qualification standards for investors are stringent enough so lhat
other investors would be likely to make future required
equity contributions. ln addition, the investor can require a complete legal opinion covering tax aspects of a
syndication, as well as an MAI appraisal.
ll will be particularly difficult for the investor who is nol
a real esLrte expert to ev.rluate n syndicator's property
cash fkrw proiections, especi.rlly when the proiections
assume a substantial improvement in net cash fltlws
from a property. lt is essenlial ft)r the investor to determine these assumptions.rre not overly aggressive.
This analysis will be dif{icult trecause'it will be prudent
in some cases for a syndicaklr lo project that there rviil
be signiiicanl increases in prope'rly cash flows. For instrnce, the syndicator acquiring the subject property
may have a property man.rgemenl capability which is far
superior to his or her pretlecessor's. Alternatively, renls
in lhe vicinity of the subject pr()lx,rly may be escalating
far faster lhan expenses. Nonetheless, the risk to the
investor is that the syndic.lbr has;ssumed a series of

annual increases in net cash flow which cannot be sustained, and are not warranted given the specifics of the
property and its market. Such syndicators may be doing
nothinB more than unwittingly betting on inflation. Just
as with oil prices, this can be a very dangerous area in
which to speculate. ln cases where the assumed annual
increases in net prop€rty cash flow appear excessive, the
reason simply may be th.rt lhe syndicator overpaid {or
the property. ln other words, in such cases substantial
increases in cash flow may be required to iustify lhe
purchase price. O{ course, what are reasonable assumptions in this regard will depend on the subiect property
and market as well as the capabilities of the syndicabr.
Again, it is recommended that the investor enlist the
services of a qualified professional in this evaluation.
A complele due diligence ex,]mination of a synditation
investment as oullined above should establish with a
reasonable degree of cerl.rinty that: any IRS disallowance of tax lrcnefils shoultl nol have severe adverse
consequences for the investor; the partnership owned
property's performance :'ht>uld at least come close kt
meetinB operatinB prciections; to the extent that the
property does underperform versus budget, the combination of operating rr'serves built into the deal and the
financi.rl strength of the general partner should be sufficient to maintain the vi.rbility of the deal; and if the
above conditions are met, lhe partnership should not
suffer from large-scale def;ults by investors unwilling or
unable to make their deferretl equily contributions. lf
these conditions are met, the chances of a malor rlis-

appointment with .r syndic.rtion investment

will

be

important as success produces increased confidence.
Basically, one must learn to pause and reflect, making
sure the conclusions are well founded and supportable.
Miss The Flavor
Consultanls are frequently called upon to evaluate prcp'
erties and markets seen for the first time. This is a dif{icult task regardless of previous experience or level of
competence. Each market has peculiar features that are
easily lost to an outsider.
For example, to assess the marketability of a proiect in a
small town, one must become totally immersed in the
ways of that town. Secondary informalion sources will
not provide the necessary insight. A consultant who relies simply on published data, surveys conducted by the
local chamber of commerce and a windshield view of
the market remains ignorant of the real factors that will
influence the proiect's success or failure. Yet many consultants adopt a sel approach to evaluatinS proiects th.rt
often overlooks the most relevdnl rs\ue\.
The only way to learn about a community is through its

people. Consultants should make every effort to meet
with political leaders, government officials, real estate
brokers, developers, business leaders and olher influential citizens. These meetings are supplemented by
information 6leaned from published sources, which
actually should be reviewed in advance. Questions
asked should pertain to the cily's history, economit
base, social composition, investmenl climate, community perceptions and future outlook. A broad cross seclion
of the community should be sampled because one bad

minimized.

source could prove misle.rding.

Summary Recommendalions
lnveskrrs should consirlt,r irrvesting in re.rl est.tte syndications on.l selective b.r:is trccause lhey offer the
potential of very attractive after-tax returns. Moreover,
due to the growth of the syndrcation industry, there Jre
any number of sophistic.rted and well capitalized syndicators. However, because of the substantial risks in-

Too Little Analysis
A common flaw of market and feasibility studies is an
abundance of data accompanied by too little analysis.
The consultant does exhauslive fieldwork and write:.r
voluminous report bul slrnds inadequate time analyzing lhe critical issues. A lhorough researcher can easily
fall prey to this shortcoming without even knowing.

track record of the syndic.rtor, preferably with the .rs:istance of a qualified professional.

Consultants have limited lime lo inlerpret enormou5
amounls of information, .rnd actually devote much of
lheir efforts to identifying sources and collecting dat.r.
Once satisfied that sufficient information is avail.rble,
the material is organized to conform to a reporl form.rl.
Unfortunately, adequate time is often nol available lrt sit
back and fully contempl.rle the meaning of what has

herenl in many ryndir.rlr(,n rnve\tmenl5, rnve\k)r\
should not make.rny investn'rent without a lhorough
analysis of lhe syndic.rtion and the qualifications and
The reputation of the syndicator should be a maior consideration in the underwriting process, particularly since

the success of the syndication will depend on the syndicator's on8oinB involvemenl in property mandgenrent
and investor relations. lt ir.ll\o important ior this analysis to determine how aggressive are the syndicakrr's
property cash flow pro;e<tions, and to evaluate lhe
strengths and weaknesses of lhe property and ils surrounding market. Such a careful examin;lion will ht'lp

protect the investor .rBainst a major syndic.rlion

disappointment.

been learned.

The most familiar cause of this dilemma is the ,]ccepl'
ance of an assignment with kx) short a time Iranre ior
adequate completion. The mosl conscienlious rese,rrch'
ers .rre also frequent viclims trt'cause they are so inlenl
on covering every base. Some consultants simply l.rck
the necessary analytical skills or are reluctant to offer loo
many opinions. The imporl.rnl thinS lo remenber is th.rl
anybody can collecl informalion, but consultants are
p.rd lo e\tra(t the ( orre( I interprelation.
The obvious cure is to budget one's time more efJiciently,

l
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but this is easier said lhan done. One way to overcome the
big rush when writing the report is to complete sections of
the report as the research is being conducted. For instance,
the overview section can be drafted fairly early and modified later as more information becomes available. Sections
of the report perlainin8 to the property, developrnent plan
and area of data can also be completed ex@itiously. ln
this way, one can focus complete attention on competitive
market factors and related issues at the culmination of the
research efforl when the mind is full of information and the
tools of analysis are not yet frayed. Another alternative is to
write lhe conclusions or recommendations prior to writinS
the body of the report.

Charmed By Clienl
The fourth peril is also faced by lenders, equity investors,
prospective tenants and others exposed to the contagious enthusiasm of developers. Real estate consultants are employed by developers to evaluate proiects
often because a lender has required an independent
opinion. The developer is obviously an advocate and
strong supporter of the proiect. The problem faced by
the consultant is the danger of being influenced by that
conviction and thus less objective and critical in
evaluating the proiect's downside risk.
The classic example is the developer who enters a new
market with plans to build the same product that had
treen well accepted in another location. The consultant
would have a natural propensity to believe in the proiect
because of the developer's pasl success. lf the developer

touts the virtues of this new project with equal conviction, a consultant's judgment might be influenced. The
otrvious problem is that a successful proiect in one markel may be tolally inappropriate for another, and it is the
consultant's iob b test for market fit.
When evaluating a proposed development, it is possible
to find supportinB evidence for even the mosl ill-advised
project. lf one has a longtime relationship with a client,
there might b€ a gre.rter tendency to accentuate the
good and minimize the bad. This hardly serves the developer in the long run.
The developer client is,ln advocate who is blessed with
almost eternal optimism. His job is to conceive proiects
and sell them to lenders, investors and consumers. A

consultant's job is kr evaluate the match between project and market. ()nce charmed by a developer's vision,
consultants lose objectivity or are less able k.r provide a
critical analysis. Consultants should be devil's advocates

and focus their altention on factors that could undermine a proie(l's success. ln other words, their function is to identify reasons why lhe proiect might fail and
determine whether these .lre strong enough k) iustify
modifications or proiect .rbandonment. The clienl is
much better served by this approach.
Business Before Professionalism

Success introduces the greatest danger, that of placing
new business development ahead of quality work. This

lt

problem manifests itself in many ways. First, assiSnrn€nts are acceptd even though there is inadequate
time to properly complete the task. Second, consultants
accept an assiSnment for which they are not qualified
because the fee is attractive. Third, unqualified personnel do all of the research in order to enhance the
consultant's production capabilities. Fourth, the work
load becomes so heavy that the consultant's energies
and talents are spread too thin.

These problems are not unique to the real estate
counseling profession, yet they can lead to disastrous
consequences. For example, suppose a developer is required by a lender to Bet a short opinion letter from an

independent real estate consultant prior to closing a
construction loan. The closing is scheduled for Friday
and the request comes on Tuesday. The developer explains to the consultant that all he needs is a one-page
lener. Since he is a longstanding client and a cherished
account, the consultant accepts the assignment and
writes a favorable opinion based on one day's research.
lf the proiect is built and winds up a dismal failure, the
consultant's reputation is tarnished and many people
suffer. Why do consultants prostitute themselves in this
way? Any

-rvice

profession compensated on a fee basis

faces this risk. To retain clients, one is often called upon

to produce on short notice; however, neither party is
well served by reaching beyond the bounds of professionalism-

There is no simple solution. The best approach is to
establish consistent quality standards and operating
rules. For instance: a iunior associate should be given
proper guidance and not be called upon to perform tasks
for which he is unprepared; an internal review process
can help ensure consistent quality throughout the organization; compensation should not be based solely on
fee production, but also should reward work quality and
timely performance. While emphasizing the importance
of production, office managers should inspire a sense of
professiona lism, and constantly remind associates that
reputation is a consultant's best asset.

ln summary, the perils described in this article can be
avoided by maintaining professional standards and active interest. Loss of reputation is a real threal, but the
chief motivation should be the prospect of continued
self-improvement. After all, real estate consultants are
given a great deal of responsibility and should do what is
necessary to accept that position of trust.

over a period of years. By sta8ins partnership contributions in this manner, the syndicator can match investor
payments with offsetting tax benefits and, in effect,
minimize the investor's annual net cash outflow. For
instance. an investor in the 50'/" tax bracket who receives $2 or more of tax deductions annually for every
$l contributed to a partnership should receive immediate tax savings sufficient to cover the cost of his or
her contribution. While such inveslments can not totally
eliminate income taxation, they do offer two potential
tax benefits: (l) the conversion of ordinary income into
long term capital gains, and (2) the deferral of tax payments until the sale of partnership proprerty. Thus, lhese
investments are popular for understandable reasons including the potential for lax savings in the short term and
property appreciation and cash flow in the long term.
However, they present several risks which investors
should be aware:

Disallowance of Tax Deductions AlthouSh The IRS
rarely disallows a siBnificant percentage of the projected
tax benefits from a conservatively structured real estate
syndication, it may do so when a gross overvaluation of
a property or overly aggressive tdx dccounting practrces
lead to inflated write-offs for investors. ln searching for
such abuses, the IRS will direct special scrutiny to syndications offering write-offs in excess of 2:l. An investor
can derive comfort regarding tax aspects of a syndication with a tax opinion from a reputable law firm which
opines that "more likely than not" a maiority of the proiected tax benefits are likely to withstand any IRS examination. This assurance also can result from an MAI
prop€rty appraisal.
Foreclosure

by Lender A lender's foreclosure on

a

syndication owned property is likely to have a more
severe impact on investors than an IRS disallowance of
tax benefits. Not only will a foreclosure result in the loss
of tax benefits, but also it is likely to result in unexpected
tax obligations for investors due to recapture of accelerated depreciation and penalties for debt forgiveness.

lnvestors can protect themselves against the threat of
foreclosure by carefully examining partnership pro formas to determine whether the partnership will be liquid
enough to fulfill its scheduled debt service obligations in
the short term, and by assessing the property's long term
prospects to determine whether the partnership will be
able to comply with the terms of its mortgaBe debt. This
includes any requirement to make a short-term "balloon" principal repayment (often due three-ten years
after acquisition of the property). lt is especially impnrtant to focus on these points because, under certain circumstances the investor may lose more than lhe amount
of his or her original cash investment.*
fxcessive Purchase Price Many syndicators today
are paying such aggressive prices for properties that their
syndications are not "economic" real estate investments
in the traditional sense. Cash flows from their property
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Re/iance

on financial Strcngth of Sponsor-The in-

vestor also should realize that the Seneral partner's
financial position is im@rlant in determinin8 the financial viability of a limited partnership investmenl. A limited partnership typically will run five to ten years. lt is
quite possible that there will be temporary cash flow
shortfalls relative to budSet during that period, even if
the investment has been conservatively structured and
performs well in the long run. Therefore, because the
general partner typically will have a limited ability to
make additional capital calls on limited partners, he or
she must have the financial stren8th necessary to support

not only the subject partnership but also all other such
parlnerships he or she has sponsored.

Reliance on Sponsor's ()rganization

I

estate

syndication is a very complex trusiness. To-Rea
be effeclive a
syndicator must be strong in a number of diverse functional areas including acquisitions, securities laws, tax
planning, property manaBement, investor relalions,
markeling and accountinS. l{ any one of these areas is
weak, it can hurt the syndicator's overall operation and
eventually affect any parlnership sponsored by the syndicator. For example, if a syndicator fails to provide
timely tax informdlion to investors, they may delay their
installment payments. This causes liquidity problems for
the general partner thereby hurting all affiliated partnerships. lf the general partner does not ensure thal parlnerships he or she has sponsored are in full compliance
with a myriad of IRS and SEC regulations, the con,
sequences for a partnership can be very damaging. ln
addition, if the general partner does not remain ,ctively
involved in prop€rty manaBement, partnership proper'
ties may not perform up to their full potenti.rl or may
even suffer physical deteriorJtion. The investor should
determine that the sponsor of any potential syndicalion
investment has the expertise required lo maintain the
viability of the investment.
lnvestot Defaulls ln redl estate private placements,
deferred investor equity contributions represenl a siBnifi-

'Pilzner. "You Can Lose in the w()n8 Syndacalion lnvestment", Rea/

cant source of partnership funds. lf a large number of
investors in a partnership defaults on these payments,
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acquisitions do not initially cover their related mortSage
debt service. These cash shordalls may be offset by investors' cash contributions in the short term. But the lonB
term economic viability of such investments generally
will depend on increases in net cash flows from the
property. ln the absence of such increases, the syndication group may face foreclosure or, even if a property is
not lost to foreclosure, minimal returns to investors. This
risk to investors is further heightened by the facl that
syndicators' economic interests and theirs do nol necessarily coincide. Because syndicators typically receive
large up front fees regardless of the returns to limited
partners, syndicators may have a stronB incentive to syndicate properties even i[ the purchase prices paid are
inflated. ABain, to protect a8ainst this risk, it is important
to carefully assess the property's short and long term
prospects and to critically evaluate the syndicator's
assumptions in these areas.

requirements which apply to public syndications. The
marketing of syndication interests has also grown more
sophisticated. Not only have maior investments firms
become active in the business, but also major syndicators have developed independent sales networks of
their own. Al the same time, sophisticated packaging
and product differentiation are more prevalent as syndicators develop products directed at different investor
markets (e.8., lRA,lKeogh plans, and tax shelter oriented
individuals).

All of the above factors have contributed to the increased public recognition of, and demand for real
estate syndication investments. While a number of circumstances have changed and benefited the syndication
industry, including changes in tax and securities laws,
the investor should not necessarily assume that syndication investments today will perform as well as many did

in the I970s.
The tmpact Of Syndication lndustry Crowlh
As a result of their successful equity sales efforts, real
estate syndicators have become increasingly significant
players in real estate markels nalionwide. For instance,

recent articles have quoted insurance company execulives as concerned about their inability to compete
with syndicators for properties which would have sold in
the institutional market before the marked increase in
syndicalion activity of the past three years. As an indication to the extent of syndication involvement in real estate markets, assume $15 billion of syndication equity
capihl was raised in 1 983. l{ 207. of this capital went to
syndication fees and the remainder was used lo acquire
real estate with 75'/" leverage, lhen syndications conceivably were involved in lransacations valued at $48
billion in l98l alone. The following discusses the impacl of this growlh on the industry and opportunities for

the inveslor.

rEources of a public company.
Despite the development of some capable and finan-

cially strong syndicators, however, there have been
some worrisome consequences resultinB from the recent

growth in the syndication industry. ln particular, the increase in the amount of equity raised for real estate syndications has led to upward pressure on real estate
prices as syndicators compete for product in a seller's
market. This phenomenon has led some syndicators to
pay prices which many consider excessive. Such purchases are iustified by their sponsors in terms of tax
benefits to investors in the short term and prop€rty
appreciation potential in the lonS term. However, substanlial improvement in the operatinB performance of
the acquired property is often necessary in order for such
syndications to Senerate the returns lo investors proiected by the sponsor.
ties, some syndication groups are likely to overpay for
property and suffer poor returns on their investments.
Some have even predicted the syndicalion industry will
go the route of the REIT industry in lhe 1970s. However,
while there are some parallels between REITs and syndicators, there are major differences. First, the REITs
which experienced the greatest difficulties were in construction and development. These REITs generally were
spread lenders and were lenders of last resort. As a result, they were vulnerable to upward movements in
short term rates and many made loans secured by less
than top Srade real estate developed on a speculative
basis. ln contrast, many syndications loday are conservatively capitalized with 3(H0'l" investor equity and
long term fixed rate debt, and are buying preleased institutional quality real estate. While there are obviously
exceplions to these rules, there are enough differences

thal any problems faced by the syndicalion industry
should be less severe than those of the RElTs. This is
especially true in the wake of changes in federal tax laws
passed in 1984 which will discourage abusive real estate

restrict themselves to a more narrowly defined business.

investor to analyze any syndication investment thoroughly before investing, preferably with the assistance of
a qualified professional.

change in the profile of the real estate syndication
industry. Al one time many syndicators were small operators and the industry, in general, had a somewhat unsavory reputation. Now a group of well capitalized and
professional syndication firms have emerged where investors can buy prudent and profitable syndication investments. Some syndication firms have benefited from
their association with the financial and management

t6

by lohn McMahan

As a result of this increased price competition for proper-

One nalural by-product of syndication industry groMh
has been the emergence of large syndication firms.
Many of these syndicators have developed to the poinl
where they are proficient in all lhe various syndication
related disciplines (i.e., acquisitions, property management, investor relations, etc.). ln fact, some firms are
involved in a range of businesse; of which syndication
is only one. One large syndicator sponsors a REIT and
develops real estate for its own.rccounl. in addition to
syndicating. Other major syndicators have chosen to
One syndicator until recently was involved exclusively
in the purchase, syndication and manaSement of apartment properties. ln any event, lhere has been a major

MEASURING REAL ESTATE RETURNS

tax shelters.

While it seems likely that the syndication industry as a
whole will not experience the kind of shakeout experienced by the RElTs, there are likely to be some problems. As a result of price competition and the recent IRS
crackdown on abusive tax shelters, some syndication
investments inevitably will produce poor returns for investors. lt is therefore the responsibility of the individual

The entry of pension funds into real estate has Senerated

increased concern about the accurate measurement of
real estate returns. The imp€tus comes primarily from
plan sponsors desiring to report asset performance on a
consistent, @rtfolio-wide basis in order to forecast assev
liability relationships accurately. As most assets are
securities, there is stronS interest in measuring real estate
returns on a reasonably comparable basis, combining
both current income and changes in asset value to reflect the "total return" oflon investment.

Th€ Measurem€nl Problem
There is little problem in measuring current income from
real estate. lncome is received on a monthly or quarterly
basis, typically comprisinB 50o/" or more of total return.
ln fact. traditional real estate analysis relies exclusively
on current income in measuring investment relurn.
The more difficult problem is to forecast chanSes in current income and to measure appreciation (deprecialion)
in the value of the asset over the holding period. Appreciation is particularly difficult as the real estate market
does not clear on a daily basis and may not clear (as in
the case of overbuilt markets) for a period of years. The
true p€rformance of real estate investments, therefore, is
not really known until the assets are sold and cash proceeds received. ln the case of pension fund investors, the
problem is further compounded by the pooling of assets

in vehicles such as closed-end funds and limited
lofu, McM.lr.n, CEf, it prcsidenl ol lohn McMahan Ass(riates, lnc.,
San Ftancisco beted teal eslale investmenl advisoly litm.
Mt. McMahan is alto e lecturct in business administration al lhe Slanlotd craduate Schd)l ol Eusiness. He was a conuibuling edilot lo lhe
tncyclopedia of Urban Plannir.B(McCaw-Hill, 1974); authorcd Prcperty Developmenl: Effective De.ision Makint in Uncenain Times
(Mcc6w-Hill, 1976); lhe Mccraw-Hill Real Estate Pocket Cuide
(Mccraw-Hill,l979); and a nonoSraph on "lnstitutional Svatqiet fot

I
I

a
Risks

ln Real Estale Private Placements

A majority of the syndications sold in recent years have
been real estate private placemenls. ln contrast to public
real estate syndications, which historically have been
required lo raise all investor equity in up front, lump sum
payments, private placements can be structured so that
partners submit their equity contributions in installments
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partnerships where assets may not be liquidated for a
period of years, or open-end funds where, conceptually,
the market is never cleared.
This measurement problem is of particular concern to
real estate investment advisors who must select assets for
pension fund pordolios many years in advance of the
clearing process. The advisor requires an analytical
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technique that can compare candidate investments to
each other and to overall pordolio investment objectives. The technique must take into consideration the

initial capital requirements of the investment, varying
cash flows over the holding period, and the termination
value of the asset at the end of the holding period.

Analytical Solutions
The analytical technique used by most advisors is some
form of discounted cash flow analysis (DCF) in which
annual flows and anticipated terminal values are compared with the initial capital investment. The discounted
cash flows may be compared against a predetermined
minimum investment standard (target rate; hurdle rate;
etc.) in which a positive Net Present Value (NPV) indicates an acceptable investment. More commonly, discounted flows are translated into an lnternal Rate of
Return (lRR) which is then compared to a minimum percentage standard.

ln recent years, there has been considerable criticism of
the use of DCF analysis. lnterestingly, the criticism originates not so much from pension managers, but rather
from the real estate community. The intensity of the
criticism often surprises one who has worked with discounted cash flow analysis for some time (l began applying the technique to real estale in l96l ). Paradoxically,
the critics generally do not offer an acceptable alternative except to substitute traditional measures of return
such as pay back. cap rate, spendable return, etc. which
present even more difficult conceptual problems.
The purpose of this paper is not to defend DCF analysis
as there have already been many fine dissertations on
the subject.r Rather, the paper attempts to build on the
conceptual work of the past in order to establish overall
levels of total return that an institutional investor might
expect in today's market, as well as explore the sensitivity of certain key variables in terms of their impact on

return. The conclusions of the paper are based on a
research model which examines investment return charactrristics under a variety of circumstances.
The Research Model
ln developing a research model, lwanted to simulate ao
investment situation which:

a

Represented the type of projects being acquired for

institutional pnrdolios.

.

Did not have a disproportionate relationship

.

tween land and building.
Had a relatively straightfonvard construction pro-

be-

gram.

.

Had a relatively simple lease structure.

A suburban office building was ultimately selected

as

most closely meeting the desired criteria. Other alterna-

tives were considered, but rejected. Residential buildings are seldom purchased by institutional investors;

shopping centers have overly complicated lease

l4

struclures; inndustrial buildings are not complicated
enough; hotels are more of a business than real estate.
CBD office buildings were rejected due to the complicated nature of the construction program.
A development project was selected in order to explore
the entire spectrum of return from the creation of the
asset through disposition. lt also allows more flexibility
in sensitivity analysis since a broader range of variables
can h tested.

REAL ESTATE SYNDICATION INVESTMENTS:
RISKS AND REWARDS
by David 8. Blenko

The effect of leveraSinS was included because advisors
are increasingly considering the use of leverage in developing pordolios, and it is timely to reflect on the impact of this strategy on investment return.
The effect of taxes was excluded from the analysis because most institutional investors are tax exempt, and
also because lwanted to observe how variables interact

in an environment unencumkred by the distortions of
tax policy.
The investment position of both the developer and the

investor was considered in order to measure the incremental return inherent in the development process.

ln summary, the analytical model involves a suburban
office building under development. analyzed on a pretax basis utilizing both leveraged and unleveraged
assumptions, as viewed from the position of both the
developer and the investor.
Base Case Assumptions

With the parameters established,

Real estate syndic.rtion investments have lrctome extremely popular in recent years. Annual salt's of syndication interest\ htve increased over ]00o/. since 1979 .lnd
estimates.lre thnt lhe industry raised in excess ()f $15
billion in p.rrtnership capital during l9B.l. This ,rrticle
examines the origin: .rnd impact o[ the heightt ned popularity of these investrnents. lt focuses on risks inherent
in tax oriented re,rl eslite private placements in p.rrlicular, and recr>nrmends syndication evaluation t riteria ior
the individual inveslor's use.

I then made a series of
base case assumptions based on current market informa-

Reasons For lncreased Real Estate Syndicalion

able area is 92,000 s.f. wilh 350 parking stalls at Brade.
Conslruction is Type A with shell costs of $60.00 per s.f.
and tenant finish of $'15.00 per s.f. Architectural and
engineering fees are 3olo of construction costs; developer's overhead is l% of land, construction costs, and A&E
fees. Landscaping, property taxes, insurance, p€rmits,

recenl popularity o[ re.lI estate syndicalions. ln 197{}
legislalion p.rsst<l imposcd "at risk" provisions on virtually all t.rx shelter oriented investmenlt ex(e[)t re.tl
estate. This exenrpti()n provides the inveskrr in .r rt'.r
estate syndi(.rlion with th€ unique ability to rledur I los
ses to the extenl o[ not only his or her inveslment bul
also his or her pror.rled share of all nonrecours(' l).lrtnership debt. Therelore, real estate tax shellerr c.rn otier
more tax deductions per dollar invested th.tn ,)lternative
tax oriented inveslments. At the same time, with lhe

tion (Winter, '1984).
The building is a two-story, 100,000 s.f . office building
set on five acres of land costing $8.00 per s.f. Net rent-

leasing commissions, legal and miscellaneous interim
costs are lump-sum items.

ln terms of the timing of flows, the model assumes that
construction is completed in the first year followed by a
year to lease the space. lt is further assumed that the
building is 507. leased during the second year with the
third year representing the first year of "stabilized" operations. The property is operated for '10 years and sold
at the end of this period, based on a capitalization of Net
Operating lncome (NOl) for the following year.
The tenant mix is assumed to be 50./. three-year and
40% five-year leases. Market rent in the stabilized year is
$21.00 per s.f.; parking is $25 per month per stall. Operating costs are $5.00 per s.f. with the tenant paying
any increases over the first year. At lease turn, it is
assumd that 50% of the three-year and 25"/" of the five

year tenants leave the building. Space vacated is
assumd to remain vacant for three months on average,
REAL ESTATT ISSUES, FALLAVINTER 1984
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shortening of ;rllowable depreciation lives ft)r r&rl cstnle
under ACRS, the lax bene{its associated with re.rl es[te
ownership.rre proporlionately grealer than btfore. Tht,
combination ()f lhese two developments has enabled
syndicalors to struclure partnerships which are very
attractive lo Llx ntotivated investors. Sales of real esl.rte
limited partnerships have also benefited from lhe weak
market for oil and gas partnerships, a traditionally attractive alternative for t.rx motivated investors.

Although favorable tax laws have benefited the real estate syndicati()n industry, they do not fully explain the
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recent popularity o[ these investments. From the investor's stdndpoinl, not only do real estate syndic.ttions
represent .rn inflation hedge, but also a number of syndications recently have had good lrrformance records.
Several public offerings have reported average returns to
investors of 15-20 percent per annum and many private
placements have reported even higher returns. Of
course, many of these partnerships were formed during
the mid-1970s and enjoyed substantial price appreciation during the inflationary years of the late l9Zos. p()p,
erty investments kxlay may not enioy the same degree of
SUCCESS.

A chanBe in securities laws has also led to increased
sales of syndicatir)n interests. While the number of investors in any priv.tte limited partnership formerly was
restricted, Regulation D (effective April 15, t982) established a number of exemptions which effectively
enabled syndicakrrs to sell to accredited investors an
unlimited number o[ interests in a parlnership. As a
result, general parlners can privately syndicate larger
oroperties and avoid the more restriclive SEC
l5

l98l),

requirinB payment of a 5olo leasing commission upon
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releasing. Refurbishment costs are assumed to be $2.00
per s.f. for space occupied by tenants who stay and
$6.00 per s.f. for space occupied by new tenants. The
termination value is based on a 9.0% cap rate with 3%

selling costs.

ln the leveraged case, it is

assumed that

the project

secures a $9,500,000 construction loan for two years at
15.O"/" and 2 points. ln the first year, 50.0'l. of the loan is

outstandingj 100.0% in the second year. Permanent
financing is assumed to be available at the beginninS of
the stabilized year. The amount of the permanent loan is
also $9.5 million with a term of 15 years (3O-year

amortization) at I 3.0% for t point.
Market rent, parking, ol)erating costs and refurbishment
costs are inflated at an annual rate of 8% beginning in
the fourth year.
A detailed description ofthe development and operation
of the model appears in Appendix A.
Results

of

leveraged basis.
Based on these results, we can make several observations. As more funds come into real estate and the

amount of available product diminishes, many advisors
have considered moving up the risk curve by integratinS
it into the development process. lt has not been clear,
however, whether this strategic move was worth the

additional risk. This research would indicate that the
incremental real return to the developer is almost double
that of the investor and that such a move may indeed be

worthwhile.
It is also clear from the analysis that the developer has
much more to gain from leveraging than the investor.
This is probably due to the fact that the developer's cash
oudlow is reduced in an earlier year than the investor,
and the investor's cash outflow is greater, due to the
development profit paid to the developer. The investor's
small increase in return from leveraging would not seem
to make it worthwhile, at least under current market

conditions.
TABTE

.I

Base Case lnvestment Returns
(rRR)

Developer

lnvestor

Nominal Returns

Non-leveraged 19.8Y"
26.1
Leveraged

14.4"/"
15.5

Real Relurns

Non-leveraged 13.2
18.5
Leveraged
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Clearly, the most sensitive variable is market rent where
even small changes in assumptions can have a major
'10%
reduction in rent
impact on returns. For example, a
may impact return by as much as 16.0'l. in the case of
the developer and 28.1 o/o in the case of the investor. This
is most likely due to the relatively high "margin" of most
real estate projects where so much (76'l. in the trase
case) of chanSes in revenue drop through to the bottom
line. This reinforces the importance of rigorous market
analysis before proceeding with a project and a strong
leasing program throuShout the holding period.

Also of importance to the investor is the purchase cap

The Research

lnvestment Returns
Table 1 summarizes nominal and real lRRs to both the
developer and the investor on both a leveraged and non-

t4

Sensitivity Analysis
Another obiective of the research program was to measure the sensitivity of major variables. Table 2 illustrates
the results of this analysis. Sensitivity is calculated in
terms of percentage change in IRR as compared with
p€rcentage change in the independent variable. Real returns were utilized for comparison purposes, calculated
for both the developer and the investor.

MCMAHAN: MEASURINC REAL

7.o
7.9

ESTATE RETURNS

rate. A l0o/o increase can increase returns by over 20olo.
This would support the old axiom about "buying right"

and .,u88ests lhat more inlensive acquisilion neSolidtions can pay continuinB benefits over the holding period.
For the developer, the next most sensitive variable is
construction cost where a l0% increase can reduce return by as much as 6.9%. This argues persuasively for
careful selection of the contractor and effective cost control during construction.

The investor and developer are both impacted by the
sale cap rate assumption with a l0olo increase in cap rate

reducinS return by 9A% and 4.2% respectively. This
would generally support the argument against utilizing a
sale cap rate different than that prevailing at acquisition.

Changes in operating costs appear to have a greater impact on the investor (6.8%) than the developer (4.0%)
but the impact for both parties is lower than anticipated.
This is probably due to the fact that, today, office building operatinB expense is typically 25% of rental income
and increases are generally absorbed by the tenant. The
situation was no doubt quite different several years ago

when operating expense was 35-40% and the landlord bore the full impact of increases in cost.
Land costs are likewise not as sensitive as previously
thought, with return falling approximately 2Y" for every
I0% increase in land cost. This might be somewhat different in the case of more intensive land proiects, such
as shopping centers, although my guess is that the market adjusts accordingly.
Returns also do not appear too sensitive to longer average lease term. This was measured in terms of the percentage of tenants signing five-year leases as compared
with those on three-year leases. The percentage of fiveyear leases would have to shift by almost 20% to have a
'lolo impact
on return to the investor.
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rABTE 2
SENSITIVITY OF RTTURNS TO CHANGES IN VARIABTTS
Percent Chanse in Real Returns*
Change
Itt

variable

+30
+20
+10

l-and
Cost

- 5.90
- 3.98

Purchase

Market

Oper

Lease

Cost

Cap Rate

Rent

Co6ts

Term

-

t

9.26

+ 42.24

-

13.33

+28.91

6.93

+ 14.91

-2.O2

Base
Case

-10
-20
-30

Constr.

-{+2.06

-{+ 7.55

4.17

+ 15.82

+6.34

+24.97

+

+30
+20
+10
Base
Case

-t0

-+

-+

4.O5

+0.80
+

0.53

+o.27

Sale

Cap Rale

+2.44
+1.63
+

0.82

Vacancy

.26
7 .95

o.77
o.52

4.23

-o.26

11

-

{

{i-

-4

33.56

-o+ 3.98
+ 7 .9O

-o.27
-0.54

-0.81
-1.65

+10.50

+ 0.51

53.01

+11.76

-0.8r

- 2.47

+

17

+

+58.29

+ 72.97

-20.93

+1.45

+4.36

25.20

+50.16

-

+ 39.87

+

0.97

+ 2.91

+20.50

-

-17.76

+ 25.94

+0.48

+1.45

-G

-+-

-{-

-G

{

- 0.50
-0.98

-0.70

+'t0.75

2.94

+23.21

+
+

-1.47

-4.41

+ 37 .85

+1.33

16.O4

-

-45.43

-

28.14
59.12

-71.O9

-

93.9 r

-21.88

-20
-30

'

o

-G

-

12.38
4.12

Tumovel

-

I

3.80
6.83

-o+ 6.69
+ 13.24
+ 19.67

+

-

o
4.85
.17

+

0.25
0.76
.34
.90
.46

9.42

{
.44
.BB

economic recovery. Real house prices are still high but
continuing to decline. The latest figures for the first quarter of 1984 indiLdle thdt nominal house price are rising
at less than 2.5 percent while the overall inflation rate is
5 p€rcent. At the same time real mort8age rates remain
high, and in the first half of 1 984 they are rising. lt is now
more difficult to buy a home than it was during the 70s,
and most people can now afford not to buy. That is an
uncomfortable position for the housing market, but it is
not likely to last. At this point there are essentially two
plausible scenarios for the next few years: continued
disinflation or renewed inflation. lwant to conclude by
speculatinB on the probable course of events under each
scenario.
Disinf lation

The rate of inflation is not likely to decline while the
economy is growing. lt is surprising that it has remained
stable for so long. "Continued disinflation" will exist if
the inflation rate does not greatly increase during the
recovery and is lower than before in the next cyclical
trough (it was under three percent at the end of 1982).
Real house prices seem likely to continue fallinS but at a
slower rate. Nominal house prices could remain stable
or rise only slightly through the remainder of the recovery. One analyst of inflation and house prices Douglas
Diamond of HUD-estimates that nearly all of the "in-

flation premium" in house prices already has been

NonJeveraged; pretax

wise, the model is not very sensitive to increased va-

a relatively high probability of achieving pro forma returns. For investors, the research indicates the importance of market timing-buying and selling at the
ri8ht time. lt also reinforces the view that real estate is a
managed asset and close attention to leasing strategy

cancy at the time of lease turns.

and the control of operating costs can pay big dividends

ln summary, the general categories of sensitivity are:

over the holding period.

Tenant turnover was measured by varying the percentage of tenants who stay at the time of lease turns. A 10%
increase in the number of tenants staying, as an example, increases the developer return by .82'l.. Like-

Developer

lnvestor

Markel Rent

Market Rent

Construction Cost
Sale Cap

Purchase Cap
Sale Cap

OperatinB Costs

OperatinS Costs

Highly Sensitive

Moderately Sensitive

It is hoped that this research will contribute to a better
understanding of how the various ingredients of a real
estate project interact and impact investment return.
Such an understanding should contribute to a more focused investment strategy and increased manaSement
attention to those variables that will most directly influence the attainment of a successful investment
proSram.

Land Cost

APPENDIX A

LarSely lnsensitive

Turnover

Turnover

Lease Term

Lease Term

Vacancy

Vacancy

The bottom line of the sensitivity analysis is that a developer who does a thorough job of analyzing the market and controlling construction and operating costs has

Development And Operation Of The Model
The model was developed on an IBM PC, utilizing the
Lotus 1-2-3 software program. Each of the steps in developing the model is discussed. Formula symbols are
explained in the text and on the exhibits, as well as
being indexed in Exhibit l. The base case assumptions
discussed previously are summarized in Exhibit 2.

wrung out during the recession; he attributes the remainder of the real price rise to other factors such as growth
controls in the west and quality improvements not captured in the available price indexes. lf Diamond is right,
then continued disinflation will not result in further price
declines or capital losses for homeowners.o
lf disinflation continues the mortgage interest rate has to
turn down. The traditional real rate of three to five percent implies a nominal rate of nearly l0 percent at current inflation. Even if the real mortgage rate is higher in
the future as a result of the loss of the protected position
of housing in our capital markets, the nominal mortgage
rate should be lower than it is now. There still is an
inflation premium in mortgage rates thanks to the lessons that borrowers and lenders learned in the 70s.

Overall, the housing market would probably develop in
a pattern somewhat like that of the 50s. At that time,
also, the Uniled States went through a period of disinflation as the inflation rate declined from its high early
postwar leveis. But this did not depress the housin6 market. lnstead, there was an unprecedented surge of housing produr tit-rn, well abuve rny prewar erperience, concentrated in single-family homes. This resulted largely
from rising real incomes and demographic trends; these
were years of high household l,ormatjon and high birth
rates producinB the postwar baby boom.
Renewed lnflation

A recurrence o{ inflation is likely to heighten inflationary
expectations quite rapidly. lt would signal the collapse
of five years of effort by two administrations to bring
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inflation under control. lnflation would probably appear

to be a permanent feature of the American economy,
and the search for inflation hedges would begin again
with perhaps Sreater intensity.
The impact on the housing market would be marked.
House prices would undoubtedly resume their upward
movement in real terms. The magnitude of the rise can
be only estimated, but experience in the later stages of
the 70s may offer a gu ide: ftom 197 6-1979, prices ros€
by more than five percent a year in real terms. A similar
rise with renewed inflation would not be unreasonable.

Nominal mortgage rates would probably rise also, even
though real rates are now high. The fixed-rate levelpayment mortgage would probably disappear quickly,
and the current caps on adjustable rate mortgages would
come under pressure. For most homebuyers, the usefulness of their homes as hedges against inflation would be
diminished. The value of the home would rise, but so
would the mort8age payment. The investment advantage to homeownership would not be entirely eliminated because ownership still benefits from special tax
treatment, but it would be reduced.

Many homeowners would probably find it difficult to
me€t the rising debt burden of an ARM. This has been a
common experience in other countries with variable
rate mortgages. A number of governments have responded by subsidizing the mortgaBe payments of existing homeowners.' Thus the inflation-induced interest
rate risk is shifted first from lending institutions to buyers,
and Ihen lrom buyers to lhe enlire sociely.

Affordability
lf disinflation continues, housing affordability will gradually improve. The urgency and even frenzy of the later
70s will not be repeated. People will buy homes because they want to live in them, not because house
prices outperform the Dow Jones Average. But the improvement will be gradual, and for some time it will be
harder to buy a home than it was during the 70s. Recent

experience suggests, however, that the current high
prices and interest rates are not insuperable obstacles to

homeownership.

Affordability is a problem right now partly because we
are still recovering from the inflation of the 70s and
partly because of the stage in the business cycle. lf the
rate of inflation continues to come down, affordability
will loom much lighter on the economic horizon.

NOITS
l

.

See for

example, "Housing: lt's Outasight," Irme, Seplember

1977, pp. 50 57; "llousrng's Roof Collapses," Lme, August

2,
17,
1

1981; "The Creat HousinS Collapse," Newsrveel, March 29, 1982.

2. The median new home price is adiusled for the penod betlveen
1969 and 1971, trcause during those years lhe federal government
subsidized some 150,000 homes under the Section 215 program.
These were smaller and les5 expensive than the typical unsubsidized
new home, and lhere were so many that they dislon lhe median new
home price. For a more detailed discussion of this problem, s€€ lohn
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TABTE 7

Tenure

Sh

ilt by Demographic Croup, 1970- 1980
1970
Homeownership

Homeowne6hip

1980

Rate

Rate

Married Couples
Head
Head
Head
Head

under age J0
a8e ]O-44
a8e 4-5-64
age 65 or more

80.8

52.0
80.8
86.8

8.4

84.9

19.4
71.1
7

Other Male Head
Under age 65

.t9

Age 65 or more

71

Other Female

I

4l.B

.l

76.1

Hea<l

Under age 65

42.7

Age 65 or more

69.9

41.7
73.2

65
Age 65 or more

26.2

I2.8

50.6

57.1

One-Person Households, Female
Under age 65
Age 65 or more

All
All
All
All
All

Elderly
Whites
Blacks
Hispanics
Households

l9.l

I8.2

55.2

59.2

67.5

70.7

66.1

70. J

41.6

41.9

4).4

42.9

62.9

65.6

Sour(e: Same r.' Tible 6

or even fell, among tho:e who were cclmmonly
renters. Table 6 shows the changes by income cl.rss.
less,

There were incre.rses for all except the poorest, and they
were greater in the higher inc()me cateSories. ()wnership also rose in most demographic groups, as sh()wn in
Table 7, with lhe lar8est increases.]mon8 married cou-

ples. The elderly al:o shifted toward homeownership,
while young single parents and single persons generally

remained renlers. AmonB ethnic Sroups, whiles increased their ownership more th.rn blacks, while
Hispanic ownership declined prob.rbly as a result of the
increased immiBration.
The tables indicate that in{lation induced a shift toward
ownership.rmong those who had the iinancial ability to
own, but chose t() rent for re.rstlns o[ personal preference. The great exception to this generalization is the
dramatic incre.lse.rmong youn8, rr].rrried couples. The:e
households ahose to move more quickly to ownership
than they had traditionally done. The median age of first
time buyers declined throughout the 70s, and the proportion of young families buying a home in any given
year rose from eight percent in 1970 to 20 percent by
1978. That is, one of every five young families bought a

t2

Unfortunalely, detailed data on homeownership for the
80s has yel to be published, so we cannot tell which
groups h;ve declined in homeownership, a trend occurring in the country as a whole. lt seems likc'ly that it is
concentr,)led among young families. The population of
married couples under the.rge of 30 probably changes
more rapidly than any other group, and the new households are less likely to purchase a home initially. These
couples tend to remain renters for a longer period than
their immediate predeces:ors. But any decline in ownership anrong young families is likely to be tem5nrary,
cyclical and resulting from the recession. The latest survey by the U.S. League of Savings lnstitutions indicates
that firsl time hometruyers predom ina nt ly young

- the housing market in
families-were very active in
198

One-Person Households, Male
Under a8e

home in that year. Because of their limited resources,
they bought less expensive homes, as I previously mentioned in discussing the price and quality trends of the
late 7Os. But they bought .rnd put themselves in a position to profit from future price inflation.

i, n' lhe

Chang1's

e(

onomy

ret overed.

ln Housing Pro<|u<tion

The shifts irr tenure were accompanied by shifls in housing production. SingleJamily homes accounted for an

unusually large share of total new construction in the
middle 7o:. The housing recession of 1974-75 was especially revere in the multi-family sector, which remained depressed until the 80s. ln the mid-6os, singlefamily homes amounled to lwo{hirds of new housing
production; in the mid-7Os, they amounted to threequarters. From 1980 82 houses again .rccounted for
only two-thirds of new st,lrts.
There was also a shift tow.rrd homeownership in the
existing stock. This occurred in every type of structure
except sm;ll apartment buildings. The largesl p€rcent
change w.rs in apartment huildings with five or more
units: owner:hip rose {rom five to eight percent in the
70s. This reflects the development of the condominium,

EXHIBIT 1
Formula lndex
AE
AEF
B

BC
BR

OCAP

c8A
CR
i

IC
L

LA
LC

Conclusion
The recorrj of the recent pa:t offers some guidance for
the present and the future. The process of disinflation
seems to be continuin8 even after I B months of a strong
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OHF

Cross Revenue
lnterest Rate
lnterest on Construction Loan
Total Land Cost
Land Area
Land Cost (per s.f.)
Leasing Commission

R

P

rc
PR

PT
PTF
RR

s(l)
s(s)
SCAP

scoM

LCOM
LCOMF LeasinS Commission Fee (%)
Landscaping Cost
LS
Market Building Rent
MBR
Market Refurbishment Costs for StayinB Tenants
MFS
Market Refurbishment Costs for Leaving Tenants
MFL
Mortgage Loan
MCT
Market Operating Expense
MOE
Market Parking Rent (month)
MPR
n

Amortization (years)

NOE
NRA

Net Operating Expense
Net OperatinS lncome
Net Rentable Area

OH

Developer Overhead

NOI

SE

SP

T

r(3)

r(s)
TI

TL
TOE
TR
TRT
TRS
TS

Develope. Overhead Fee (%)
Total Parking Cost
Parking Area (# stalls)
Parking Cost (per slall)
Parking Revenue
Points (amount)
Points (%)
Refurbishment Cosls
Replacement Reserve
Space Occupied by Tenants on Three-Year Leases
Space Occupied by Tenants on Five-Year Leases
Cap Rate in Stabilized Year
Sales Commission
Sales Expense

Sales Proceeds
Loan Term
Percentage of space leased to 3-year tenants
Percentage of space lea5ed to 5-year lenants
Tenant lmprovements (per s.f.)
Percentage of space occupied by leavinB Tenants

Tolal OperatinB Expense
Tenant Reimbursement
Tenant Refurbishmenl Ixpense for Leaving Tenants
Tenant Refurbishment Expense for Staying Tenants
PercentaBe of space trcupied by staying tenants
Percentage of revenue lo5t to vacant space
Lease Term

EXHIBIT 2
Assumptions
Ieasint

Space

t.rnd (tAJ
Buildins
Parkin,a (PAl

Unil Costs
Land

I( nnnl Mix

217,800 s.f
Cross (CBA)
Net (NRA)

l00,0OO sf
92,0OO sf
150 stalls

Thrt€ lT(l))

60.o'1,

Five (T(5))

40.o%

Three (TS)

50.o%
7 5.0%

SLry

five

(t(l)
Shell (BC)
tinish (Tl)

Parking (PC)
A&E Fee (AtF)

$60.00 per sf
$15.00 per sf
tl,20O per slall

Markel Building Renl (MBR)

t21.00 per sf

Markel ParkinB Renl (MPR)

125.0O per stall

teave {MfL)

OFrating Exlrense (MOE)
Repla(ememt Res€Ne

(RR)

$2.00 per sf
$6.00 per sf
5.00 per sf
1.0% Cr. Rev

Commission (LCOM)

5.0%

Stabilized Cap Rate {SCAP)
Drlposkion Cap Rale (DCAP)
Sales Expense (5t)

9.0%
9.0%

LeasanS

$

Sale

Finance

1.0%

9,500,000
Tera {T)
Rate (i)
Poinrs (PT)

2 years
15.0%

Stabilized Year

2.O%

Holdint Period

9,500,000
Tera (T)

Amoniz. (n)
Rare (i)

Points (PI)

0.5

1.0%

Refurbrsh
Stay (MFS)

50.0%

2\.O'%

I

t.0%

Developer overhead Fee (OHF)

{TS)

Thre€ (Tt)
Five (Tt)

t8.0O per sf

Euildrng

which appealed to younSer, smaller households in the
upper half of the income distribution enabling them to
achieve the financial advantages o{ homeownership
without the bother of maintainin8 the house and yard.
By 1980, there were more than one million owneroccupied condominium units; in 1970, nobody
bothered to count the negligible number.
ln the 80s, the demand for condominiums has sharply
declined. ln Washington, D.C., for example, apartments
offered for sale declined by nearly 50 percenl from l98l
to 1982. ln addition, reversions to rentJl status
amounted to l5 percent of the total number of units
offered for sale, and mJrketinS was suspended in another eight percent for re.rsons such as developer bankruptcy ()r (()nstruction l<tan foreclosure.

Total Architecture & Engineering Costs
Architecture & EngineerinB Fee (%)
Total Building Cost
Building Cost (per s.f.)
Building Revenue
Disposilion Cap Rate
Cross Building Area

15 years
30 years

lnflation

Rate

CoovcYrtion

l
l0

years

8.0%
End of Year

1.1.0%

l

0%
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BuildinB (B):
(Cross BuildinB Area x BuildinS Cosl/s.f.) +
(Net Rentable Area x Tenant lmprovementts.f .) =
Total Building Cost
(CBA X 8C) + (NRA X TI) =B

Proiect Cost Estimate
The first step in developing the model is to estimate the
amount o{ initial capital required. This is accomplished
by extending the various space/cost assumptions and
applying lump-sum amounts where an extension is difficult or superfluous. All of the costs are first-year except
for leasing commissions which occur in the second year.

(IOO,00O s.f.

(PAxPC)=P
Gso x $r,20o) =

3

Pro ect Cost Estimate

Construclion

Leasing

tiftat.

Land (l-)

$1,742,000

Conslruclion
BuildinS (B)
ParkinS (P)
LandscapinB (LS)
Archilecture & EnSineerinS

$420,0oo

296,382

lnterim
50,000
25,000

lnsutance
Permit(

45,ofi)

$296-3A2

200,000

Leasing
Legal

30,000
25,000
r 75,000

Misc.
Tolal

10,.)50,782

A&E Fee) =

9237,m0

8,4.]],.)82

Texes

x

Developer Overhead (OH):
((Land + BuildinS + Parking + Landscapin8 + A&E)
x Developer Overhead Fee) = Total Developer
Overhead
((L + B + P + LS + At) x OHF) = OH
ll$1,742,4C,O + $7,380,0OO + $420,000 +
$|0O,0OO + $2J7,0O0) x.03) =

2)7,Uto

{AE)

Total

the difference, the real rate, was 4-2 percent. But as
inflation took hold, mortgage rates did not respond
quickly. Real rates were usually over three percent until
the sudden acceleration of inflation in 1973-75.
Nominal mortgage rates did not respond to that episode
at all; the avera8e real mortgage rate for all o{ 1974 was
negative. This behavior was sensible only if lenders were
assuming thal the high current rate of inflation was a
temporary aberration. The rale did drop in 1975 and
1976 confirming that view. Thus in the late 70s, lenders
once more did not react quickly to the renewal of inflation. The nominal rate began to rise in early 1979; by
early 1980, it had gone from l0 to 13 prercent. This
however, only kept pace with inflation. But the mortga8e rate kept risinS in the early 80s, reaching a peak of
over l7 percent in early 1982. At the same time, inflation began to come down sharply. The real rate quickly
rose to its traditional level and then beyond; the rates in
1982 and 1983 were probably higher than at any other

Cost/Slall) =

(B+P+LS)xAEF) =AE
(7,380,000 + $420,000 + $100,000) x.Ol) =

t

7.180,000
420,000
r 00,0oo

Developer Overiead iOH)
Total

x

Lump-Sum: $l O0,OO0
A&E (AE):
((Building + Parking + Landscaping)
Total A&E Costs

I
E

$15) =

Landscaping (LS):

Year

Aclivity

x

Parking (P):

(Number of Parking Stalls
Total Parking Cost

EXHIBIT

Co6l

t5O) + (92,0OO s.f.

$7,r80,000

(See Exhibil 3).

Pffi

x

Table 5 reports the movements that actually occurred in
the real mortgage rate, The first panel compares the
mortgaBe rate to the current inflation rate-a reasonable
practice when inflation is stable. Prior to the mid-60s,
the nominal mort8aSe rate ranged from three-five percentage points above the inflation rate. ln 1965, for instance, they were 5.9 and 1.7 percent, respectively, and

lnterim costs are input on a lump-sum basis, again noting that leasing commissions will be paid in the second
year. Total project costs are the sum of land, construction and interim costs.

200,000
200,000

Space Analysis
Land (L):
(Land Area

x Land Cost/s.f.) = Total
(tA x tC) =L
1217 ,8oO s.l. x tB = t1,742.40o

The next step is to establish the amount of space that is
leased in each period. (See Exhibit 4.) With the exception of the lease-up and turning years, it is assumed that
the building is 100% leased. lt is then necessary to distinguish between three and five-year leases.

Land Cost

EXHIBIT 4
Space Analysis
uare Feet)

Y.,
Acd',ff

I

Cmqnrrir!
rt,t€ Y€r tca!.' {s(3)

2

Siay

ter.,

s6
oFarlrls

7

Operatrh

I

9

t0

lt

t2

Opr.atixr:

13

5.le

55,2m

55,2m

55,2m

55,200

55,200

55,2m

55,2m

27,U

27,Uil

27,{{I)

l/,6u

27,6{fi

17.600

l6,Em ]6,Em 16,8m

16,8m

55.2m

(y5)l
IE,4M

16,60 t6,600 16,8m

l5,Em

gav

17.gn
9,2m

IoLl sp{e t€a!.d'
I tc.s 6r€e month!

38

v.(ifty d haw%

tempted to estimate inflationary expectations by inference. The second panel of Table 5, developed by
Anne Dougherty and Robert Van Order of HUD,' compares the mort8a8e rate to one measure of inflationary
expections. These are inflation rates expected by economists for the next five years- not necessarily by mort-

gage lenders or homebuyers-but they are probably
reasonably accurate. The expected real mortgage rate
declined until the mid-70s; then it slowly rose, but did
not get back to the pre-inflation level until l98l . lf Table
5 does measure the expected inflation rate among
homebuyers, then clearly the nominal mortgage rates of
the 70s looked like a good deal, and they were until th-.
80s.

17,6N

Year

a

tc5loA

NorlTuninS YeeE

frlt

3

previous time.
The current inflation rate may not be the most appropriate to compare with the interest rate on a Jo-year mortgage. Rather, the mortgage rate should be compared to
an exp€ctd inflation rate over the period that the mortgage will be outstanding. Nobody can be sure iust what
borrowers and lenders think lhe inflation rate will be for
such a long period, but several economists have at-

a5.m 92,0m 92,000 92,m

92,m0

92.U)

t6,8U(l

27,6N
9,200

92,m 92,000 92,m0

92,m)

92,0m

92.U10

rrrBnr tp..e
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The final column is the broadest measure of the real cost

of capital to the homebuyer. lt includes the expected
inflation rate in the general economy, lhe exp€cted

capital Sains to owner-occupants above and beyond the
general inflation (resulting from the rise in the real price
of housing), and the tax deductibility of nominal interest
and property taxes. By this measure also, housing was
indeed a bargain in the middle and later 70s, but not in
the 8Os.
Homeownership
Americans have responded to inflation and disinflation
WEICHER: DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSINC MARKET

in a most dramatic way. They became hommwners in
the 60s and 70s, and they have shifted back to renting in
the BOs. The ownership rate increased from 63.3 percent
of all households in 1965 to 64.7 p€rcent in 1976, and
then to 65.6 percenl by 1979 after the speculative housing boom. These changes may seem small, but they are
large by historical standards. Moreover, they occurred
while basic demographic trends were running in the opposite direction. Net new household formation was concentrated within categories that have traditionally been
renters such as single persons, one-parenl families and
young married couples. According to one estimate,
aboul four million more households became homeowners between '1965 and '1978 than would have been
expected from demographic changes alone. This is five
percent of all U.S. households."
With the advent of disinflation, the homeownership rate
began to decline. lt peaked at 65.8 percent in the third
quarter of '1980. A year later, it was still 65.6 percent.
Then in the l98l-82 recession it dropped sharply to
64.5 percent by the fourth quarter of 1982. This is by far
the largest decrease since quarterly data were first collected in 1964; declines in both 1970 and 1974
amounted to only 0.4 percent. About 900,000 households shified tenure from owning to renting within l5
months. ln 1983, the rate began to rise again with the
recovery, but only slightly; it has not yet reachd 65
percent.

TA8I.E 5

Tenure Shift by lncome Class, 1970-1980
lncome Class
in 1970

980
Homeownership

Rate

Rate

50.0

45.4

Under $5,OOO
(Under $l0.0OO)'
$5,000

't

1970
Homeownership

- $ 7.000

($r0,0oo-$rs,000).

56.5

$7,000-$ r 0,0oo

(

s,0o0 $20,000)*

6t

._]

65.5

$10,000 $1s,000

(s20,000-$30,000)'

7

2.6

76.9

tr 5,00o-$2s,om
(t30.000-$so.0m).

80.5

88.2

Over $25,000
(OYer $50.000)*

84.5

92.)

'The numbers in

parentheses are lhe 1980 income brackets
approximately equivalent in real terms to the I970 incorne values.
Source: U.5. Department of Comrn€rce, Bureau of the Census, and

U.S. Departmenl ol HousinS and Urban Developmenl,
Annual Housing Sutvey: 1980, Pan A: Ceneral HousinS
Characlerislics, Tables

A l, A-7, A-9.

Ownership Changes By Household Category

Within the population, homeownership rose substantially in groups where it was already high. lt rose

ll

TABI.E 4

lnflation and the Real After-Tax
Nominal

lnflation

Rale

Rate

R.rte

Marginal Tax Bracket:

30% 40% 50%

60%

3%

0

2.1%

r

.8%

t.5%

| .2%

4%

l%

I .8%

1

.4%

I .0%

0.6%

5%

2%

t.5%

I .O%

0.5%

0.0

6%

3%

1

.2%

0.6%

4%

o.9%

o.2%

8%

5%

0.6%

neSalive

9%

6%

o.l%

l0%
1.1%

0.0

neBalive

negatrve

ThrceYea.

lnflation makes ownership more advantageous in all tax
brackets, but more so in the higher ones. For those in the
highest bracket in Table 4, real after{ax mortgaBe rates
were negative for over 1 5 years; for those in the lowest
bracket, they were negative only in the late 70s. (At
present, with the hiBhest tax rate being 50 p€rcent and
inflation about five percent, the real after-tax mortga8e
rate is positive for all households.)

to Five Year Tenants) :
to Three Year Tenants) =
Space ()ccupied by Three Space Occupied by Five

Tenants
lNtR x T(l)) = S(3)
(92,OOO s.f. x .6) =
55,200 s.f.

negative

Note: Assumes real morttate rate of 3%. After-tax rate calculated
Nominal Rate (l
MarSinal Tax Brackel) - lnflalion Rate.

as

rate becomes lower as inflation rises. Consider. for example, the family in the 50 percent marginal lax bracket.
lf there is no inflation, the after-tax mort8a8e rate is L5
percent, and the remainder of the mortgage is in effect
"paid" by the taxpayers in general. lf the inflation rate is
two percent, the after-tax mortSage rate is 2.5 percenl or
0.5 percent after subtracting inflation. At rates above

Net Operatint lncome
Physical space and leasing relationships are translated
into Net Operating lncome (NOl) pr()iections in Exhibit

(NRA x T(5)) = S(s)
(92,000 x .4) =
16,800 s.f.

5.

Market Rent
Market building rent (MBR) is forecast for the stabilized
year at $2 t .00 per s.f. lt is assumed that this rent level is
the same in the leasing year. From the statrilized year
forward, it is assumed that market rent increases at the
8% inflation rate Biven in lhe base case.
(MBR X I .08)

ln the lease-up year, these formulas are factored by an
occupancy rate of .57o (50o/o).
For the years involving lease turns, the total amount of
rentable space is multiplied by lease mix and the percentage of tenants staying (TS) or leaving (TL).

lnflation also affects the real after{ax rate paid by a particular household over time. lf it continues for a few
bracket increasing the value of the deduction. Thus a
hourhold in the 30 percent bracket initially could expect to be in the 40 p€rcent bracket afler a few years of
inflation at five percent, and the real mortga8e rate
would be cut in half. Despite higher home prices, inflation clearly encouraged homeownership, especially for
higher income households.
Un

lf actual leases are in place at the time of the analysis,
the terms of the leases should be substituted with appropriate staying and leaving assumplions.

Year Tenants

Year

years, it pushes lhe household inio a higher marginal tax

0.0
8%

FiveYear Leas6
L€as€s
(Net Rentable Area x
(Net Rentable Area x
PercentaSe of Space Leased Percenta8e of Space Leased

three percent, the borrower's real rate is neSative and
the taxpayer pays more than three percent.

Five-Year Leas€

Thrce.Year Lease
Tenants Staying:

(NRAxT(3)xTS)=S(l)
(92,000 s.f.
27 ,600 s.f.

x

.6

x

(NRAxT(5)xTS) =
(92,OOO

.5) =

27

s.i. x

.4 x

Parking rent (MPR) was developed in a similar fashion.

S(s)

(MPR

.75) =

,6(n s.l.

antici pated I nf I ation

The reality of the last 20 years has been quite different
from the assumption in the preceding section. lnflation
was generally not expected, particularly by mortgage
lenders. As a result, borrowers have received windfall
gains as they were able to make their mortgage payments in cheaper dollars than originally expected, and
lenders correspondingly suffered windfal I losses.

27

,6(n

s.l.

(NRAxT(s)xTL) =
(92.000 s.f.
9,200 s.f.

x

.4

x

I .08)

Cross Revenue
The gross revenue (GR) of most mixed tenanc) office
buildings tends to move in a "stepped" fashion--steady
flows for two or lhree years followed by rncreases

Tenants Leaving:

(NRAxT(3)xTL)=5(l)
(92,00o s.f. x .6 x .5) :

x

S(s)

.25) =

EXHIBIT 5

Net Operating lncome
I

2

{

3

5

5

7

ll

t0

9

E

t3

t2

LeasinS

Mrld ld{
80rldi68 (M8Rl

TABLE 5
Grs.

MortSa8e Rates, Current and Expected lnflation,
and the Real Cost of Capital to HousinS, '1968-1983

l.!.'rt

,21 00

12r.00

,:15 00

125.00

']2
t2l

6E

tr4

49

126.45

l18 tz

0o

,29

16

,r

ll4

Morttate
Rate

Consumer Price

lndex (CPl-U-X'l

)

Difference (Current Real Rate)

5/9.6m 1,159,2m

Expected

Difference (Ex-

Real Cost

lnflation

pected Real Rate)

of C.pital

3.7%

l.l%

2.9%

4.4
4.9
4.3

3.6

4.1%
4.2

4.1

4.1

1.5
1.3

l.l

3.4
3.5
3.4

4.4
4.0

3.3

o.l

4.5

0.5

6.2

4_2

l0.t

t.8
-1.2

6.8

2.1

0.9

8.3

o.7

8.2

0.8

-2.4

5.7

1.3

7.O

2.O

1.6

6.4
6.8
9.6

2.6
2.4

6.2

2.8

- 0.9

5.9

1979

8.0
8.9
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.6
r 0.8

1.6
3.8

0.1
o.2

1980

12.7

t1.2

L5

8.9

-0.2
2.1

7

.t969
1970
1971
't97 2
197

)

1974
1975
.197

6

1977

.O%

98l

't

4.7

9.5

5.2

1982

l

5.l

6.1

9.0

9.3
7.9

3.7
3.5
1.8
5.4
7.2

1983.

1t.l

2.9

10.4

6.6

6.7

197I

t

1.2

1

.4%

1.0

't

.4

1.9

458,8r

t86.400 71),W)

10

'lt
,t9

t2

lIt

67

14.t.85

99
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712,80'l

r

/1l,8rn

|,70t,215

l, t5?,091

1]E 87
14617

,4r

96

145.14

tr!

98

15l97

r,0 ,lE6

77.t.8U)

2.1{5,198

t,701,215

1,lt

76r,811
t50,928

9iv

694.0

1,051.186 1,50!,166

r05,m0

l.0tB.5m

2.017.0m

l B.4m
2,0,{5,.tm

122,472

t.9Er,906

1t2,270
2,257,r6r

r42,85t
2.141,)24

I

t,05 t,186

5.{4,8}l

971,581

l6t,I2
52,5m

2,145,598

t

564,070

1\4,279
.t,120,4.26

r66,621

t79,952

!9{, },lE

)17,975
2m,895

t.92r.251

2.9ta,581

t.90t.9t5

1,557,050

226,47
l.9t 7.t 16

Of.r"lii ttFr.

&FE lllot)

tsm

t5@

t510

tsSr

t5

]0

16

60

t7.ls

l/91

la\7

1925 itom

t10.79

Td3l Ogtralint

trFr*

t]Oo

Tolal

2]4,6{m
156.4m

t76,m]
t8{,(m

t9t.m0

460,(m

29E.oEO

121.916

\47,6al

]7t,:l9t

40t.5lt

r9E./20
496,8m

2r 4.618

2t0.1]0

l/0.tt6

516.5{r

1\1.747
579.{56

625.E?t

67t.891

22.080

22. ]

25,/t,l

t4,720

t0,618

tt,76/

',t69
Lt65

16.8m

.t8t

7],5,r I

w.1J4

]t1.926
84.fl10

t2t.926
2t7,6t5

505,926

i ]9,091

5rrr,060

Lr.{ r.inltt iGr m)
Ioril
N.r Op.rair!

4\7.977
29 t.935
7.19.%l

l7].0r5
ll5,l4rl

5r0.857
]40.571

\51,/25
t67,6t7

7Ea.lt9

85t.128

9t9,542

\97,2t2
99t.t05

l.m,1

t2,111

(r/,aE!

85,m7

4l,6tt

6t,0la

52.65!
90.21!

,10.869

20.0.)6

5E.74ll

29,125

6r.8'0

7a.098

Ut.irgl

l42.ql2

99.612

ll4,4]2

l('1,7l0

,105,115

{05, t

a5E,l96

510,8t7

250,t ]0

250.1r0

250,I0

.1t0.110

109,0/l

5!0,857
\67,817

655.865

6t5165

708.526

8t9.910

878.671

a

tsrE lrioo

Lrlxtitnl

First half

Source: MonSage rate, fedeal Home Loan Bank Board lournal, [ffeclive inlerest rale on all conventional home mongage loans made, all malor
types of lenders; Consumer Price lnder, [('onomic Report of the Prcsidert, February 198], Table 8-56; expected inflalion rrle and real (osl
of capital to housrnS, provided by Roberl Van Order, calculated as explained in Anne DouSherty and Roben Van Order, "lnflalion, l{()using
Cosls, and lhe Consumer Price lndex," Ametican fconomic Review, March 1982, pp. 154 164.

1.t52.09t

1,159,2m
627,821

Tolal

'

,m.66
,16.7]

surldiol

7.4
8.4
7.7
7.6

l968

0r

(CI)

slry

Year

19

la.rrt (ll)

li.l Ot rait!
licll {MI)

214.6{0

275.fiI
184,0m

276.qm
t 84,grc

290.%l

r56,40

l9l.m0

{60,m0

460.0I

462.961

r

64.0m

r

t0,tE5 20,170 20,151 t9,8t9 22,512 2l,1tt
6l7,ll5 l.t56,6]0

1,56,1,946 1.479,124 1,726,661 1.778,819
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595.851

25.2U 29,,21] 29,lla6 .29,020 \5,571
l.Ml.ll,l

.1,2]6,176 ),119.171 1.111,1\O 2,701,550

l9,l7l

2,999,271

l9

(decreases) as leases lurn.2 The analylical challenge is to
account for these flows in the year in which they occur.
Fortunately, with new software programs such as Lotus
I -2-3, thls is enlirely lxrssible, eliminating the need for
the traditional "vacancy fack)r" approrch in which an
allowance is made against each ye.rr's gross revenue.

ln all ye;rs except thc, k'a:e-up ye.rr and turning years,
the formula is: (Exanrple: Year.|)

l-ease
CR(.}),
(55.200 s.f. x $21) =
$r,159,200

Three-Year

(s(l), x MBRI) =

five-Year Leasc
(5(5), x MBR,) = CR(5),
(]6,800 s.f. x $21) =

$77 ).AA)
Again, for the le.lse-up year, lhe formula is factored by
an occupancy rate of .5.

ln turninB years. the model should reflect the facl that
building space will turn in a manner consistent with the
original lease-up pattern (base year). This is accomplished in the case of stayinS tenants by assuming that
one-half of the revenue in the turning year will be at the
base year markel rate and one-half will b€ at lhe prevail-

ing rate for the turning year. For leavinS tenants, it is
necessary to further account for the months the space

will be vacant (V) before it is released. ln the base case, it
is assumed that this period is three months (.5).
As an example, the formula for space occupied by three-

year tenants, turning for the second time in the eighth
year, is:
Staying Tenants

(s(3)5 x TS., x MBRs x.5) +
(s(3)8 x TS8 x MBR s x .5) = CRTS(J)r
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $24.49 x .5) +
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $30.86 x .5) =
$763,834-

(5(l)5 x TL., x MBR 5 x .5) +
(5(3)8 x TLB x MBRd x .5 x V) = GRTL(3)']
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $24.49 x .5) +
(55,200 s.f. x .5 x $]0.86 x .5 x .5) =

8'

Note again thal the rent for leaving tenants is adjusted
for a three months'vacancy period (.5).
Cross revenue for five-year leases is determined in a
similar fashion, utilizing lhe appropriale tenant mix and
staYing../leaving assumPlions.

Parking revenue is ..r product of lhe number of stalls (PA)
times the monlhly charge per stall (MPR), converted into
an annual numtrr. Ft>r example, in the third year:

(PAr x MPR] x 12) :
(150
$

'

r

x

$25 x

t'Rr

12) =

05,000

NLrnrbeh m.1y drtky \lrghtly [ronr m.rnual r.rlr ul.rtron* due to the fact

lhal lhe Lotus

.lo

I2

1

it is generally negligible.
Operating Expense
Operating expenses flow in a somewhat different fashion than revenue because expenses are subiect to
change each year and tenant reimbursement may vary,
depending upon the terms of each lease. There also may
be a lag etfect due to the billing o{ actual expense in the
year succeeding the one in which they were incurred.

pft)grnm ft,un(l\ k,

lhr lslh

de(rnral

same time, first time homebuyers also became more im-

portanl in the market. They could not af{ord to buy a
house, but also they could not afford not to buy. They
found the money for down payments and bought wh.rtever they could afford-usually smaller, less expensive
existing homes, but also the les: expensive new homes.
Their participation in the new home market helped to
hold down the median new home price and qualily during the lxxrm o[ the late 7Os.

Total operating exp€nse (TC)E) is the product of the

TABTE 3

amount of space leased (S(3) and S(5)) times the market
expense (MOE) in the year in which il is incurred. For
example, expenses for the fourth year in space occupied
by three year tenants would be calculated as follows:

Capital Cains in Owner Occupied Housing,

r96',t-r983
980 billions dollars)
Capital Cains

('l

(s(l)1 x MoE4): ToE4
(55,200 s.f. x $5.40) :

Year

Hous€s

Land

Total

$298,080

l96l

-6.4
- 4.5

10.0
'I0.2

22.O

1.6
5.7
16.9

Operating expenses for the lease-up period are assumed
to be 85% of the expenses in the stabilized year. No
adiustment is made for vacant space at least turn due to
the relatively fixed nature of op€rating expenses.

1962
t96.1

-

-

over five percent of their tota/ wealth. lt is not surprising
that more and more households tried to buy homes in
the laler 7Or, driving up real house prit es.
The disinflation of lhe 80s has lr.rnslaled directly into
capit.rl losses for homeowners. By lhe end of 1982,
homeowners h;rd lost atxrut half the gains of the 1976
1979 boom period. in l9tl3, even though the economy
recovered, re.rl lrouse prices did nol rise, and the capital
losses continued, although the change was very small
(per owner occupiql unil, les5 th,rn $100).
Homeownership Costs
lnflation and disinilation have a{fected the costs of owning a honre.rs well as the price. These costs include the
monlhly mort8d8e l),rvnrent, pr')perly ld\e\. mdintenance and also implicit (osts such as depreciation and
the foregone return on lhe owner's equity.

lnflation brought some oi lhese costs down and made
ownership less expensive. At the same time it drove up
house prices lhrough its interaction wilh the federal income tax laws and the housing finance system. This
section describes these interactions. lt b€8ins with the
relationshit) belween inflation and the tax system under
the assumption that the inflation is forecast, correctly, by
both borrowers and lenders. ln re.rlity, of course, this
was not the case.

1964

15.9

5.1
'16.4

t965

2.1

rLo

966

I1.5

Next, we must calculate the effect of tenant reimbursement. Today, many property managers bill tenants on
the basis of proiected expenses, with an adjustmenl
made when actual expenses are known. This permits a
simplifying assumption that exp€nses are reimbursed in
the year in which they are incurred, with no lag effect.

1967

11 .7

14.2

5.9
5.7
1.0
5.5
- 1.9
- 0.2
10.7
31.5

This leaves the problem of the amount of tenant
reimbursement (TR) and the year in which it flows. ln
non{urning years, this amount is determined by subtracting the base year expense from the current year

1974

66.9

4.9

1975
1976

17 .B

91.9

r

1977

122.7

t 5.2
40.4
22.5

1971\

t

B0.l

40.0

220.1

2.4
1.9

- 1t.8

of a home, if another home of equal value is purchased;

-37.2

(4) since 1978, the one time exclusion of capital Bains
of up lo $125,000 for households whose head is over 55
years old.

expense. Again, space occupied by three year tenants in
the fourth year:
(TOE.r

LeavinB Tenants

$5 50,92

No assumption was made regarding parking vacancy as

-

(298,080

TOEI) =

-

$276,000) =

$22.080
penses

968
1969
t

out against total ex-

lo arrive at Net Operating Expense (NOE):

(TOEq-TR.r):NOEr
($298,080 $22,080) =

37 .2

1970
1971

20.5

1972

69.9

45.2

197l

1

1979

t

982

21.5
15.7
4.5
83.2

r

98l

-4r)

l9tt0

l98l

TRo

Reimbursements are then nened

|

Sour(e:

-

37 .6

26.)
t

5.l

39.4
17 .4

66.4
31.7
r 6.6

45.0

I00.6
'145.7

71 .B
3 3.0
12.3

145.2
2.3.9

120.8

ln turninB years, the formula is factored by.5 reflecting
the fact lhat reimbursements would only flow from the
last six months of expiring leases. The firsl six monlhs of
operatinS expenses for new leases would not be
reimburseable as the base increases to the prevailing
market rate. As an example, in the fi{th ye.rr, tenant

reimbursement from space occupied by three year
leases would be:

(TOE5 TOEr x .5) = TR5
($321,926 $276,000 x .5)
$22,963
REAL ESTATE I55UES, FALL,^/VINTER I984

occupied housing .rre:
(l ) the deductibility of mort8a8e interest and property
taxes;

(2) the exclusion of the imputed rent on the home;
(3) the exclusion of capil.rl gains arising from the sale

for hou\e!:

When prir e., are rlable. lhere provisionr encourage

(;()vernor\ oi the federal Reserve Syslem, "Balance sht{|ls k)r
lhe U.S [conomy, 1945 198]," issued in Oclober I982,
Table 70O and 702. Capital Sains (al(ulated in the \ame

homeowner:hip by krwering the net .rfter-tax cost of the
capital invesled in the home and exempting virtually all
lhe returns lrom lax.rli()n. ln .rddition, the progressivity of
the tax system provides a greater incentive for ownership
to higher bracket households.

U.S. Department o[ Commerce, Bureau oi
[(onomic Analysis, frxe<l Reproducible IanEible Weahh tn
thl U 5., lq5-1979. Tables A-11 and A 12; laler dara
provrded by lohn C. Mus8rave ol BtA. For tand: Board of

manner a5 Philip Ca8an, Roten [. Lipsey, Ihe F,nan.ial
tiie<ts oi lnilauon. Iable 2 I l, p. 4l .

9276,000

Iaxes, ln{lation and Rer/ /ntere-!t Rates
The main federal income tax provisions affecting owner

Some idea of the magn itude of the capita I gains in owner

occupied housing may be seen in Table 3. This reports
accrued (nol realized) capital gains bolh for the land and
the house which.rre calculated differently. These are
real capital gains expressed in 1980 dollars. Very l;rpie
capital Bains, by historical standards, accrued in all of
the cyclical upturns after inflation began in the mid-60s.
The gains were larger in each cycle than in the one
before. During the last half of the 70s, capital gains on
owner occupied houses accounted for almost a quarler
of lhe increase in lhe wealth of all Americans, and ior

WEICHER: DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSINC MARKET

lnflation accentunles lxrth effects. Table 4 shows how
inflation lowers lhe re.rl after-hx interest r.rte, even if the
before tax interest rate is unchanged. Essentially, the
nomin,rl interest rate is assumed k) be the inflation rate
plus thret, p€rcent, a normal piltern in the past. When
the inflation r.1le rises. lenders are able to raise the rate
they charge by the sanre.rmounl so they are fully compensaled for lhe decline in the value of the dollars in
which they will be repaid.

However, the renl ,lfter-t.rx rale paid by lhe borrower
will bt're{uced by inflation because the mortgage interest is deductible, and it is equally deductible whether it
is the

"real" p.rymenl or the inflation premium. The real

9

and Senerally unrecognized patterns. DurinB the in-

flationary years (at least to 1976), amidst the public concern over prices, the median prices of the homes sold
were rising more rapidly than the price index. Despite
the price rises, people were able to buy homes that were
a little bigger and a little bener. The I 976 home was four
percent better than the 1967 house.

Between 1976 and 1979, however, the typical new
home declined in quality. This is somewhat surprising
because these were the peak years for housing produc-

tion, but there are some explanations. Young families
made up a very large share of the home buyers in these
years, and they were buying less expensive homes. Also,
there was a Breater demand for the most expensive,
highest quality homes, as shown by a rapid increase in
the average sales price (as opposed to the median). Bolh
of these were reactions to the accelerating inflation of
the period.
The 80s have been different. During the recessions of
1980-82 prices continued to rise, but at a reduced rate,
and slower than the census price index. The typical new
home was smaller and of lesser quality than those purchased during the 70s. ln 1983, however, as the economy recovered, buyers were again interested in bener
quality homes, and there was a quality improvement of
six percenl for the year.
Real Prices
These price changes in the housing market reflecled the

general inflation exp€rienced throughout the economy.
They attracted more anention because the dollar magnitudes were :o mu<h larger: d $J,000 increase in lhe
price of a $50,000 house is more noticeable lhan a three
cent increase in the price of a fifty cents loaf of bread,
even thou8h the percentage changes are the same.

But inflation had a further more important impact on
housing. As inflation accelerated, house prices increased more significantly than the cost of other 6;oods
and services. Table 2 compares the census house price
index with the cost of living. The latter is measured by a
variant of the Consumer Price lndex in which the homeownership component has b€en replaced by an estimate
of the rental value for owner occupied housing. This
approach is now generally recognized as more reliable
especially during periods of inflation, and has been used
in the official CPI since the b€ginninB of I 983.'

frcm 1967-1979, except for two recession years, the
price of a new home increased more than the cost of
living. Moreover, the difference itself increased over
time. Thus in 1977 and 1978, house prices rose al double the rate of the CPI; by '1980, real house prices were
35 percent higher than in 1967.
Then the pattern changed. lnflation continued, but the

Federal Reserve and the Carter administration began
serious efforts lo bring it under control. By 1981, as the
change in policy and the recession began to drive down
the rate of inflation, house prices rose at a much slower
rate, and this has continued during the recovery period.

B

Net op€ratinS expense would be calculated as in nonturning years.

TABTE 2

Real House Prices, 1967- 1983

(i 967

Year

Nominal
Hous€ Price

loo

1967

't968

'to5

l0o)
Consumer P ce

lndex (CPl-U-X'l

Rep/acemcnt Rescrvc

t08

.04
.o2
.04
.o7
.09
.08

The replacement reserve is utilized to provide a reservoir
of capital to handle the replacement of items too large to
exp€nse (e.9. elevators, roofs, HVAC systems, etc.).

123

lt8

I 3',t

122

1973
1974
1975
1976

142
t 55
172
147
211
241

130

|4

l4l
r

55

.14

174

.21

.30
.35
.35

l98l

tl

1982

140

l9B3

)44

274

1979
r 980

275
106
I

.29
.27

by aulhor.

((CR4

of 1 981, the relalive price of a home declined
by eight percentage points bringing it back to its'1977-

The amount of space turning is multiplied by the market
refurbishment cost for the prevailing year. (Example:
Three year lease, staying tenants, eighth year turn):

(S(3)sxTSsxMFSs)=Rs
(55,200 s.f.

(NoE4 +RRo))

=

+

.5 x $2.94) =

Leasing commissions (LCOM) are calculated on leaving
space only. As is the custom in most markets, the percentage commission (LCOMF) is applied against the
market building rent (MBR) in the turning year for space
occupied (s(3)) by leavinS lenants (TL), multiplied by the
lease term (Y). For example, space occupied by three
year lenants, turning in the eighth year, would require
leasing commissions as follows:

1191o

($460,000

x

$81 ,l 07

$20,454)) =

(S(3)" X 11" X MBRs XY X LCOMF) : LCOM
(55,200s.f. x .5 x $10.86 x 3 x .05) :

Cash Flow

There are two ways to view these real price changes.
The standard approach for most of the inflationary period was to focus on the problem of the first time buyer.
The rise in the real price of housing meant that it was
harder for him or her to buy: down payments were higher, and the carrying cost of the home was onerous. This
was especially true since prices were rising faster than
incomes during the late 70s, and this situation had not
been true earlier.

Exhibit 6 transforms Net Operating lncome into Cash
Flow projections over the holding period of the asset by
considering those expenses associated wilh lease turns
and the proceeds from the sale of the asset at the end of

$127

,7

43

Total turninS costs are the sum of tenant refurbishment
costs and leasing commissions for each year.

EXHIBIT 6
Cash Flow
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cent annually during the 70s on the money originally
invested as a down payment on their homes.
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makinB a distinction between staying (MFS) and leaving
(MFL) tenants. These estimates should then be inflated at
the assumed inflation rate.

$1,554,946

1978 level.

windfall capital gains on their own homes and were
realizing them in order to buy larger and better homes.
This fact helps to explain the rise in the averaSe home
price (relative to the median) mentioned earlier. At the

-

($2,045,400

By the end

than 75 percent of American families-already owned a
home before inflation began. By the later 70s, many
owners had already experienced extraordinarily large

The first step in calculating refurbishment costs is to es-

timate market costs of undertakinS the required work,

Net Operating lncome (NOl) is then determined in Exhibit 5 by deducting net operatinB expense (NOE) and
replacemenl reserves (RR) from gross revenue in the
appropriate year: ([xample: year 4)

Source: Nominal house pnce, U.S. Bureau oflhe Census, Price lndex
oF New One tamtly Houses sold, Construction Repons,
Series C 27i Consumer Price lndex, Economic Recrtl of the
Preridert, February 1983, Table B-56; l98l data calcularei

More than 60 percent of American households-more

coming tenant needs.

ln the pre-acquisition mode, however, lbelieve it is sufficient to use a surro8ate, such as a percentage of assets,
or gross revenue. For the purpose of this discussion, I
have utilized a factor of I o/o of annual gross revenue.

.t3

But from the slandpoint of the current owner, the real
price rise meant something very different. The value of
his or her asset was increasing faster than the rate of
inflation, and the house was therefore a hedge against
inflation. The homeowner was more than hedged, because the entire increase in value accrued to him or her
as a return on the equity in the home; none of it went to
the morl8a8e lender. Crude calculations indicate that
homeowners were earning tax free returns of '15-20 per-

The first turninB cosl to consider is the cost of refurbishing the space. For slaying tenants, this generally involves, at a minimum, cleaning the carpet and drapes,
and may include painting. For space that is turning, il
may be necessary lo also redrrdnge partilions to suit in-

There are many thoughts on how to handle replacement
reserves. Perhaps the most rigorous approach is lo calculate the anticipated life of each component and reserve
sufficient annual funds to meet these obligations, assuming interesl income on the reserved funds. Clearly, once
a property has been acquired, this is the preferred
approach.

.
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2,999,271

Sale Proceeds

Having accounted for operating flows over the holding

period, it is now necessary to establish a termination
value for the asset. The most common approach is to
utilize some capitalization of Net Operating lncome,
reflecting the fact that this is the way in which investment properties are sold. While this approach mixes the
more traditional capitalization approach with DCF analysis, it seems to make sense in light of the universal use
of the technique. Conceptually, the alternative would be
to calculate the present value of the succeedinB l0 years
of holding, but, as the reader will quickly grasp, this is a
circular process that would be unending.

ln utilizing the capitalization approach, it is necessary to
determine: (1) the year of NOI lo capitalize; (2) the determinants of NOI; and (3) the appropriate capitalization
rate.

ln most markets, properties are sold on a capitalization
of lhe next year's pro forma earnings (l 3th year in the
base case), and this is the approach utilized.
Traditional determination of Net Operatin8 lncome includes deductions from gross revenue for operating expense, vacancy and replacement reserves. Operatin8
expense and replacement reserves are appropriately
calculated in the model, but it is necessary to make an
adiustment for vacancy since the model targets vacancy
to the turning year rather than the more traditional an-

nual allowance. The simple vacancy allowance (V)
should be the same as that Benerated by the turning year
approach, which in the case of the model, is approximately 3%.
There is considerable controversy as to what capitalization rate to use. One body of thought maintains that the
disposition capitalization rate (DCAP) should be lower
than the stabilized capitalization rate (SCAP) in order to
reflect the market appreciation of a mature property.
Another school suggests raising the capitalization rate to
ref lect functional obsolescence.

Clearly, lowering the capitalization rate builds in a distortion of investment return and would not be appropriate. ln utilizing a higher cap rale, however, the analyst is
faced with the maBnitude of the adiustment to what
extent would the market discount a property for technical obsolescence?

ln light of this dilemma, I believe the preferable

The formula to establish termination value therefore becomeS:

l(Nolr; (cR x v)) / DCAPI x tl .00 - ScoMl = sP
lt$2,999,271- ($3,9r7,116 x .01) /.091 x II.OO .0ll =

ll$2,999,271 $117,513)/.091 x
l$2.881.2s9I .ogl

,

I.971 =

.gz =

$l I ,058,947
Nominal Cash Flow
The various flows in Exhibit 6 are then summed by year
to arrive at nominal cash flow.
Real Cash Flow

Nominal cash flows are deflated at this point in order to
eliminate any distortion brought about by the inflation
assumption. lt also allows comparison of results between inflationary periods.
The reader might ask "Why use an inflation assumption

at all?-simply work with real numbers throughout."
The problem is that this does not reflect the dif{erent
ways in which inflation impacts independent variables
in the manaSement of a real property. The most extreme

example is the leveraged case in which debt service
payments continue in fixed terms while rental income,
adjusted for inflation, is reported in nominal terms.
But there are also varying impacts in the non-leveraged
case. Rents may increase at a different rate than operating costs. Tenant refurbishment costs may increase (decrease) at a different rate than rents (and leasing commissions based on rents). Tenant reimbursement is based
on comparison with a base year in which costs could be

relationship between current costs (prices or monthly

lnflatkm And Hous€ Prices

payments) and current incomes, concepts more appropriate to the analysis of rental housing or consumption.
Only afler more than a decade did analysts start to think
systematically about home purchase as an investment

The most publicized effect of inflation was its impact on
housing prices; the reported increases were unprecedented. As shown in Table '1, the median prices for new

decision. The shift in thinking can be dated to about
1978. At the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's annual
forecasting conference in December 1977, most participants stressed the affordability problems caused by high
prices and high interest rates (nine p€rcent) and predicted a downturn in construction. lnstead, the record
production levels of 1977 were exceeded in '1978. At

These prices, however, are somewhat misleading as they

cash flow lo real terms.
Leveraged Analysis

Exhibit 7 explores the impact o{ leveraging on the base
ca:e based on current market conditions, lnterest on the
construction loan (lC) is determined by multiplying the
amount of interest (i) times the average loan balance for

the.rppropridle year. ln the conslruclion year, it is
assumed that one-half of the loan is outstanding on
averaSe:

(MTC x.5 x i) =lc
($9,500,000 x .5 x .15) =

are simply medians for the homes actually sold each
month. with no adjustment for quality changes. Since
size and amenities have gradually increased, the change
in the median price usually is larger than the change for
the same quality house; comparing medians overstates

the 1978 conference, discussion centered on housing as
an investment in an inflationary environment, and most
forecasters exp€cted price appreciation and a strong demand for houses to continue. Soon the process of disinflation began and this new line of reasoning became
outdated.

the af{ordability problem. To put the problem in proper
p€rsp€ctive, it is necessary to keep quality constant and
to measure the change in price for the same house over a

period of time. The best measure is the U.S. Census
Bureau's, "New One-Family Home Price lndex," which
adjusts for size and for several of the most imporlant
attributes of the house.'

HousinB analysts were slow to understand what happened, but the press was even slower. During both the
speculative boom of the late 70s and the steep recession
of the early 80s, articles in the maior newspapers and
magazines consistently failed to mention inflation as a
factor affecting the housing market.'

Table I also shows the census price index, and its yearto-year changes. Comparison of these changes with the
movements in the median prices shows some interesting

TABTE

1

House Prices, 1967 -1983
Actual Values
M€dian
Year

substantially different (i.e. long lease). The solution,

therefore, is to utilize an inflation assumption in developing the cash flow, but then to deflate the nominal

and existing homes nearly tripled from 1967 -'1979. At
that time increases were the source of much public concern about affordability.'

Median New
Horne Price'

txistinB
Honr€ Price

Change

Median

Census New
Home Price

Median New

Existint

lndex

Ho.n€ Price

Horn€ Price

l96s

$r B,oo0
r

8,900

NA
NA

ln&x
(1967 = 100)

(1967 = 100)
1963
1964

Cersus New
Horne Price

90.2

9l

5.0

1.0

93.1
96.6

5.0

2.J

7.O

100.0

6.1

3.6
3.5

105.1

8.8

3.1

I

6.9

9.0

.1

1966
1967

20,000
21 ,400
22,700

l968

24,700

1969

26,400
26,500

NA
$r 9,400
20,000
2 r ,800
2 3,000

I16.4

0.4

5.5

5.1
7.6
2.7

24,800
26,700
28,900

122.7

9.4

I10.7

4,8

1971

29,000
10,400
34,400

142.1

13.2

7.8
7.7
8.2

6.5
a.7

1974
1975
1976

15,900
39,300
44,200

I2,000

r

55.4

4.4

10.7

I s,100

17 2.O

10.3

t8,100

86.7

9.5
12.4

12.6
13.5
14.4

1970
1971
197 2

.t

l3.l

7.9

5.4

9.4
10.7
8.5
12.7

1977

4B,BOO

42,900

210.5

10.4

ln the leasing year, it assumed that the entire balance of
the loan is outstandinB.

1978
1979

5

5,700
62,900

48,7N

241.1

14.1

55,700

275.4

12.9

Points are determined by multiplying the percentage fee
(PTF) times the total amount of the mortgage (MTC) for

1980

62,200

305.7

8.4
2.5

l98l

7

5,100

70,300

347 .6

0.6
8.4

2.1

There is also the matter of sales costs such as sales com-

both the construction and permanent loans.

67 ,AOO

31t.4
I39.8

2.7
6.7

11 .7

66,400

1982

64,600
68,900
69,300

3.7

2,J

mission, promotional brochure, advertising, seller's
closing costs, etc. (SCOM). ln the base case, I have
assumed that these are 37o of the sales price.

Debt Service is calculated by use of an annual constant
(l1.28X) taken from standard payment tables which is
multiplied times the total amount of the mortgage.

approach is to utilize the market capitalization rate prevailing in the stabilized year and assume that similar
market conditions will prevail in the year of termination.r This approach, at least, neutralizes the impact of the sale cap rate assumption.
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l98r

6.8

I

4.5

14.2

lt.o

homes between I969 and 1971, as explained in text.
N.A.
Nol Available
- U.S. Bureau of lhe Census, Stalistical Abslracl of lhe United stales, 1982-1981, p.749; Ptice ,ndex oI New One-Famly tlouset Sold,
Source:
Conslruclion Repon!, Series C'27, tebruary 1981, Table l; ,ohn C. Weicher, "The Afiordability of New Homes," Ameflca, Real fttate and
lJtban tconomics Asso<iation lounal, Vol. 5 (Sumrner, 19771, p. 214; U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Developmen|. 196/ Slatisli(al
Yea/bool. CS Table 89.

'New Home prices adjusled for subsidized Seclion 215
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DISINFLATION AND THE HOUSING MARKET
lN THE 1980s
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The rate of inflalion has been the dominant factor in the
housing market since the late 1960s. For l5 years, the

economy suffered from erratic but persistent and
accelerating inflation. This brought about many un-
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alysts were beginning to recognize the significance of
inflation, the country entered a period of disinflation at
the beginning of the Bos. During that time prices rose at
a much slower rate, and the inflation rate gradually but
steadily decelerated.
This paper describes the changes in the housing market
that have resulted from disinflation, and focuses on
homeownership where the effects have been less quickly recognized. lt also describes events that occurred during inflation, as well as more recent trends. The changes
represent a slowing or reversal of the previous effects of
inflation, and can therefore best be understood when
placed in a longer perspective.
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consumption and an investment good. ln the case of
rental housing lhe distinction is clear: the tenant pays
rent while he or she lives in the apanmenU the landlord
consuming and investing simultaneously

in the

same
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Several approaches have been suggested

r

r.91m

1,6r 2,607

to

resolve

year and positive cash flows forward to the termination
year.5 The adiusted rate of return approach offsets neSative and positive flows, discounting the net resuh.6 The
financial management rcte of return discounts cash
flows at a weighted average of the IRR consisting of a
"safe" rate and a "reinvestment" rate.7

of return discounts all negative cash flows back to the investment

Unfortunalely, each of these approaches has its own set
of technical problems, I which, when combined with
the added complexity of the calculations, raises a
serious question as to their usefulness. There is also
some evidence that the impact of reinvestment assumptions has much less significance in reality than in

utilizing the Lotus I -2-3

internal program. The Lotus formula for IRR is based on
an iterative scheme, starting with an initial Buess as to
the answer. lf convergence to within .0000000'l does
not occur within 20 iterations, the pro8ram disqualifies
the result.
There has been considerable discussion about the problems of utilizing IRR in discounted cash flow analysis.a
One problem is that the IRR process assumes that profit
not recovered as cash before maturity is reinvested in the
same proiect and earns at the lRR. Another problem is
that alternating neSative and pnsitive flows after the investment year can result in multiple IRR returns.

The relationship between in{lation and the housing market is complicated and unique because housing is both a

22l,47',1

7t

situation of the investor who acquires the property at the
end of the second year, based on a 9'l. capitalization
rate of Net Operatin8 lncome (less 370 vacancy) in the
third year. All other assumptions through the holding
p€riod are the same as in the developer case.

IRR for all cases was calculated

0
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these problems. The modified internal rale
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lnvestor Analysis
Thus far we have been analyzing the position of the
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developer who retains ownership of the property
throughout the holding period. Exhibit 8 looks at the

expected changes that culminated in a speculative housing boom from 1977-1979. rust as most housing an-

owns the unit and receives the capital gains (or absorbs
the losses). The homeowner is both landlord and tenanl.

,m7,6851

t.m

theory.e
Rather than attempt to modify the IRR analysis, I believe
that the most practical answer is to simply substitute the
Net Present Value approach in those situations where
the reinvestment rates are unrealistic or where there are
significant shifts in cash flow from positive to ne8ative.
Fortunately, most institutional grade investments do not

have these characteristics and therefore the IRR
approach will handle the vast majority of situations that
the analyst will face.

house.

During the late 60s and the 70s, the investment demand
weklftt holdt lhe f. K. weyerhaeuler Chatr n Public Poh<y
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This papet is adapted hom "Ditinflauon rn Ihe Housing Matket," in
Contemporary [conomic Problems, I98]-1984: Disanflation, ed,led
by William fellner an<l pubhshed by he Am,.,rtcan [ntetptise lnstitu i.
in Washington, D.C- Ihe papet was lacililaled by lhe aulhor'i ternr ar r
fellow of the Homet Hoyt School ol Posl Do<to:dl and AdvrncL\l
Studies in 1983.
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for housing as an asset increased substantially, particularly among homeowners who tried and were able to

EXHIBIT 8
lnvestor Analysis

use their homes as a hedge against inflation. When infla-

tion abated in the early B0s, this investment demand
declined sharply. Meanwhile, the consumption
demand-the demand for a house as a place to live-
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changed little.

We know that houses are investments, but housing analysts have been slow to recognize the effect of inflation
on housing investment. As inflation accelerated, most
discussions concerning homeownership focused on the
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Traditional measure5 of return and their shortcomint are reviewed
in lames R- Cooper, Rer/ fet,rte lnvesunerl Analyr,r (LexinSton, Massachusens: LexinSton Books, 1974), Chapter I and Stephen [. Roulac,
Modem Real E tate lnveitmenti An /nstilutional Approach (San Francasro, California: Propeny Press, 1976, Chapter 19).
My personalbe|ef i5lhat most ofthe problems associaled with the
use of DCF analysis are .r resull of (l ) poor modelsj (2) {aulty assump
tions; and/or (l) misunderslandinS of resuhs. No doubt there also have
been cases of lhe purg)seful misuse of the le(hnique to prove one
Fx)inl or anolher.
2. Unless, of course, lhe l€ases are subject b an annual inflation
adiustmenl.
Note that it is the "market" cap .ate thal is important, not the
purchase price cap rate, which could vary considerably from market.
4. See Paul E.Wendl & Alan R. Cerf, Rea, t stale ,rvestment Anaiyli!

l.

will also transfer tax benefits.

and Taxalion, Second €dition, (New York, Mccraw-Hill, lnc-, 1979)
Chapter 3.
5. See lames H. Lorie and Leonard I. SavaSe, "Three Problems in
RationinB Capital", /ournal ol Suriness (Oclober 1955).
6. see Donald l. Valachi, "More on the Arithmetic of Multiple and
lmaSinary Rales of Relurn", Rea, Estale Appaiset and Analy\t

lseptemb€r-Oclober I 98O).

7. See Stephen D. Messner & M. Chapman Findlay, lll "Real tslate
lnvestment Analysis: IRR versus FMRR, Ihe Reai tstate Appraiser,
Volume XXXXI, No.4, luly-Au8usl, 1976.
8. See Caylon E. Creer and Michael D. Farrell, rnveirner,t Anarysis
For Reai fstate De.isrons (Chicago, lllinois: The Dryden Press, 1981,
Chapler 15).
9. 5€e C. Conrad DoenSes, 'The Reinv6lment Problem, Praclical
Perspeclive," financial Manaqefienl, Sprin8 1972.

Since the IRS no longer

allows an allocation of profits and losses, the arrangements will require conversion of institutional equity into
debt. This conversion will make available tax benefits to
subsidize the economics of Crave DancinB.

Syndications
Syndications represent an opportunity different from institutions. Real estate syndications raise a finite amount
of money for investmenl. Even though most funds provide reserves, these reserves are not sufficient for major
market weakness. The staying power of institutions allows them to ride-out periods of difficulty by commining
additional funds. Public syndications do not have the
ability to go "back to the well". Crave Dancing opportunities in the syndication area are commensurate with
the amount of leverage. The more leverage, the more
likelihood of cash flow deficits and Crave Dancing
opportunities. The Crave Dancer's role is the funding of
operatinS deficis and market and management skill in
return for an ownership position in the project. Dilution
in ownership is much more appealing to a syndicator
than the prospect of selling the property at a loss.
Real estate knowledge and experlise cannot overcome
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poor financial structure. The success or failure of the
Crave Dancer is dependent upon the financial structure
of the transaction. Crave Dancers taking on distressed
properties with short bullet loans, high accruals and inadequate capital for rehabilitation or marketinB, are unlikely to reap the rewards of their efforts.
One musl not forget that all debt must ultimately be
repaid, prior to realization of any profits. Accruing of
interest without adequate regard for the consequence of
compound accruals on debt is not a sound premise.
Proiections with built-in rate escalations must reflect individual market conditions, not anticipated escalation in
the Consumer Price lndex. ln an over-built market there
is a minor correlation between existinB rates and national inflation rates. lnflation's impact on rental rates will be

more affected by supply and demand than the Consumer
Price lndex. The impact of inflation tends to be a lagging
faclor on the rental scale. lt raises rates when new supply, built with escalated cost, sets new thresholds in the
market.
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will occur in savings and
loans, home builders and commercial real estate companies. Oversupply can distress companies as well as
individual properties. Real estate companies have replaced long term fixed rate debt with floating rates and
shorl maturities. The most rewarding opportunities are
Some of the best opportunities
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likely to emanate from Grave Dancing with distressed
owners. This requires being atlle to undertake multiple
assets and locations simultaneously.
Conclusion
The above admonitions reflect the most sagnificant risk
in the Crave Dancer's role at this time. ln many respects,
the complex conditions have made the potential risks to
the Crave Dancer far greater than in previous oversupply cycles. The huge federal deficit has made the

monetization of the currency much more difficult to
achieve, thereby making an inflation bail-out highly unlikely. Without the engine of inflation absorbing supply
and raising rates, the recovery will be much slower and
not as uniform as in the past.
This set of conditions

will

require a higher level of

sophistication than was previously necessary. ln a period o{ low inflation, appreciation in real estate will come
much more {rom intense mana8ement and intelligent
acquisition than from the benefit of time.
The silver lining, namely the reward for the risk, is likely
to be further in the future but none the less worth the
effort. The current distressed situation is not likely to be

repeated in the near future. The institutionization of the
real estate business will reduce the volatility of the real
estate market. lnstitutions are more likely to hold prop
erty longer. The lack of a supply of available acquisitions
will ultimately raise prices.The future will see fewer participants in the business due to the damage wrought by
this cycle of oversupply. The general level of activity is
likely to slow down as the expectation for quick return
disappears. Real estate has historically been a safe and
secure harbor for long term funds. As the current excesses in the market eliminate the short term players and
recent entrants, lhe remaining participants will be fewer,
larger and more sophisticated. This will lead to a more
orderly market with bener information flows among the
participants. Better information and perception of risk
will stabilize the supply-demand scenario and avoid the

current excesses.
The lack of discipline that creates the Grave Dancer's
opportunity is contagious. The undisciplined Crave
Dancer can easily become a victim rather than the
savior. Taking risks today for tomorrow's reward is both

the most challenging and difficult of tasks. Unbridled
optimism must be tempered with reality. The Crave
Dancer's motto must always be, "l suffer from knowing
the numbers". His success will emanate from an understanding of supply and demand, the basic premise of
Economics 101

.

5

building is rented, or in multiple family projects, which
building may be occupied. Concentration of partial
tenancy can materially reduce the cost of operations
during periods of extensive vacancy.

upon the discounting of name-brand merchandise. The
viability of these malls is dependent on price maintenance by the majors, a dubious assumption at best. lt is
unlikely that maior retailers will be willing to merchan-

ln assessinB the advisability of any project, its comp€titive position is as important as the condition of the market. The number one criterion must be replacement cost.
It is now possible for new buildings to be created at a
total cost that is less than identical structures built two or
three years ago. This phenomenon exists because land
prices and interest rates were inflated during the development phase. Thus, competitive position evaluation
must be based on currenl experience rather than historical costs. Potential tenant mix impacts competitive position. New jobs and therefore, new demands for space
are more likely to be created in areas of entrepreneurial
activity than those dominated by mdior corporate users.
Buildings with large square footage pler floor are less
suitable to multiple small users than small floor buildings which have more window space and lend themselves to executive rather than clerical use.

dise goods that establish a base for the off-price retailer.
Casualties among these retailers will be high, suggesting
surplus retail space in off-price malls.

Residential Market
Many of the same considerations that apply to the office

market are also applicable to the residential market.
[valuation of the turrenl stale of occupancy must not
only include multiple family statistics but also condominium and single family construction. Although the
disparity in afterlax cost of occupancy between the
multiJamily rental and home and condominium ownership continues to be great, the urge to own bridges that
gap and makes both forms of ownership very competitive to the rental market. The residential market is the
most cosl sensitive and thereby the best able to attract
additional tenants using price as the inducement. Residential real estate marketing sells square footage and
atmosphere. This provides the opportunity for superior
marketing to create a competitive edge. Amenities and
ambiance can often keep a rental project filled against a
very weak market. Tenant satisfaction often overcomes
price competition. Residential absorption analysis must
include sources of potential growth in tenants. ln the
post 1973 75 era, cities like Atlanta and Orlando recovered slower than the rest of the country because a high
proportion of rental tenants were directly related to the
construction boom. Consequently, the cessation of new
development, which should have accelerated the pace
of fill-up, accelerated the vacancy rate.
Retail Opportunities
The retail aspects of the Crave Dancer's opponunities
are much more limited. Large regional shopping centers

do not commence construction until major anchor
tenants have signed long term leases. Thus the anchors
instill discipline on the market creating few examples of

oversupply- The neighborhood, off-price or community
centers present a very different picture.
There has been tremendous groMh in off-price retailing
in the last four years. This retailing concept is predicated

.1

The number of strip centers has grown exponentially in
the last three years. This growth has been fueled by
investor demand rather than tenant demand. Current
construction is in anticipation of growth rather than in
meeting existing demand. lnadequate consideration is
being given to competition already established.

Traffic is the only consideration relevant to a retailer.
Whereas office and residential are, to varying degrees,
price elastic, this is not true in the retail area. Concessions in the cost of occupancy can not overcome a
lack of traffic. Pioneering attempts or off locations, provide little hope for justifying the Crave Dancer's efforts.
Reliance on site selection by majors, rather than by demand, is not prudent policy. Majors often designate sites
for future development with the expectation that the rest
of the chain will carry the new stores until they mature.
The Time trame

Crave Dancing is not for the faint of heart. Opporlunities
arise from the distress of others, but such distress does
not assure success for the Crave Dancer. Careful assessment of the risk/reward ratio will increase probability of

success. The institutiona lization of real estate has
brought many investors to real estate. The short term
perspective of today's lenders materially reduces the
size of any potential reward which may be achieved by
a successful effort. ln past periods, lenders were willing
to alter the terms of their loans and leave them for l520 years. Now concessions are achievable, but only in a
short term perspective of five to seven years.

lnstitutional lnvestor
Many distressed properties are owned by well funded
investors. Pension funds and insurance companies are
more willing to take a longer perspective on the real
estate. Rather than accepting a short term loss, they are

willing to hold for recovery. Faith in the future is

as

much motivated by confidence as it is a reflection of fear
in acknowled6ing a mistake. The institutional influence
should make distressed markets more stable and able to
avoid panics and severe price cutting. Quick reaction to
market opportunities and creative approaches should
give the entrepreneur Crave Dancer a distinct advantage. Staying power is often substituted by the discipline
of a present value analysis. Previous experience by institutions of selling too early and seeing the Crave Dancer's profit is likely to encourage over-holding of property.

Despite the "deeper pockets" of institutional owners,
opportunities will abound. The Crave Dancer will trade
expertise and some capital for ownership and control.
These arrangements, mostly in the form of joint ventures,
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OVERSEAS INVESTMENT IN
CHINESE HOTEL IOINT VENTURES
by Dr. M. A. Hines

Several high-quality hotels built according to in,
ternational standards have been financtd and constructed under overse.ls ioint ventures with the Chinese
Bovernment and its organizational entities. Among the
newly constructe(l hotels are the Gre.tl Wall Hotel oi
Beijing, the linling Hotel of Nanjing, and rhe White
Swan and the China tlotels of Cuangzhou.
Beiiing Hotels lncluding The New Creat Wall Hotel
Since Beijing is the Chinese government ancl political
cenler, it attracts nrany visitors who conduct government

and political business with China and ils various

?

ministeries and dep.rrtments. Beiiing is also.t tourist center b€cause il oflLers .r number o{ tourist anractions within
its city, county and regional boundaries. For example,

many tourists lo China feel they must see the Panda
bears of the Beijing Zoo, the Creat Wall of China located

two to three hours driving time to the northwest o[ Beijing, the Forbidden Cily, Mao's tomb, the numerous
Ming tombs northwest of lhe city and the various shrines
and temples located in various spols around Beijing.
Therefore, vi,,itors-hu,,iness, government, politir al
ne€d transient and perhaps long{erm housing while
they take care of their business in the cily.
Historically, the Bt,ijing Hotel accomnrrxlrted visilors to
Beijing. lt p.rrtitularly (.rlered lo those visiting the gov,
ernment and politit.rl leaders whose ofiices were within
three to four blocks of the hotel. Since the Forbiden City
is across the street, thc hoslelry attracted individu.rls and
groups of touri5ts who wished to view the immense
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complex of the ruling families from former centuries.
Today the Beijing Hotel consists of three distinct parls
that together use the entire block of land on which the
hotel is located. A central ground-level conidor links the
three buildings toSether. The additions to the original
hotel to the west have been made at different intervals

by the Chinese government. The newest high-rise and
mosl architecturally modern section lies to the east. The
main driveway up to the door of the hotel is located now
in this newer addition. The occupancy rate for the entire
hotel is said to be unusually high. Part of the high occupancy status is due to the long visits of various foreign
goverment and company organizations who do business
in Beijing. Suites of rooms reportedly are being rented
on a long-term basis by such organizations because
appropriate office space is not available for purchase or

rent in close proximity to the government and political
headquarters. ln some measure the Beijing Hotel, owned and managed by the People's Republic of China government, provides residential and office space for many
of its clients.

still too early to analyze the total investment returns of
this well-known BeijinS joint venture hotel. The Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank appears satisfied with the investment results through its Peninsula subsidiary. The
company's representative banking office is housed in the
premises of the hotel complex. The bank seeks more
joint venture and direct income prop€rty investments in

the adiustment.

Beiiing and other Chinese areas.

of its re-ignition continues. DurinB the inflationary period, the consumer most visually recognized this phenomenon on his daily life by the escalation in single

The Great Wall Hotel, opened in December 1983, is
located in the northwest quadrant of Bei,inB along the
main thoroughfare, North Donghuan Road. This busi'1,007
ness and tourist hotel- 2 'l -stories with
Suest
principal
the
the
road
from
rooms-is located across

section of Beijing devoted to foreign embassies. lt is a
natural location for a hotel serving visitors from most
countries of the world with advanced industrialized
economies. For example, the French Embassy lies within
two to three blocks of the hotel's main entrance. This
international-styled hotel housed U.5. President Ronald
Reagan and his large staff during his 1984 SprinS visit to
Beiiing.

ln the eastern portion of the city, where the Beijing Hotel
is located, lies the diplomatic section. Much of the cen-

The joint venture agreement was drawn up by a Califor-

tral and northern sections of the east side of Beiiing

Chinese representative and the China lnternational
Travel Service, an aSency of the Chinese Sovernment.

house the various diplomatic and military missions from
all over the world. Some embassies have been located in
Beijing for a number of years. One of the largest diplomatic complexes, that of the Soviet Union, is located in
the central east side of lhe city. The transient and permanent members of the various diplomatic missions are
housed according to their respective lengths of stay. Permanent members of the various diplomatic corps inhabit

some of the luxury residential buildings. Their income
levels normally far exceed that of the normal Chinese
worker, and they may be the only prospective tenants or
owners for many of the new and costly luxury apartment
buildings in the area.
The Jianguo Hotel, Beiiing's first joint venture hotel, was

opened in '1982. lt was designed by Clement Chen and
Associates, a San Francisco-based firm for the joint ven-

ture group comprised of the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Bank's subsidiary, lhe Overseas Eritish Peninsula Croup
and a Chinese Bovernment entity. Some investment,
made by the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank through
their subsidiary, complemented the investment in land
and cash by the Chinese Bovernment. A mangement
contract for 10 years was reportedly extended lo the
Overseas British Peninsula Croup in order to train
appropriate hotel management and staff to manage the
hotel until the Chinese government would take full title
and operation of the hostelry at the end of the 1O-year

period. The hotel operation utilizes the worldwide
Peninsula Croup reservations system. This mid-rise, fivestory hotel facility strings out along the main easlwest
thoroughfare, Jianguomen Avenue. lt features an assortment of cuisine ranging from Chinese and Japanese to
Western so as to satisfy the palates of foreign travelers.
Since the management contract and the overseas investment runs approximately seven to eight more years, it is

46

lnflation
The political and economic decisions of the 1960s and
1970s generated a period of very high inflation in the
1970s and early 1980s. The United States was facing
double-digit inflation in an economy not prepared for

nia construction company headed by an overseas
The man8emenl contract for the hotel calls for the overseas traininS of the hotel mana8ement and staff. At the
end of the management contract the hotel and its complete operation will revert to the Chinese Sovernment.
So far the management personnel have been acquired
from foreign international hotel operations, and the
training for this particular hotel's operations has involved the United States, HonB Kong and other worldwide training locations.

The linling Hotel Complex Of Naniing
ln the central business district of Naniing lies the Jinling
Hotel, 37-stories high and currently the tallest building

in China. NanjinS, with a population of over three million people (a relatively short distance to the northwest
of Shanghai), is the capital of Jiangsu Province (see Exhibi0. The 760-room hotel has the first Chinese revolving restaurant and lounge, the Sky Lounge, on its 37th
floor. The hotel is one part of a total income-producing
complex embracing an apartmenl building, a multi-story
parking facility and shopping center. This internationalquality hotel, opened in the Spring of 1983, is another
example of an overseas joint venture. The current chairman of the board of the Singapore Land Company
headed an investor group whose other members were
located in Hong Kong. Thechief equity partner was born

and raised in NanjinB. A management contract for
approximately l0 years was signed by a hotel managemenl Broup from Hong Kong affiliated with the investor

group. The hotel management and staff is sent abroad for
three- to four-week training periods. Some of the chefs
are sent to lhe United States to learn the preparation of
Western cuisine. Japanese and Chinese dishes are also
offered in the hotel dining rooms. Financing came from
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Despite the severe reduction of inflation, the expectation

family costs and lhe monthly announcement of the Consumer Price lndex. Just as those involved in the oil industry predicted the continued escalation in the price of

oil, so too did the investor-consumer

presume that
double-diBit inflation was only temporarily impeded and
lrund to return. The investor-consumer presumes thal if
everyone's pordolio includes real estate ownership, the
benetits will continue from inflationary pressures as in

the past. The natural outSrowth of this alteration in
thinking has been the dedication of more funds to the

ownership of real estate. This has contributed markedly
to the seller's market in real estate and inevitably will
lead to economic loss and market oversupply.

Herd lnstincl
The current status of the real estate market is different
than previous periods of oversupply. Along with the inflationary pressures of the late 1970s came a new perception that the future groMh of the country was in the
sunbelt. Consequently, a massive disproportion of new
developments and construction occurred in a series of
limited Beographic areas. lnvestors in real estate directed
their efforts toward these limited geographic areas, as
did lenders and developers. Therefore, some of these
cities are facing five to eight years of oversupply in housing and office space, whereas the rest of the country has
a much smaller inventory.

Office Market
It is within this framework that one must

assess

and eval-

uate a standard approach to taking advanlage of opportunities from those less fonunate. Real estate is unique,
and despite significant weakness and oversupply in any
Siven market, it does not preclude the possibility of existinB opportunity. Perhaps at no lime in any previous
period of oversupply has the statement "no generaliza-

tions are relevant" been more applicable. The post
197)-1975 recovery made almost dny acquisition in
the prior period economically viable. Escalation of demand in a period of minimal construction rapidly filled
the oversupplied markets. The absorption rate this time
is likely to be the mosl critical element in any Crave
Dancing scenario. Reliance on historic perspeclives
must be tempered by individual market analysis. For
example, the energy boom impacted on office absorption in cities like Dallas, Houston, Denver and Oklahoma City. lf one looked at those markets and presumed
an absorption rate predicated on the past {ive years, he
would see a distorted view of the needs for future space.
ZELL: THE RETURN OF THE CRAVE DANCER

Even after making adjustments for economic ab€rration.
one would be prudent to study the markets looking for
other lelltale signs that could impact on future needs.
As a broker recently commented, a maior consideration
must be the "sublet curse". Many firms committed themselves to significantly more space than was immediately
required. The logic for such moves was to protect
againsl further rate increases and guarantee availability

of expansion space. These tenants now find a diminished need and are adding this extra space back to
the inventory.

The 1982 recession forced corporate management to
evaluate and reduce overhead, with particular focus on
reduction in middle mana8ement personnel. Althou8h
this reduction is most glaringly exemplified by the automobile manufacturers, it is a situation that is prevalent
through<.rut corporate America, resulting in a reevaluation of space requirements and the creation of
sublet requirements. The rise in cost of services .rnd

occupancy to service firms has also lead to a reevaluali<ln of personnel requarenrents and space needs.
The business communily has made a permanent shift
toward less strdld of mdn,rBement.
Any review of the markel must also include an assess-

ment of the developable sites. ln many parts of the country, land assemblages are currently being canied at high
cost awaiting the next opportunity to develop. ldentifying these land holdings is a critical element in assess'
ment of the absorption rate. High cost assemblages will
be developed at the first sign of recovery in those markets, usually before the strength of such recovery is confirmed. Thus, these assemblages should be included in
any evalualion of future supply.

The Crave Dancer's Breatest ally is time. Aggressive
ne8otiation with existinB tenants for lease extensions,
even at concessionary rates, is preferable to seeking new
occupancy. The leasing focus should be current income
to bridge lhe trough in the current market of oversupply.

Any market assessment must include the nature of competing ownership. The office market loday primarily reflects institutional ownership. Market timing and quick
decisions nre not the hallmark of ownership by committee. Nimble movement and creative pricing give the
Crave Dancer a definite market advantage which is
necessary in order to overcome the deep pockets of
institutionrl capital. lnstitutional deals have been sold
using internal rate of return calculations. These calculations presume a sale in '10-15 years. Thus a rent-up
philosophy reflects short term give-ups for long term
"market rJtes". ln competing, the Crave Dancer must
tailor his approach to the market by seeking altern;rtives
to the institutional competition.

The Crave Dancer also has the opportunity to lower
op€rating costs. Properties acquired at a sharp discount
or with extensive below market financing can achieve
reductions in real estate taxes based on the purchase
price as opposed to original cost. Further expense reductions can be achieved by controlling where space in the

l

As rates rose beyond historical precedent, the savings
and loans with fixed rate pordolios saw their net worth
eroded at an alarming pace. Federal policy encouraged
conversion of mutual savings and loans to stock corporations. This replenished their capital, but also infused
massive liquidity because each dollar of new capital
could be leveraged into $33 of assets.

Additional liquidity emanated from the creation of mortgage backed securities. These mortgage backed securities provided the savings and loans with a secondary

market in which to unload their existing portfolio of

single family mortgages. The combination of new equity
and liquiditv within existing portfolios pressured the

institutions inlo nalional expansion in commercial real
estate.

This set of circumstances is fraught with danger and reminiscent of the REIT experience of l0 years ago. As the
ability to raise funds out-stripped the ability to make

local, profitable investments, it sought national opportunities. The results have been predictable-too much
money chasing too few deals.
Loan underwriting has suffered from pressure to invest
funds. Higher levels of risk have been necessary to
Benerate a positive spread over the cost of money. The
accrual of significanl portions of interest obligations defers those obligations into the future, the assumption being that inflation will increase cash flow to cover the
shortfall. However since these are floating rate loans,

future inflation will only increase the spread between
the inleresl owed and the cash flow earned.
Syndications

The public syndication of real estate, from a base of
$200 million in 1970, will Brow to $6 billion in 1984.

This exponential growth and the pressure to invest lhis
tremendous flow of funds emanated from the acceptance by lhe general public of real estate as the best form
of inflation hedging. Today's real estate market is driven

more by the ability b sell the product than the user's
demand for occupancy.

This growth has also encouraged a growing number of
sponsors whose real estate expertise is second to their
marketing capabilities. AlthouBh public syndication of
real eslate has proven to be a viable and intelligent investment ,lternative within a trroader spectrum of financial and estate planning, excesses by sponsors have
been and continue to be prevalent and have encouraged
the escalation of prices and the creation of product for
which there is insuflicient demand. The creation of these
organizations has been rapid and resulted in overhead
burdens which require the conslanl creation of new
funds in order to support the structure. Failure o{ the
market to distinguish quality sponsors will continue to
encourage over-investmenl.
Pension Funds

The pension funds, having been burned significantly in
the 70's with heavy emphasis on bonds and common
stock, have looked to real estate as an obvious area for

)

diversification. This pool of funds, which represents the
largest and fastest growing source of new capital, is
slowly altering its objectives to reflect a specified proportion of total assets in real estate. These funds have
been invested in commingled pools run by sophisticated
real estate sponsors as well as through advisors with
extensive real estate background. Although pension
funds have adopted very conservative criteria for investment, the sheer size of the pool applies pressure to the
market especially on "brochure" buildings where competition has driven yields down.
Economic Viability
The economic viability of the development process is
dramatically different when the developer has the role of
being a creator of the product to be sold as opposed to
the creation of the product for long term ownership and
mana8ement. When a real estate product is pre-sold

prior to construction, with relatively minor lease-up
responsibility, the supply-demand scenario within the

market place is less of a consideration and leads to oversupply. This is particularly true in post-inflationary p€riods where rents have risen dramatically and the high
point on the rental scale became the point of reference
for new projects. Rents rise in res@ns€ to scarcity of
supply. New supply tempers or reduces rates, making
viability assumptions suspect. Owner concessions,
which materially reduce cost of occupancy, must be
factored into achievable rates. Capitalization of income
without such a discount distorts the rate of return and
encourages oversupply. The conversion of real estate
analysis, from capitalized rates on existing cash flow to
internal rate of return, distorts the value of the property.
lnternal rates of return include inflationary assumptions
which justify new development without adiusting them
to the supply-demand situation in the marketplace.
The creation of new real estate pro,ects and the financ-

ing thereof do nol include any presupposition of need.
Developers are creating a product that meets the developer's test of profitability, not necessarily the marketplace's test of economic viability. lf the developer believes the creation and presale of the product assure him

a profit, then the discipline of the marketplace disappears and oversupply follows.

The other element of economic feasibility reflects the
type of product constructed. The type of producl to b€
constructed has hislorically been economic rather than
markel driven. For example, unlimited markets exist for
low-cost housing because develop€rs are unable to economically build units that can be rented or sold at the
low end of the scale. Consequently, the oversupply in
the market not only reflects more square footage than
can be absorbed, but is targeted toward the luxury or

first-class end of the economic spectrum. This bias
occurs because the rental rate differential between premier real estate and secondary real estate is grealer than

the costs related to such upgrading. Therefore, economic viability is further endangered by the greatest
supply being in the smallest segment of the user market.
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the Hong Kong and Shanghai Eank of Hong Kong. This
foreign loan was paid off after one year and refinanced
by the Bank of China. At pres€nt little foreign investment
remains in the hotel's p€rmanent financing. When the
management contract ends, the Chinese government
will take over the project's ownership and management.

unencumbered hostelry built

to international quality

standards. As cash flows are Senerated, Citibank's prin-

cipal and interest are paid b€fore the Chinese partner
receives any portion of the cash flow. After the Chinese
parlner receives a specified amount, the residual cash
flow is shared by the ioint venture partners until China

When the hotel was constructed, separate and in-

takes over the entire ownership and mana8ement.

dependent water and electrical systems were installed so
the hotel does not rely on the city of Naniing for treated

The Fulure Of Overseas roint Ventures For Chinese
Hotel Development And lnveslmenl

water or electricity. Supplying good drinking water

is

still a problem for most Chinese cities. Electrical supplies
adequate for a building's normal and peak op€rations
are not always reliable al any location in the People's
Republic of China.

Stillto b€ constructed are a swimming pool, health club
with sauna and massage facilities and a classic Suzhou
formal garden. A retailbuilding is scheduled to contain a
department store, supermarket and small boutiques.
Several government owned and operated department
stores are located in the near vicinity. After nearly l8
months of operation, the hotel almost has a 55 p€rcent
occupancy rate. lt caters to both the business and tourist
trade. Nanjing, like many prominenl cities of China, is
an industrial, Bovernment, educational, and cultural
center of the Jiangsu Province.

Property developers and lenders from

a number of

countries including Hong Kong, Japan, and the United
States are considering mutually profitable holel investment in China along lhe lines of the Chinese-sanctioned
joint venture. As the Chinese economy develops, more
transient hotel accommodations will be needed to handle the expanding tourist and business trade.
EXHIEIT

Maior Tourist Cities and Sites of China
Maior Tourist Cities and Sites

od"*"

Guangzhou's White Swan And China Hotels

o

Cuangzhou-often called "Canton" as an abbreviation-has approximately 57 hotels and guest houses
that contain approximately 12,500 Buest rooms. Overseas ioint ventures involve two of the newest hotelsthe White Swan and the China Hotels. The White Swan
Hotel, staffed by 2,000 people, was opened in February
1983. The 28-story international five-star hotel is a ioint
venture o[ the CuanBdong Tourism Bureau and

Coodyear lnvestments Co. Ltd. of Hong Kong. The
Chinese government permitted this luxury hotel to be
built on a picturesque point alon8 the Pearl River on
Shamian lsland in dn drea previously inhabited by the
British and French government ani company representatives. This business/tourist hotel is located approximately 20 to 25 minutes driving time across town from
the Cuangzhou lnternational Trade Exhibition Hall.
Products and services of mainland China and the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in Cuangzhou are
displayed and promoted at the hall by company representatives al two international trade fairs per year in the
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spring and fall. Visitors from all over the world attend the
fairs. This grand hotel, with its shoppinB arcade, coffee

o

shop and informal lounge on the ground level, monopolized the luxury hotel market in the city until the
China Hotel opened in Spring '1984 across the street
from the lnternational Exhibition Hall-

0
9o o

ch

This overseas joint venture hotel represents debt financ-

ing from Citibank of Hong Kong and ownership by an
entity of the Chinese government. When the Citibank
loan is fully repaid (including capital repayment and
interest on the loan) and the manaSement contract terminates, the Chinese Bovernment will own the
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THE RETURN OF THE CRAVE DANCER

SHOPPING CENTER RRESPONSIBITITY FOR
SECURITY FORCE MAINTENANCE

by Samuel Zell

by Linda L. lohnson and Roberl L. Cherry, lr.

Like Rip van Winkle, the Crave D.rncer hibernates from
one real estate cycle k.r lhe next. He emerges [ron] his
long sleep when the real e5tate r ommunily violates
Ceorge Santyana's l9O6 admonitil)n, "Those who do
not learn from the pa5t are condemned to relive it."

Mediln levels of operating exlrnses reported for

all
types of shopping c(,nters ran8e from 26 to 4oulo of total
oper,rting receipts ac<:r>rding to data published lry the

Urban L.rnd lnstitute in its 1981 printing of Do//ars

&

ot Shopping C(,Dte.s. I Bec,ruse oi the trend toward
increasetl operation.rl expenses, in l978 the Urban Land
lnslitute's shopping ( enter study incorporated a specific
breakrkrwn on contrrllable cosl components which includes ser:urity, snow removal .rnd heating, ventilation,
and .rir conditionin,j (HVAC) expenses. Most notable
amonll lhese.lre th(' recurity cost figures repnrled by
Cen15

mall type in Exhibit

L

I

As sc('n rn I

4'
,/_.

t::
fi

Howtver, the mere fact that security costs h.rve now
been accepted as a line item in standard financial reporting [r.rr shopping centers deserves some comment. What
has caused shopping center managers and developers lo
neetl security for(e protection ior their prt,nrises?
Although long ternr st.rtistical daLr for this line item expenst'is generally unavailable, nrore recent sludies

published by the Urban Land lnstitute indicale that
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investor see[ing Sre.tler rtrk bv atrluiring propcrly tn

distress, and even Bre,rter reward by earning the economic henefit from surcessful resurreclion. The Crave
Dancer's nteasure of reward is refle< teri by improving
the value of real estale, which if sut cessful far outpaces
the performance of the economy.

l.

xhihil I, shoppingtenlt.rexpen:er [or rer urity do not appear large in relation t() other more {.]miliar
operaling expenses such as pr(Derty t.rxes and.rtlministr.rtive salaries. Those median costs nray range as high as
.57 and .28 per f<xll of gross leasable area, res;x'< live'ly.

h

The cmergence oi thc Crave Dancer reflects an .rlteration in lhe risk reward ralio of real elt.rle investmenl. The
cld\\i( mulivation for re.rl e\ldle inve:lment ts p,rr.iive
reflecting a desire for slability, security, inflation protection and growth. However the Crave D.lncer is an .tctive

least shorl term increases lrom l97B to i98l have occurrt'd in securily force expenses as seen in Exhibit 2.
Why are these increases occurrinB? Are operaling expenses of shopping centers entering a trend of continued
increases in security costsa Do security force expenses

really represenl an area of controllable operational
costsi
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, FALL,ryVINTER I9B4

The current state oi the U.5. real est.rte markel reflt'< ts an
orgy o[ development that has follt>wed the high inilatir-rn
era of the early 19ti0s. Supply o{ space has been fueled

by excess availability of funds, misrt'.rding of demand,
hedging .rgainst inflation and geogr.rphic concentration
of supply. The deg,ree to which supply exceeds dem.rnd
rivals, rnd in some r'.rses, surpasses lhe conditions thrl
existed from 197 \ to 1975. DurinS thal era, oversupply
caused widespread linancial distress for banks, insuran(e companies .rnd equity owners of real t'stale.
This:ilualion was rggravated by the creation o[ 5hort
term nrortg.rge real e5t.rte investnrent lrusts. Thete lrusls
in{used ;pproxim.rtely $20 billion dollars of new [unds
inlo the re.rl estrte m.rrket. This infusir.rn of capit.rl, ,rkrng
Sznuel Zell

r bundu.

pru1t

pal

!t(x

lhol(i,. rnd (hdrrnrJ,) i,

l/x,

lxsaxl rtr Lqutrv ftnant nl anl llrrnJlienxyrr ( ()rnprnv. r ( hr .r*o
ba*'r/ n.rtronwrde nJ/ r.\ltk' tnqdntzalr,t) \\htr h or,r'ns anr./ r4xv.rttr .r
natkrtldl L\,rt|jllJ ol ,*thttttal nd contottn t.-r/ 2rog,rtk" /ft,r'.r/'o
, hrrrnr.rn. yrre'rdont .rnd , hx, ererulrv(,tntr tl (,n,dt r\mttr nn
Mrnr8(,nx,nt nnd lnvc\tn\\ ,ln< Mr Lell r t iequenr <onrrtlxtror to
varou\ ii..r/ c\tale pubirr .rtronr as rveli ,rs .r s1x.rAerund p.rnrr^l Le i5
a grrdurk,(, the Un,!er\(y ()i Mr(h,g.rn .rn(l lhc Unrve^rlv r, Mft hr-

F

with convention.rl sources, led kl excess s;>tculation
and an oversupply o{ space. The current situ.rlion and
anticip.rted resulls .rre reminis(enl of that ern.

Availability Of funds
Funds;rvailable ft)r re.tl estate exp.rnded dram.rtically as
a resull of finant ial deregulation, the growth 0f:yndication, pension [un(l particip"rtion, .rnd institutional in-

volvement in the development .rnd ownership of real
estate equities.

Expansion of the powers of:avings and loans and the
encouraBement of their conversion lrom mutual lo stock
ass(x iations intreased the funds available for reJl estate
inveslments. ln the p.rst, as interest r.rtes rose, Rt gulalion
Q ceilings crealetl disintermedialion .rnd the withdrawal

oi

[unds seeking higher yields. Disinterme(lidtion reduted [unds av.rilable for lending, thereby lhrotlling excess developnrent. Deregulalion allowed <ontinued
access ln funds, but al a higher < ost. The advenl o[ broker insured degrsits also elinrin.rtt'd previous geographi< b.rrriers to thr. ilow of fun<ls.

Purpose And A,tethodobgy
This paper will analyze the reasons behind the increase
in shopping center expenses for security. The methodology to be followed is an analysis of various courl cases
litigated over the last decade on the issue of liability for
shopper injury from third party assaults. Because the
question o{ in-store responsibility for shopper safety has
been overwhelmingly ruled on as a shopping center
liability, only recent cases will be examined with decisions favoring the liability of customer safety in business parking lots.
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EXHIBIT 1
Security Expenses by Type of Shopping Center (1978)
(Dollars per square foot of Cross Leasable Area)
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Eackground Of The Law
The status of a person who goes to a business establish-
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Security Expenses by Type of Sh<.rpping Cenler (1981)
(Dollars per square foot of Cross Leasable Area)
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care for customer safety.
Synopsis

Of The

Cases

During the last decade, only ten of the fifty state appellate courts have been asked to decide the liability of
business property owners in these cases. However, of
these iurisdictions, nine have modified the prior common law doctrines previously discussed. The courts indicated that parkinS lot protection is parl of the reasonable care owed by a business owner to customers in
certain situations. ln thes€ states, the courts said protection against criminal acts is warranted by a business
owner whenever he has knowledge of prior criminal

activity on the premises. Of the nine states to imply a
change in common law, three did not find liability on
the part of the business owner but made supporting
statements which indicated that under different factual
circumstances liability was possible. Only one court
completely barred the property owner from liability.

ltonoger

hesidenl

Laa.yy oI

57
80
46
34

lower
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attacks was not considered part of exercising reasonable

ment to transact business (such as the purchase of goods)
is determined by common law in the different states. The
gengrally acr epted principle is lhat a person entering a
storb for the purpose of trade oc( upies the status of dn
"invitee." lt is not even necessary that the person has the
intent lo make a parlicular purchase in order to acquire
the status.a Moreover, the maiority of states recognize
the business parking lots as part of the total business
premises to which "invitee" stalus is extended.s Under

common law, the owner or operator owes to all "invitees" in trade parking lols, as well as in the store, a
duty to keep the premises reaso-ably safe and exercise
reasonable care for the invitee's safety.{' This duty,
however, does not make business property owners an
insurer against personal injury caused by the wrongful
acts of third lrrsons nol under their control which cannot be anticipated or guarded against.T In other words,
business owners were not considered responsible lor
such criminal acls since such conduct is beyond their
control and cannot be anticipdted. Protection against

No l-iability Under Any Circumstances
Oklahoma is the only state to completely bar a criminally assaulted customer from bringing a neBliSence
action aSainst a prop€rty owner. ln Davis v. Allied Supermarkets, lnc.,8 the plaintiff was physically iniured
and robbed of her pocketbook in a supermarket parking
lot. The alleged negligence by the defendants was failing
to provide adequate lighting and security personnel in a

high crime area.

Oklahoma's Supreme Court's reasoning was brief. The
court concdes that the criminal problem was serious

but to hold a store owner liable for criminal attacks
would put the business owner in lhe position of an insurer. Therefore, the court says the plaintiff's damages
were caused by the independent, intervenin8 criminal
acl of a third party and the business owner is not liable.
A point of significance is that there was no mention of
specific prior criminal incidents but merely an allegation
of the store being in a high crime area. Knowledge of
prior criminal incidents is an imporlant factor in most of
the other jurisdictions deciding in favor of liability.

liability Possible Urde] Different facts
lllinois, South Carolina and Tennessee denied a business
property owner to be liable for criminal assaults on
customers under each of the fact situations presentd,
but did not completely close the door on potential liability. ln the lllinois case of O'Brien v. Colonial Village,
lnc.,e the female plaintiff was assaulted by an unknown
male assailant in the parking lot of a 27-store shopping
center with a ten-acre parking lot. The court dismissed
the case against the shopping center after stating there
may be circumstances which extend the duty of a prop-

erty owner on prollerty where the public is invited. A
primary reason for dismissal was lhat the plaintiff did not
allege any previous criminal incidents had occurred or
that defendants had any knowledge of prior attacks
which would have made the plaintiff's anack foreseeable.
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ln South Carolina's Shipes v. Piggly Wiggly 5t. Andrews,

lnc.,"'a man in his mid-sixties was assulted by

several

persons in a supermarket parking lot in Charleston. No
violent crimes had been committed in the neighborhood
and the only crimes known to the manager of the store

were shoplifting and theft of a tap€ deck in an employee's car. The South Carolina Supreme Court
adopted the rule that a business prop€rty owner is not
liable for criminal attacks unless he knows of or has
reason lo know of criminal attacks similar to the one
which the plaintiff su{fered. ln other words, in South
Carolina knowledge of general f,etty crime in the area or
on the premises is insufficient to make a plaintiff's attack
fo reseea b le

.

The Tennessee Supreme Court in Cornpropst v. Sloan"
was faced with the factual situation of a female shopper
attacked and beaten by a third party in the parking lot of
EastBate ShoppinB Center, a 37-store complex in Memph is. The plaintiff filed the aclion against the owners and
manag,ers of the shopping center alleging negligence on
their part for failure k) exercise reasonable care to protect her from harm. The finding was in favor of the defendant. The court ruled more narrowly and held that
there is no duty upon shopping cenler owners, whose
manner of operation does not attract t riminal elements
to guard against third party assaults, unless prior knowledge exists that such harmful acts have occurred, are
occurring or are ah)ut to occur.

Thus, in the lllinois, South Carolina and Tennessee
cases, the business property owner was not held liable
for third party criminal activity aSainst patrons in the
parking lot. Each case, however, contained supporting
statements indicating lhat liability was possible given the
correct circumstances.

Liability
North Carolina, New lersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, Florida, and California all imposed liability on the business
property owner from criminal assaults on customers under the factual situation of each case. While these iu-

risdiclions each used a somewhat dilferent reasoning for
imposing the liability, there are many similarities in the

couns'decisions.
f oster v. Winston Saltm loint Venture'r

isa l98l Norlh

Carolina case where two unidentified males beat the
plaintiff, violently pushed her onto the seat of her car
and then threw her to the parking lot pavement conlinuinB to beat and kick her. The plaintiff filed her action
against the mall owners claiming they were negliBent in
failing to provide adequate securily in lhe parking lol for
the protection o{ patrons. Evidence presented showed
that in the year preceding the pl.:intiff's incident, there
were .] I incidents of criminal activity, including as many
as {ive assaults on the mall premises. Further evidence
showed that only one guard was assigned to patrol the

lot on the day the plaintiff was assaulted.

Using

foreseeability as the test to determine the extent of a
prop€rty owner's liability in such a case, the court held
that the defendants had reason to know of the propensity

50

for customer harm to occur in the premises and that the
defendants breached their duty to exercise reasonable
care to maintain the mall in a secure and safe manner for
customers.
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals in Walkoviak v. Hilton

Hotel Corp.dl'l was faced with the factual situation
where the male plaintiff was accostd by two unknown
assailants, beaten, stabbed and robbed in the parking lot
of a Hilton Hotel where he had been attending a convention. He filed an action against the Hilton Hotel
Corporation based upon negligence of the hotel for failing to supply adequate security measures, failing to warn
him of any danger and failing to protect him. ln this case,
there were only two criminal assaults within the preceding twelve months, both of which were in the area rather
than on the premises. ln overturninS the lower court's
ruling for the defendant, the court stated that the evidence was sufficient to raise issues of facl as to whether
the hotel conducted its security in accordance with reasonable and prudent innkeeper standards, Biven similar
circumstances. This Texas case is a departure from the
other cases since the two prior occurrences were only in
the vicinity and not on the business premises. As compared to rulings by other courts which found liability,

the Texas court definitely broadened lhe area of
foreseeability of customer harm.

of Iaylor v. Centennial Bowl, lnc.,"
involved a female plaintiff who was attacked in the defendant's parking lot after the plaintiff had been warned
by employees of the defendant not to Bo outside unescorted. The attacker was a patron of the defendants
and had made advances toward the plaintiff inside the
bowling alley business premises. The court held that a
businessman has the duty to take affirmative action to
control the wrongful acts of persons that threaten invitees if the owner has reasonable cause lo anticipate
such acts and the probability of injury resulting therefrom. ln lhis case, foreseeability and duty arise not {rom
prior criminal activity but just prior acts on the premises.
The California case

Florida has had two cases within the last decade on the
queslion of business liability for customer harm in park,
-1974
inB lots. A
case, Rotbart v. Jor<lan Marsh Company,'' involved a male customer of a Jordan Marsh department store who had parked his car on the second
floor of a store owned parking garage. After discovering
the Barage elevator was not functioning, he searched for
an exit bul was attacked by two armed men who robbed
him, beat him and left him unconscious. The plaintiff
filed his action charging lordan Marsh with negligence
in failing to maintain the elevator in working order, failing to have the exit marked and failing to provide adequate security to prevent criminal assaults. Despite the facl
that there were no references to any prior criminal
assaults eilher in the area or on the premises, the court
ruled that the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of
keeping its premises in a reasonably safe condition.
Moreover, il stated that the store musl guard against subjectinS customers to dangers of which it is cognizanl or
reasonably miBht h.ive foreseen. Unfortunately, the
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lhe Return ol the Crave Dancet
Sarn.re, Zerr, Page I
The Crave Dancer is an actave investor who assumes Sreat risk by
acquirin8 property in distress and anticipates a return o[ great
potentaal reward if the investment is a success. He is awakenint

lenders and investo.s to s€e a Sreatly diffused pidure by usinS what
if logic when analyzing a p(operty. Ihe anicle inlroducH a
theoretacal structure of information as it a@lies lo real 6tale, and

Ditinflduon rnd lhe Housinq Matket n the lg80s
lohn C. weiclrcr, PaBe 6
Disinflalion has been the dominant factor in the housing market
durinS the l98Os, jusl as inflation was durin8 the 1960s and 1970s.
Houses are no lonSer in demand as a hedge against inflation, and
their prices are declininS in real terms, althouSh they are still hi8her
than be{ore inflation slaned. li the process of disrntlation continues,
the worst part of the adiuslment may be over, and in retrospect the
problems of the housing market dr.rring the early I980s will be seen

O.vkl

uses the valuation

The Perils

as lransitional.
Rea/ fsl.ite 5yndication invertmenlr: Risls and Rewards

D.vkl B. BlenLo, PaEe 15
Attracted by lhe prospect of hiSh afrer-tax returns, investors annually
spend billions of dollars on ,eal ertate syndicalions. These
investmenls have become popular due to the well publicized
success of earlier syndications, ds well as recenl favorable changes
in lax and 5ecurities laws. Nonelheless, due to increased
compelition lor property acquisitions, syndications today cannot
necessarily Suaranlee superior returns.
Expandjn9 the PrcducE and Sewtces
Case

ot lhnd Patty

of financtal lnetitutions: Ihe

Rea/ fstate Brolerages

Austin t. lafle aod l. Randall WoohidEe, PaBe 19
The dereBulated environment of the financial syslem during the
early 1980s has changed the nature of fanancial rnslitutions. Once
regarded as completely independent agency lirms, real eslate
brokerage offices are one of lhe latest available activities for savjnSs
and loan associations in thi5 new environment. This paper examine5
lhe controversies over so c.ll(d lhard party brokerages and discusses

lhe economic molivations of deB)sitory institutions to expand into
this area.

Dillusinq the ln{otmation t\plosrcn
8. Hulley, PaBe 25
The closed or lineal approach to solving problems has its

RM

limitations. Computerizalion has permitted appraisers, counselors,

ol

Reat

of an income property lo illustrale iIs use.

tttate Counseline

fus Hfu,Page

30

Real estale counseling is difficuh w<rk that beconres funtrer
complicaled as bosiness volume grows. This anicle di<u5ses
potential problem areas and suggests sorne renedies.

Measuring Rea/ [s{a(e ReturnJ

loln M.M.h.n,

CRt, Page 3)
This anicle is n stale o{ the a( look al the problem ol measuring real
eslale relurns. The analytical rnodel utilizes a sophilrcated spread
sheel computer program, with step by-step discussion of how each
variable is ke.rted. Sensitivrty analysis is us€d to rneasure the degree
lo which chan8e in variablel (e.g., construction c(xl; renlal levels;
expense; etc.) will impact tol.l retum. Retums are cal(ulated in
both real and nominal lerms, for br{h the developer and the

Overseai ,ryeslment in Chinese Hotel loint Ventures

Mary

Nk!

Hirp.,

Page 45

The People's Republic of China (PRC) needs transient housang for
ttusinEs and tourist purposes. Ittey need hotels managed and
equipped lo international standards as $ey continue (o expand thear
do.nestic and inlernalional txrsiness and their lourist lrade frorn both
abroad and wrthin the country. To accomplish this now requires
overseas managerial and conslruclion expedise in the form of ioint
venture aSreemenls with foaeign developeB and inv€.ilors.
Shopping Cent{,, Responsibility fot

Li.td. L. lolrntoo

.rd R&d

S{utity force Maintenance

L. Ct,F ty, h-, PaW 48

Prior lo 1978, expenses ancurred by shopping center owneG for
security kx(e prolectaon of cuslomeE were either minimal or
lumped togelher wilh other miscellaneous operating expen56_ Since
1978, a trend towards increased security force cosl! for shopping
center and mrll p.rrking lots has b€en experieaced. Within lhe last
decade, couns in at least ten states have ruled on the qut5tion of
slore liabilily lor custorner harm in parling lots- The rulinBs indicate
that cuslomers have a.ighl to be prolecled frorn anack by third
panies, pani(ul,rrly where fDtential harm is fores€eable.
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Editor's Stctement
Samuel Zell, the fast-stepping chairman and CEO of
Equity Financial and ManaSernent Company, opens this
number of REI with a timely announcement of the Crave
Dance/s return. Heralded by a concatenation of circumstances not s€en since l97l-'1975, lhis arrival coincides with proiects of tax Ieform and deficit reduction
that will surely make Reagan's second term an exciting
one for the real estate industry. Zell's grave dancing,
while "not for the faint of heart,' may be the best available solution to the problem of what to do while the new
record plays itrlf out.
From a slightly different persp€ctive, lohn C. Weicher
examines the implications of disinflation {or the housing
market in the'1980s. As Weicher points out, real house
prices, while still hi8h, are continuinS to decline while
real morlSage rates remain high. lf he is right, that news
is not all bad,

Background on the risks and rewards associated with
real estate syndication-a major factor in today's investrnent picture-is provided by David B. Blenko, who
offers a useful review of recent history in the field and
sorne cautions to lhe prosp€ctive investor. From a different perspective, Austin l. laffe and J. Randall Woolridge

derribe the new competitive environment in housing
finance resulting from Sreater involvement oi both de-

pository and nondepository financial institutions. Robert
B. Hulley, CRE, offers a new and challenging analytical
tool-'dissipative real 6tate analysis"- for the ur of
practicinS real eslate counselors, and David Haddow
reminds us of lhe many perils confronting practitioners
in that field. The measurement of real estate returns is

examined in the light of current conditions by lohn
McMahan, CRE.
We conclude with two articles that may seem relatively
narow in scope but that raise issues of real interest. ln
the first, Mary Alice Hines examines the growing overseas investment in Chinese hotel ioint ventures; in the
second, Linda L. lohnson and Robert Cherry analyze the
responsibility of shopping centers for security force
maintenance, a subiect of BrowinS concern for shopping
center owners, managers and counselors.
The next number of REI will feature a special presentation by Dr. lames A. Graaskamp, CR[, of the state of the
arl in real estate market research, along with other

choice items- Be sure lo stay tuned-

courl offered virtually no authority or reasoning other
than the foregoing.
The second Florida case, Drake v. Sun Bank and Trusl
'1979
Company of St. Petersburg," was first decided in
and reversed in 1981. ln the Drake case, a widow
brought an action against a bank to recover for the death
of her husband. He was kidnapped from the bank's parking lot after transactinS business with the bank, driven to
a remote location and then robbed and murdered. The
plaintiff alleged that the bank knew its customers often
carried cash and other valuable items while using the
parking lot, yet failed to have adequate security protection. Moreover, the complaint alleged that the bank was
in a high crime area but provided less security than other
area banks; the bank's security Buards were negliSent in

allowing a dangerous condition to develop; similar
crimes had occurred on or near the bank's facilities and
thus the bank should know there was the chance of an
assaull against a customer on their property. The court,
in a one sentence decision, held that the allegations
were sufficient to state a cause of action against the
defendant.

Conclusion
Before the early 1970s, the generally acceptd common
law was that an owner of a business establishment was
not an insurer of his business Buests and therefore not

liable to these invited customers for iniuries they received in parking lots from third party criminal attacks.
As merchandising has undergone a change towards larger malls rather than smaller community shopping centers, so has this area of the common law. Ten states have
decided this particular question of liability in the last
decade, and all but one provided for possible liabilily lo
the customer by lhe defendant retailer.

After kxrking at the ten jurisdictions which have determined the legal question of a business prop€rty owner'r duty and liability for (rimrnal a( 15 lo ( ustomers in d
parking lot, many unanswered questions and problems
remain as to future applications of the trend lo hold
business owners liable by allowing the plaintiff a chance
at trial and possible recovery. The decisions from the
various jurisdictions lead to no absolute conclusion as to
the exact number of prior criminal acts which create a
duty and possible liability for the business owner. The
main issue in all of the cases is the foreseeability of
customer harm, but the factual situations run from two
prior assaults in the vicinity in Texas to 27 car thefts in
Pennsylvania. As a Beneralization, it looks as if the plaintiff would have the strongest case if he were the lhird,
fourth or fifth parking lot assault victim within a year's
peri<.d, and the business property owner failed to provide adequate security-

LookinS at this {rom a mall owner's persp€ctive, how
can he protect himself from liabilitya ln the foregoing
cases, security measures employed by the owner were
one of the factors considered. But how much of a security force is necessaryl The cases indicate that if there has

been prior criminal activity of any typ€ in the parking
lot, especially assaults, the owner should increase his
security force and parking lot patrols. lronically, however, increasing security may not be enough as sympathelic iuries could convert possible liability to absolute
liability in cases where there has been a history of heavy
criminal activity in the area.
These typ€s of legal actions will continue to arase with
the high crime rate in the United States, the large number of businesses with their own private parking lots and

the increase o{ regional and super regional shopping
malls, Hopefully, further decisions will give better
guidelines and answers for business owners to prevent
this perplexing problem. Mall owners, as well as other
business property owners, are well advised to increase
spending in the area of security and customer protection

as documented in The Dollars & Cents o/ Shopping
Centers. The old common law precedent of the business
property owner not being an insurer of customer safety
definitely appears to be crumbling.
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